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Abstract
Jean-Paul Sartre’s conceptualisation of material possession contains rich insights
for this study located at the intersection of visual communication, mobile UI design,
human–computer interaction and design philosophy. Possession is a relational concept
concerning more than just the ownership of things. It contributes to an understanding
of self-identity via an individual’s relationship with the objects they see, use, use up and
create. Initial ideas for a contemporary conceptualisation of digital-material possession
presented in this study expands on Sartre’s philosophy enabling technologies such as
the iPhone, including its hardware and software components, to be positioned as an
entanglement of possessions. Likewise, the unique relationships between humans
and their non-human technological and appearance-dominant things can be included
among the many human–possession relationships that constitute an individual’s
self-identity. This thesis uses the set of iOS7 app icon graphics and their redesign,
conducted as part of this study, in the critique, expansion and application of Sartre’s
material possession to the contemporary context. Reflection on the redesigned iOS
prototypes shifted the original practice-based design research approach, to instead
underpin a Research through Design investigation of the nature and agency of iOS
graphics as exemplars of appearance-dominant digital-material possessions. Reflection
on the prototypes through the lens of possession created a feedback loop between the
speculative prototypes, Sartre’s philosophy of material possession and its expansion
for the contemporary digital-material context. Possession and digital-material
possession have interdisciplinary and intradisciplinary relevance. In the design context,
together they enable increased understanding of the role of the designer, their design
activities and design outcomes, and the role of individual users of designed things, their
co-creation activities and outcomes. Beyond design, digital-material possession
highlights Sartre’s contribution to the philosophy of technology.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Background to the study
This study is located at the intersection of visual communication, mobile UI design,
human–computer interaction and design philosophy. It is prompted by curiosity
to better understand the nature and agency of appearance of iPhone operating
system (iOS) graphics, the pre-installed operating system graphics of every iPhone.
Unobtrusive observation suggests the potential importance of these graphics as active,
appearance-dominant, non-human agents in the lives of the individuals using them due
to the sheer number of people looking at and using their phones throughout the day in
all manner of circumstances. Yet, limited published scholarship on the agency of the
appearance of iOS graphics in an iPhone user’s self-identity suggests a gap in
knowledge. This study addresses this gap.
Apple’s iPhone is one of many smartphones that are indispensable in contemporary
life. It exemplifies a ubiquitous mobile technology that is important for what it allows
individuals to do and for how they understand themselves culturally, socially and
individually. Sherry Turkle’s (1984, 2007, 2008) ongoing research on the relationships
people have with their computers, and more recently with their smartphones, provides
support for their importance indicating “these identity technologies are second selves”
(Turkle cited in Woyke 2008, n.p.). Similarly, Goggin (2009, p233) identifies important
connections between individual users and their phones, calling the iPhone “identity on
the move” due to user customisation of the mobile interface. This observation indicates
a connection between the iPhone, its interface, and an iPhone user’s customisation
activities and outcomes, with their self-identity. However, the appearance-based
agency of iOS graphics in an individual iPhone user’s self-identity is implicit rather
than explicit in Goggin’s (2009) observations. As iOS graphics are among the many
1

digital and material components of the iPhone these graphics have a role in
contributing to how people understand themselves. However, Turkle (cited in Woyke
2008) does not investigate iOS graphics as exemplars of contemporary identity
technologies nor are they addressed for their role in a human–technology relationship.
Similarly, Goggin (2009) does not examine the specific appearance-based contribution
made by iOS graphics to an individual iPhone user’s self-identity.
The limited amount of scholarly research on the appearance of iOS graphics is in stark
contrast to how much time, and how frequently, smartphone users appear to look at
and interact with these graphics. Anecdotal evidence of iPhone use, prompted by the
introduction of Apple’s new Screen Time tools with iOS12, suggests high levels of daily
smartphone use. Gibbs (2018) reported “close to” 150 daily pickups, that is smartphone
interactions, during use of the iPhone as part of his work as a journalist. Similarly,
Leswing (2018) reported 248 daily iPhone pickups during his work. iOS graphics are
seen in every one of these hundreds of daily interactions suggesting their potential to
be part of an individual iPhone user’s self-identity due to the amount, frequency and
consistency of mobile human-computer interactions.

1.2 Research questions
Two research questions establish the focus, and means of, investigating the
appearance-based contribution of iOS graphics to an individual iPhone user’s
self-identity.
What contribution do iOS graphics and their existing user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance options make to an iPhone user’s self-identity?
How can a range of user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options be
designed for iOS app icons, to facilitate increased personalisation opportunities
and still maintain a visual link with Apple’s branding identity?
2

The first research question addresses the appearance-based agency of iOS graphics. The
appearance of these graphics is largely unquestioned, normative and taken for granted.
The lack of research engagement regarding their appearance-based agency suggests the
appearance of iOS graphics is an assumed and implicit inclusion in discussions on the
role of the iPhone within an individual user’s self-identity. In comparison, this study is
an intentional investigation of the appearance-based contribution of iOS graphics with
the aim to examine and explicitly state their contribution to an individual iPhone user’s
self-identity. Consequently, this study asserts an appearance-based contribution of iOS
graphics to an individual iPhone user’s self-identity is made possible by the application
and expansion of Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of material possession. Drawing on
the small portion of Sartre’s (1972) philosophy addressing possession, the appearance
of an iOS graphic is positioned as a contemporary digital-material visual possession
that becomes a component of an iPhone user’s uniquely constructed self-identity
through the user’s possessive activities of seeing, using, using up and creating.
The second research question addresses the philosophical concerns of the first research
question through a speculative design experiment. This question limits the Research
through Design (Koskinen et al. 2011; Zimmerman and Forlizzi 2014) component of
this study to iOS app icons, a subset of iOS graphics, to focus on defamilarising this
discrete set of graphics as a means of critiquing their appearance-based agency. The
Research through Design approach addresses the second question through the design
and development of speculative prototypes and a dynamic framework as a design
strategy and tool to enable brand-aligned user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance
opportunities within digital things. The design process, prototypes and framework
also prompted reflection on connections between the existing and speculative iOS
personalisation choices and the philosophical concerns of the first question. The
increased personalisation options made visible in the prototypes were identified as
contemporary exemplars of Sartre’s (1972) indefinite extensions of possession, and a
feedback loop was established between the philosophical and practical concerns of the
3

two questions. Consequently, the philosophical nature of the first research question
informed the design and development of the prototypes that addressed the second
research question. In turn, reflection-in-action and reflection-on-action (Schön 1991)
of the prototypes informed thinking on the first question and so on in an iterative,
reflective feedback loop between philosophy, design theory and practice throughout
the research process.
For example, the second question encapsulates the philosophical and theoretical
concepts of possession (Sartre 1972), multiinstability and multiintentionality
(Redström and Wiltse 2019). Drawing on Sartre’s (1972) possession and its expanded
conceptualistion for the contemporary context, the existing personalisation
opportunities for iOS app icons exemplify indefinite extensions of possession, that is,
the possibilities of creative possession that are realised by each individual iPhone user
through their unique activities of use and creation. The prototypes make visible a
set of speculative indefinite extensions that were designed as part of this study. The
prototypes also make visible the multiinstability and multiintentionality of iOS app
icon graphics. Multiinstability is characterised by ongoing change of digital things
(Redström and Wiltse 2019) and exemplified in the second research question by the
possibilities for change enabled by personalisation options. Multiintentionality is
characterised by the network of relationships, intentions and use of digital things
(Redström and Wiltse 2019), exemplified by the interconnected relationships,
intentions and use of iOS app icon graphics by each individual iPhone user.
Answering the two research questions individually and collectively contributes to better
understanding the nature and agency of the appearance of iOS graphics and other
everyday appearance-dominant digital-material things. An explicit and nuanced
understanding of appearance-dominant digital-material things such as iOS app
icons is important for the insights it provides into the nature and agency of the things
themselves, responding to Orlikowski and Iacono’s (2001) call for greater theorising
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of IT artefacts, and for the insights it provides into contemporary human–possession
relationships between individuals and their appearance-based digital-material things.
Therefore, as a response to Orlikowski and Iacono’s (2001) challenge and due to the
ubiquity of smartphone use, the motivation for this study is to theorise the appearance
of iOS graphics as exemplars of IT artefacts. The two research questions enable these
graphics to be theorised from philosophical and applied perspectives, with the aim to
better understand the nature and agency of these ubiquitous appearance-dominant
digital things. That is, what they are and how they operate in an iPhone user’s selfidentity.

1.3 Research approach
This study was initially envisaged as a practice-based design investigation supported
by a theoretical document. The overarching aim of the study was to address the first
research question through analysis of interdisciplinary literature in conjunction with
the design activities and outcomes of the second research question. A set of speculative
prototypes was designed early in the study. Their design, development and outcomes
are presented in Chapter 4. The prototypes were included in a questionnaire to gain
feedback on the increased personalisation options, with a view to improving the
personalisation options and their inclusion in a future personalisation app prototype
through a user-centred design approach. Feedback was collected and statistical and
thematic analysis undertaken. The questionnaire design, results, findings and
discussion are presented in Chapter 5. However, this original research intention
shifted due to reflection-in-action and reflection-on-action during and after the
design and development of the speculative prototypes.
Reflection on making the prototypes and the resulting outcomes highlighted the
prototypes’ ability to make visible several concepts from interdisciplinary scholarship
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including Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of material possession. This realisation
prompted the elevation of the philosophical and theoretical components of the study
above the practice-based components. The first research question retained its role as
the overarching aim of the study while the practice-based outcomes from the second
research question assumed more of a supporting role. For example, the findings from
the questionnaire were no longer important for further development of the prototypes.
In contrast, Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of material possession, originally included
as supporting literature for self-identity, became a primary research outcome of this
study due to its relevance in addressing the first research question. Sartre’s (1972)
possession enables the appearance of iOS graphics and their personalisation to be
positioned as constituting elements of an individual iPhone user’s self-identity through
the establishment of human–possession relationships by sight, use, using up and
creation.

1.4 Overview of the study
This study is an investigation into the nature and agency of iOS graphics with a focus
on the appearance-based contribution of iOS app icons to an individual iPhone user’s
self-identity. The aim of this study is twofold. First, it aims to theorise the appearance
of iOS graphics as exemplars of IT artefacts, from philosophical and applied
perspectives, to better understand their appearance-based nature and agency. Second,
this study aims to draw attention to the applicability of Sartre’s (1972) concept of
material possession for understanding the nature and agency of appearance-dominant
digital things.
An increasing number of global smartphone users, predicted to reach 3.8 billion
by 2021 (Jay 2020), look at their mobile operating system graphics multiple times
every day (Andrews et al. 2015; Gibbs 2018; Leswing 2018). These numbers indicate
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the potential magnitude of daily interactions with, and sight of, operating system
graphics. If smartphone users interact with these graphics just ten times a day, by 2021
there will be 38 billion visual interactions with smartphone operating system graphics a
day. It is acknowledged that iPhones represent a small section of the global smartphone
market, with 900 million active iPhones compared to 3 billion active Android
smartphones in 2019 (Jay 2020). However, while the iPhone has a smaller market
share than Android the number of active iPhones confirms their global importance.
Agency of appearance of iPhone iOS graphics is a key focus of this study. iOS graphics
are comprised of app icon graphics illustrated by the Messages, Calendar and Photos
app icons, and intra-app graphics illustrated by the graphics in iOS apps such as backarrows and paper clip attachment graphics. The set of iOS7 app icon graphics is the
case under investigation, justified by the consistency of appearance of these graphics.
Consistency is achieved by their location in the highly regulated Apple branding
ecosystem, the limited third-party options for user-initiated personalisation supported
in the App Store and until the introduction of iOS12 in 2018 (Apple 2020a; MacRumors
Staff 2020), there was no capability to personalise iOS app icon graphics from within
the iOS. Consequently, most iPhone users, for the majority of this study’s timeframe
between 2014 and 2020, saw the same iOS app icons. In comparison, most Android
users do not have a consistent appearance of operating system graphics due to
Android’s personalisation capabilities made possible by launchers. Therefore, iOS
app icon graphics were selected as the case for investigation due to their consistency
of appearance for most iPhone users.
A comparison between the appearance of iPhone and Android operating system
graphics is unavoidable. However, it is not the intention of this study to argue for or
against any mobile platform. iOS app icon graphics have been chosen as the case study,
not because they are better or worse than Android or Window operating system
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graphics, but because they represent a well-defined and predominantly variable-free
case to investigate the appearance-based concerns of this study.
Self-identity is the other key focus of this study. There are many different types of
identity. Self-identity is the identity focus of this study due to the highly individual
nature of smartphone use (Tossell et al. 2012, p1008). The scope of this study is limited
to better understanding the nature and agency of the appearance of iOS app icon
graphics and the contribution of these graphics to an individual iPhone user’s
self-identity.
Interdisciplinary literature contributes to this investigation of self-identity. Key
among this literature is Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of material possession and
the growing body of scholarship on digital things (Belk and Humayun 2015; Odom et
al. 2011, 2014; Redström and Wiltse 2019) and non-human agency (Bogost 2009, 2012;
Harraway 2003, 2008, 2015; Hayles 1999; Latour 2005; Lupton 2016, 2019; Vial 2018,
2019). Sartre’s (1972) much earlier philosophy conceptualises an individual’s activities
and objects of material possession as a human–possession relationship. Material
possession includes the unique construction of an individual’s self-project, via their
activities and objects of material possession, that include looking and seeing. The
connections made between interdisciplinary scholarship, Sartre’s (1972) possession
and the design outcomes have enabled original contributions to design philosophy,
design practice and the philosophy of technology.
Research through Design is the overarching methodology of this study. It is a flexible
design research methodology (Koskinen et al. 2011) that incorporates “the methods,
practices, and processes of design practice with the intention of generating new
knowledge” (Zimmerman and Forlizzi 2014, p167), rather than a finished design
outcome for commercial purposes (p168). The flexibility of Research through Design
accommodates methodological bricolage (Yee 2010; Yee and Bremner 2011) used
to address the range of interdisciplinary concerns within the research questions.
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Speculative prototyping, a case study, a questionnaire and a critical analysis of Sartre’s
(1972) conceptualisation of possession comprise the bricolage used in this study.
Philosophical, theoretical and practical outcomes arise from this study. The key
philosophical outcome is digital-material possession as an expansion of Sartre’s (1972)
conceptualisation of material possession for the contemporary context of material and
digital-material things. The key theoretical outcome is the application of possession and
digital-material possession to the contemporary design context. The practical outcomes
are a set of speculative prototypes and a dynamic framework. The prototypes make
visible a design solution for balancing user and brand requirements in increased userinitiated personalisation-of-appearance options for iOS app icons (Figure 1.1), and also
make visible Sartre’s (1972) indefinite extensions of possession and the concepts of
multiinstability and multiintentionality (Redström and Wiltse 2019). The dynamic
framework is a new design tool for enabling a structured approach to brand-aligned
and option-based user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance opportunities with
potential for application beyond the iOS context.
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Figure 1.1: Selected prototype screens
Source: Watts 2016

This study makes a philosophical, theoretical and practical claim for an original
contribution to knowledge. Philosophically, Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of
material possession together with the newly expanded conceptualisation of digitalmaterial possession proposed by this study address the nature of being within
the contemporary context of appearance-dominant digital-material technologies.
Theoretically, both Sartre’s (1972) concept of material possession and digital-material
possession provide a relational lens through which to view the roles, activities and
outcomes of contemporary design, illustrating an original contribution to knowledge
that “[builds] on theoretical and philosophical sources from older, more established
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fields of research” (Koskinen et al. 2011, p168). Practically, the dynamic framework is
a new design tool developed during this study for facilitating brand-aligned and optionbased user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance opportunities in digital things.

1.5 Key concepts
The key concepts of possession, iOS graphics, self-identity and user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance are briefly described due to their importance throughout
the study.

1.5.1 Possession
Sartre (1972) conceptualises possession as a human–possession relationship that is
more than ownership. This relationship is comprised of the activities and objects of the
material world that in turn partially constitute an individual’s uniquely constructed
self-project. Activities of possession include sight, use, using up and creation, and the
ongoing repetition of these activities. Objects of possession include consumer products,
the landscape, objects made by individuals and objects seen by individuals. In the
context of this study, using an iPhone exemplifies a contemporary human–possession
relationship. An individual’s constructed self-project is aligned with an individual’s
constructed self-identity, and iOS graphics and their associated activities of use and
personalisation are positioned as objects and activities of possession that, in turn,
partially constitute an individual iPhone user’s self-identity.
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1.5.2 iOS graphics
iOS graphics are the pre-installed operating system graphics of every iPhone. They are
a distinct set of mobile graphics installed at the time of manufacture by Apple, cannot
be removed from the iPhone and are a point of visual commonality for all iPhone users.
iOS graphics are seen and accessed every time Apple’s range of native, inbuilt mobile
apps are used. This set of evolving operating system graphics has been in cultural
circulation since 2007, the longest of any mobile operating system graphics due to the
iPhone being the first smartphone. They have changed over time with the introduction
of new apps and new functionalities, as well as a new approach to their appearance.
The iOS7 update in 2013 included a change from the skeuomorphic appearance of iOS
graphics (Bohn et al. 2013), used since the inception of the iPhone and characterised
by photorealistic rendering of the graphics, to a flat graphics approach attributed to
Jony Ive (Bohn et al. 2013), the approach still in use in 2020. The appearance of iOS7
graphics is investigated in this study as it was the version in use at the beginning of this
study in 2014 (Bohn et al. 2013).
There are two distinct sets of iOS graphics. First, iOS app icons are the roundcornered-square icons on the iPhone front screen that are tapped to access apps.
They are comprised of the app icon image, the unique image on each app icon, and
the app title, the name of the app below the app icon. Second, intra-app icons are
the graphics that are used within apps such as the refresh icon, the Wi-Fi icon and
backwards and forwards arrows, among many others. In this study the term iOS
graphics refers to the full set of iOS graphics, both app icons and intra-app icons, and
is used when referring to all iOS graphics. The term iOS app icons refers to the set of
front screen graphics for iOS apps comprised of Messages, Calendar, Photos, Camera,
Stocks, Maps, Weather, Notes, Reminders, Utilities, iTune Store, App Store, Game
Centre, Settings, Newsstand, Passbook, Health, FaceTime, Phone, Mail, Safari and
Music app icons. iOS app icons are predominantly discussed in the context of the
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second research question. They are the subset of iOS graphics investigated in the
prototypes and limit the scope of the practice-based component of this study.
Animoji and memoji are recent additions to iOS graphics that are not included in this
study as these graphics were not in operation in iOS7. Additionally, compared to the
other iOS graphics, animoji and memoji have a clear representational connection with
an individual iPhone user’s self-identity, akin to that of an avatar, through the emotions
they display and the meanings they infer (Stark and Crawford 2015).

1.5.3 Self-identity
Self-identity is the identity focus for this study. A contemporary understanding of selfidentity is one that is constructed, flexible and dynamic (Bauman and Vecchi 2004;
Castree et al. 2013a). It is the most relevant type of identity for addressing the concerns
of this study due to the predominantly individual nature of iPhone use.

1.5.4 User-initiated personalisation-of-appearance
User-initiated personalisation-of-appearance is the personalisation focus of this study.
This type of personalisation is the intentional, enduring change made by an individual
to the appearance of a digital object or environment that is motivated by personal
relevance (Blom 2000, p313; Blom and Monk 2003). User-initiated personalisation-ofappearance is the type of personalisation activity predominantly addressed in this study
due to its user and appearance focus.
There have been ongoing changes to the user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance
options for iOS graphics over the life of this study. For example, a range of iMessage
special effects were introduced with iOS10 in 2016 (Apple 2020b), animojis were
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introduced with iOS11 in 2017 (Apple 2020c), the ability to install custom fonts in iOS
apps was introduced with iOS13 in 2019 (Apple 2020d; MacRumors Staff 2020), and
an unintentional personalisation capability for changing iOS app icon images, via a
workaround using the iOS Shortcut app (Etherington 2020), was introduced with
iOS12 (Apple 2020a; MacRumors Staff 2020). These changes indicate that userinitiated personalisation-of-appearance activity and outcomes are of ongoing interest
and relevance for Apple and iPhone users.

1.6 Structure of the thesis
The thesis has eight chapters. Chapter 1 provides the background to the study. It
presents the research questions, the research approach, an overview of the study,
key concepts used within the study and the structure of the thesis.
Chapter 2 presents a review of self-identity literature pertinent to the contemporary
appearance-based technological concerns of this study. The review begins with
contemporary definitions of self-identity followed by a range of interdisciplinary
approaches to self-identity including the circuit of culture (du Gay et al. 2013), the
concept of the informational self (Floridi 2014), the IT identity construct (Carter
and Grover 2015), liquid identity (Bauman and Vecchi 2004) and a range of recent
conceptualisations of digital things (Belk and Humayun 2015; Odom et al. 2011,
2014; Redström and Wiltse 2019). Sartre’s (1972) contribution to self-identity via an
individual’s uniquely constructed self-project is briefly acknowledged in this chapter
and addressed more fully in the critical analysis of possession in Chapter 6.
Chapter 3 identifies the underpinning methodology of this study and the methods
used to address the research questions. Research through Design is the overarching
design research methodology. It is a constructive design research approach that
accommodates the philosophical and practical concerns of this study and the bricolage
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of methods required to investigate the research questions. A combined critical and
interpretive theoretical lens is applied to the study and the researcher’s position is
made explicit through a discussion of habitus and field, ontology, epistemology, design
epistemology, axiology and the theoretical conceptual framework applied to the study.
This Research through Design approach uses speculative prototyping, a case study,
a questionnaire and a critical analysis of Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of material
possession. Each method is presented and evaluated for its use.
Chapter 4 documents the design process of the speculative prototypes and presents
the practical design outcomes from this study. Part A focuses on the design process
and Part B focuses on the design outcomes. Part A is further divided into three stages
of Discover, Define and Develop, the first three stages of the Double Diamond Design
Process (D3P) (Design Council 2019). The Discover stage of the design process
comprises an examination of the literature and competitive set to inform the key
design issue of increased brand-aligned user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance
opportunities for iOS app icons. The Define stage identifies the potential of the dynamic
identity branding approach to address brand alignment within personalisation
opportunities. The Develop stage presents the prototype parameters, based on dynamic
identity branding principles, and the finished set of speculative brand-aligned
prototypes. Part B identifies the dynamic framework and a range of visualisations as
key outcomes from the design and development of the prototypes. First, the dynamic
framework is divided into six sub-outcomes and each is addressed for its potential
relevance for design practice and research. Second, practical, philosophical and
theoretical concepts are made visible by the prototypes. Visualisation outcomes include
the dynamic framework, contemporary objects of possession and Bauman’s concept
of liquidity (2000, 2005, 2007; Bauman and Vecchi 2004).
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Chapter 5 provides the design, results and discussion of the questionnaire on
the prototypes conducted in 2016. Part A documents the questionnaire design.
Part B presents the results, and Part C provides the discussion.
Chapter 6 argues the relevance of Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of material
possession for the contemporary digital-material context. The literature-based critical
analysis of Sartre’s (1972) material possession identifies similarities and differences
between the original context of Sartre’s (1972) writing and the contemporary context.
Digital-material possession is proposed as an expansion of Sartre’s (1972) possession,
acknowledging the applicability of the original concept for the contemporary context, as
well as the need to update the original concept to accommodate technological changes
since the 1940s and the unique characteristics of contemporary digital things.
Chapter 7 discusses the contribution of Sartre’s (1972) concept of possession for
this study and for the design field. Possession and the newly expanded understanding
of contemporary digital-material possession proposed by this study address the
research questions by enabling ontological connections to be made between the
primary research concerns of self-identity, iOS graphics, and the activity and outcomes
of brand-aligned user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance. Possession is then
considered for its applicability to the design field via the cultural concerns of
representation, identity, consumption, production and regulation.
Chapter 8 concludes the study. It asserts the philosophical, theoretical and practical
claims for an original contribution to knowledge, restates and addresses the research
questions, reiterates the primary research outcomes, acknowledges the limitations,
summarises key recommendations and their potential benefits and presents promising
areas for future research.
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1.7 Summary
This introductory chapter outlined the research conducted by the study. Motivations
for this study into the nature and agency-of-appearance were stated. The two research
questions employed to investigate the agency-of-appearance of iOS graphics from
philosophical and applied perspectives were presented and briefly discussed. The
change in original research intention was acknowledged and argued. An overview of
the final study was provided and key concepts were defined for their use. The chapter
concluded with the structure of the thesis. Investigation of the research questions
begins in the following chapter through a review of self-identity literature relevant
to the appearance-based technological focus of this study.
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Chapter 2: Literature

2.1 Introduction
This chapter reviews interdisciplinary literature that contributes to an investigation
of self-identity within the contemporary technological context. Self-identity is a key
concern of the first research question: What contribution do iOS graphics and their
existing user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options make to an iPhone user’s
self-identity? The review draws on different scholarly fields including cultural studies,
philosophy, human–computer interaction and sociology, to argue that iOS graphics
are appearance-dominant digital things that contribute to an individual’s self-identity.
As stated in the key concepts in Chapter 1, iOS7 app icon graphics are the case under
investigation. This set of graphics comprises the iOS app icons for Messages, Calendar,
Photos, Camera, Stocks, Maps, Weather, Notes, Reminders, Utilities, iTune Store,
App Store, Game Centre, Settings, Newsstand, Passbook, Health, FaceTime, Phone,
Mail, Safari and Music. These iOS graphics do not visually represent the appearance
of an individual iPhone user unlike avatars, animoji and memoji. Likewise, iOS app
icons have very limited options for changing their appearance through existing userinitiated personalisation-of-appearance opportunities compared to the flexibility of
personalisation options for avatars, animoji and memoji. Yet, regardless of their nonrepresentational appearance and their existing personalisation limitations, this study
hypothesises that iOS app icon graphics contribute to the self-identity of an individual
iPhone user.
The connection between computing technology and self is a topic of ongoing scholarly
interest. Early links between personal computers (PCs) and an individual users’ selfidentity were reported by Sherry Turkle (1995, 2005), a clinical psychologist and
Professor of the Social Studies of Science and Technology at MIT. During the 1980s
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she observed that computers were changing the way people were thinking and speaking
about themselves and that this was impacting their identities (Turkle 1995, 2005).
For example, her interview-based research found that individuals were projecting
themselves into multiuser online game spaces know as MUDs (Multi-user
Dungeons/Multi-user Domains) through characters that were either icon-based
or text-based (1995, p11). She indicated (Turkle 1995, p12):
As players participate [in MUDs], they become authors not only of text but
of themselves, constructing new selves through social interaction … MUDs
as laboratories for experimenting with one’s identity.
MUDs enabled a direct connection between self-selected characters, icon-based and
text-based, and an individual’s construction of their self-identity in a digital gaming
context. These early connections between individuals, their online characters and
computing technology, indicate the role computers and computer graphics were
beginning to play in the self-identity of individuals. This study draws on this
background of demonstrated scholarly interest in the links between computing
technology and self-identity to address similar links in the contemporary context
between the appearance of iOS graphics and an individual iPhone user’s self-identity.
Interdisciplinary scholarship on self-identity with a focus on the contemporary
context that is characterised by ubiquitous digital technology provides a foundation
for this study. Section 2.2 presents self-identity as the most relevant form of identity
for consideration due to the individual nature of smartphone use. Section 2.3 continues
at a broad level of definition and framing of self-identity for use in this study. The
circuit of culture (du Gay et al. 2013) is examined for its potential in this investigation,
as it locates identity in an interconnected relationship with the other cultural concerns
of representation, consumption, production and regulation. Self-identity, as the
particular form of identity under examination in this study, is similarly related to these
cultural concerns. Therefore, the circuit of culture is discussed as it provides support
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to understand the entanglement of self-identity with representation, consumption,
production and regulation in the contemporary context. The remainder of the literature
review focuses on recent scholarship that makes connections between self-identity
and digital things. Section 2.4 presents Floridi’s (2014) concept of an informational
self for its contribution to self-identity from an informational perspective. Section 2.5
examines the IT identity construct (Carter and Grover 2015) for the connections it
makes between information, use of technology, perceptions of that use and an
individual’s self-identity. Section 2.6 continues to address the impact of information
on self-identity through the concept of liquid identity (Bauman and Vecchi 2004) and
the use of the liquid metaphor by other scholars. Last, Section 2.7 focuses on the agency
of digital things within self-identity in the concepts of ontophany (Vial 2018, 2019),
fluid assemblages (Redström and Wiltse 2019) and virtual possessions (Belk and
Humayun 2015; Odom et al. 2011, 2014).

2.2 Self-identity
Self-identity is the type of identity under investigation in this study. It is the concept
that an individual has of themselves as an “[object] of their own thought … and the
ways in which they are distinguished from others” (Castree et al. 2013a, n.p.). This
type of identity characterises an individual’s conscious and unconscious choices,
actions and perceptions of themselves (Castree et al. 2013a), and is implicit in every
cultural, social and individual practice (Castree et al. 2013b). The combination of
unique choices, actions and perceptions that individuals make, do and have highlights
the relevance of self-identity for application to this study due to the unique nature
of smartphone use and users (Tossell et al. 2012, p1008).
Self-identity is one of many types of identity. For example, identity may also refer
to a national, gender, sexual, queer, ethnic, indigenous, religious, social, virtual
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and consumer identity, among others (Chandler and Munday 2011; Elliott 2014).
Consequently, self-identity is understood as one of the many identities possible within
an individual’s identity mix (Chandler and Munday 2011). However, examination of
an individual’s other identities is beyond the scope of this study. Exceptions are an app
identity addressed in Section 2.4.5 and the IT identity construct presented in Section
2.5. An app identity and the IT identity construct are included as supporting literature
in this chapter due to their ability to better understand an individual’s self-identity
in relation to iOS graphics.
Scholarship acknowledges the agency of non-human things in self-identity. For
example, the home and its contents are non-human material things that inform
an individual’s self-identity through the meaning, value and associations they make
for individuals (Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Hatton 1981). From within a more
contemporary and technological context, avatars exemplify non-human digital things
that are implicated in an individual’s self-identity due to their potential to visually
represent an individual by the appearance-based choices made by each person during
the avatar’s construction (Belk 2013, pp481-483). In comparison, iOS graphics are nonhuman non-representational appearance-dominant digital things and their appearance
does not visually represent the appearance of the individual iPhone user. However,
iOS graphics still inform an individual’s self-identity through the meaning, value and
associations they make for an individual by their non-representational appearance.
As the earlier research into the home and its contents suggests (Csikszentmihalyi
and Rochberg-Hatton 1981), appearance is one of the many ways that things inform
an individual’s self-identity. Therefore, this study argues that the appearance of nonrepresentational digital things, such as iOS graphics, also informs an individual’s selfidentity.
Jean-Paul Sartre (1905–1980) has acknowledged the key role of appearance within
self-identity in his philosophical approach to possession. Possession of the material
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world is the focus of the section titled ‘“Doing” and “Having” Possession’ in his seminal
work Being and Nothingness: An Essay on Phenomenological Ontology (Sartre [1943]
1972, pp575-615). This small portion of his much larger philosophical work illustrates
the importance of the activities and objects of possession for an individual’s selfidentity, due to the construction of their self-project made through their many
human–possession relationships. This portion of philosophy also enables a link to
be made between activities and objects of possession and an individual’s self-identity
in the contemporary context, as the human–possession relationship that characterises
Sartre’s (1972) possession has relevance for and can be extended to non-material
possessions such as iOS graphics. Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of material
possession is addressed briefly in this section for its contribution to self-identity
literature and closely examined in Chapter 6 in the critical analysis of possession.
Possession is more than ownership of an object. Sartre (1972, p591, italics in original)
indicates:
The pen and the pipe, the clothing, the desk, the house—are myself. The totality
of my possessions reflects the totality of my being. I am what I have. It is I myself
which I touch in this cup, in this trinket. This mountain which I climb is myself to
the extent that I conquer it; and when I am at its summit, which I have “achieved”
at the cost of this same effort, when I attain this magnificent view of the valley
and the surrounding peaks, then I am the view; the panorama is myself dilated
to the horizon, for it exists only through me, only for me.
Possession is material and non-material. It is a unique relationship that is established
between an individual and a pen, the activity of climbing a mountain and the view,
among others. Each activity and object of possession when viewed individually
constitutes a part of an individual’s being, and when viewed collectively all activities
and objects of possession constitute an individual’s being. Importantly, all activities
and objects of possession constitute an individual’s being. The above quote, together
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with Sartre’s (1972, p576) critique of a picture highlights the importance of appearance
in possession and self-identity, and enables appearance-dominant digital things such
as iOS graphics to be understood as non-human non-representational possessions
that partially constitute an individual’s being. Sartre (1972, italics in original) asserts:
If I create a picture, a drama, a melody, it is in order that I may be at the origin
of a concrete existence. This existence interests me only to the degree that the
bond of creation which I establish between it and me gives to me a particular
right of ownership over it. It is not enough that a certain picture which I have
in mind should exist; it is necessary as well that it exist through me. (p576)
What is seen is possessed … to know is to devour with the eyes. (p578)
These observations provide philosophical support for the inclusion of appearancebased and creative possession as constituting elements in an individual’s unique
existence.
Sartre (1972, p577) indicates possession includes not only the appearance of things
but also their creation and use, stating:
People who like to surround themselves with everyday objects which they
themselves have made, are enjoying subtleties of appropriation. They unite
in a single object and in one syncretism the appropriation by enjoyment and
the appropriation by creation. We find this same uniting into a single project
everywhere from artistic creation to the cigarette which “is better when I roll
it myself”.
Everyday objects and experiences made by an individual’s creative activities are objects
and experiences of creative possession that, in part, constitute an individual’s selfidentity. In the contemporary context iOS graphics are considered as one such set
of everyday objects of possession. These graphics have the potential to contribute to
an individual’s self-identity through their appearance, through their use and through
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the creative activities of user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance. The application
of Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of possession to the contemporary digital-material
context of iPhones and iOS graphics, in contrast to the predominantly material context
of the 1940s, is a key outcome of this study. The application and initial ideas on
expansion of Sartre’s (1972) concept of possession to the contemporary context is
addressed in the critical analysis of possession in Chapter 6.

2.3 Circuit of culture
The circuit of culture (du Gay et al. 2013) from within cultural studies provides a
helpful framework for understanding an individual’s self-identity in the contemporary
context. The circuit is comprised of the cultural elements of representation, identity,
production, consumption and regulation, and their interconnections. Due to the
interconnections between representation and identity in the framework the
appearance-dominant characteristics of iOS graphics are directly implicated in an
iPhone user’s self-identity. Similarly, the circuit’s interconnections also enable links
between the production, consumption and regulation of iOS graphics in an individual’s
self-identity. Consequently, the circuit of culture enables a direct connection to be
made between the appearance of iOS graphics and an individual iPhone user’s selfidentity due to the interconnected cultural concerns of representation, identity,
production, consumption and regulation.
User-initiated personalisation-of-appearance draws on characteristics of mass
customisation and open design. Pine and Korn (2011, p241) position personalisation
as “cosmetic customization”, one of the four subsets of mass customisation together
with collaborative, adaptive and transparent customisation (Gilmore and Pine 1997).
Cosmetic customisation focuses on the external look or appearance of a product and
aligns with the personalisation-of-appearance concerns of this study. However, this
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type of customisation does not align with the user-initiated concerns of this study, as
products that are cosmetically customised are “packaged” for the individual (Gilmore
and Pine 1997, p93) not by the individual. In comparison, open design has a userinitiated focus. Open design opportunities are enabled by expert designers for
laypeople, so that individuals can actively participate in design processes and in the
production of designed outcomes (Hermans 2015). Consequently, open design closely
aligns with the user-initiated concerns of this study and its focus on enabling increased
participation in user-initiated personalisation of appearance. Connections between the
elements of representation and identity are now addressed for their relevance to selfidentity in the context of this study.
Representation includes appearance. However, it is more than what is seen. It is “the
practice of constructing meaning through the use of signs and language” (du Gay et al.
2013, p20), the implicit and explicit conceptual codes and visual signs contained
within what is seen (Hall 2013, pp1-10). Representation is particularly pertinent
to understanding the appearance-based contribution of iOS graphics to an individual’s
self-identity as these graphics are cultural artefacts that exemplify the four strategies
of representation. These strategies are extending existing meanings; expanding existing
meanings; comparison with existing objects; and articulation (du Gay et al. 2013, p20).
Applying the strategies of representation to iOS graphics indicates they are visual,
mobile, digital, cultural artefacts that extend elements of the pre-existing PC
interaction technology of the Windows, Icons, Menu, Pointer graphical user interface
to the newer mobile platform (Watts 2012, pp19-25). They expand meaning through
discourses of identity, socio-economics, mobile technology, personalisation,
privatisation and fashion. They are similar to and different from Android and Windows
operating system graphics, and they are similar to and different from their printed
counterparts that appear out of the smartphone’s digital context. Last, iOS graphics are
articulated with the Apple brand and the visual language of technology. Consequently,
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iOS graphics exemplify the nuanced, constructed and contextually fluid nature of
representation due to both the uniquely individual and collective meanings of iOS
graphics held by iPhone users. Therefore, representation of iOS graphics exemplifies
the cultural, social and individual practices implicit in self-identity. Representation
and self-identity together with production, consumption and regulation, are discussed
further in Chapter 7 for their contribution to possession, digital-material possession
and design.

2.4 Informational self
Floridi’s (2014) concept of an informational self enables the positioning of iOS graphics
within an individual’s self-identity by an informational and philosophical approach.
The informational self is a concept grounded in the information revolution that
is characterised by use of, and reliance on, pervasive information communication
technologies (ITCs). iOS graphics are positioned as one such set of pervasive ITCs.
Floridi (2014, pp87-100) argues the information revolution is the latest in a set of four
revolutions that have called into question the primacy of humanity. He (2014) indicates
the first revolution removed humanity from its position at the centre of the universe,
due to Copernicus’s astronomical discovery that humans inhabited one planet of many
revolving around the sun. The second revolution removed humanity from its position
of superiority to other forms of life, due to Darwin’s biological discovery that all life
on earth had evolved “from common ancestors through natural selection” (Floridi 2014,
p89). The third revolution removed humanity from its position as being in control of
its own thoughts, due to Freud’s psychoanalytic discovery of the unconscious and its
agency in human life. The fourth revolution, the information revolution, removes
humanity from its position of thinking of itself as the most intelligent life on earth.
This revolution is attributed to Turing’s discovery of the computer and its progression
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into the ubiquitous and indispensable range of smart devices and systems that now
permeate contemporary life, and impact the conception of self. This final revolution
defines humanity as one of many intelligent and “informational agents, both natural
and artificial, that also process information logically and autonomously” (Floridi 2014,
p94).
Floridi’s (2014, p68) conceptualisation of the informational self is informed by a
predominantly dualist conception of the self that privileges the mind and thinking over
the physical body. Key contributions are made by Locke’s (n.d., cited in Floridi 2014,
p68) philosophical approach that elevates personal consciousness and memories,
and by narrative theory’s self-constructed story approach (Floridi 2014, p68). These
approaches together with Floridi’s (2014) observations of the growing and evolving role
of ITCs, and the related social pressures from peers, self and wider culture due to their
use, are central to the concept of the informational self. Floridi states (2014, p69):
The self is seen as a complex informational system, made of consciousness
activities, memories, or narratives. From such a perspective you are your own
information. And since ICTs can deeply affect such informational patterns,
they are indeed powerful technologies of the self.
ICTs, infosphere, onlife and inforgs are four concepts that are central to understanding
the informational self. These concepts are clarified for their use in Floridi’s (2014)
informational self and their contribution to self-identity in this study.

2.4.1 Information communication technologies
ICTs include the exponentially increasing range of technological devices, systems and
processes, as well as their associated pervasive role within contemporary culture. They
are exemplified by smartphones, tablets, apps, wearable devices, tracking technologies,
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online services, GPS, Wi-Fi, the internet, the cloud, social media, tweets, texts, posts,
likes and feeds, among others. Floridi (2014, pvi) asserts:
[ICTs] have become environmental, anthropological, social, and interpretative
forces. They are creating and shaping our intellectual and physical realities,
changing our self-understanding, modifying how we relate to each other and
ourselves, and upgrading how we interpret the world, and all this pervasively,
profoundly and relentlessly.
This observation highlights the role of ICTs in creating, shaping, changing, modifying
and upgrading realities, including self-understanding, and by implication, an
individual’s self-identity. Such an informational understanding of reality results
in informational thinking (Floridi 2014, p40). Informational thinking is pervasive,
unconscious and normative, and is exemplified when individuals use computing
language to describe themselves, such as when an individual refers to their brain as a
hard drive or indicates they need a (physical) upgrade. Consequently, ITCs contribute
to an informational understanding of reality, thinking and self.

2.4.2 The infosphere
The infosphere is a concept from Floridi (2014) that reinforces the informational nature
of the contemporary context. It is an evolving concept that comprises all information,
both analogue and digital, offline and online (Floridi 2014, p40), “the whole
informational environment constructed by all informational entities, their properties,
interactions, processes and mutual relations”. This concept includes people living in
the contemporary, informationally dependent, context (Floridi 2014, p40), thereby
asserting humanity already inhabits the infosphere (Floridi 2014, p40).
The infosphere is predominantly digital. Floridi (2014, p40) states this is largely due
to ICTs, and the “ever-increasing growth of informational spaces in which we spend
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more and more of our time”. Digital informational spaces include social media such
as Facebook and Twitter, apps, games, databases, emails, skype, computer programs,
online transactions and shopping, online entertainment, movies, music, YouTube
videos, smart homes, self-tracking routines and educational environments, among
others. iOS graphics are positioned as informational spaces that exemplify the
infosphere. In comparison, analogue informational spaces include face-to-face
conversations, reading of printed material, listening to a face-to-face lecture, receiving
advice from a doctor in a face-to-face consultation, conducting a business transaction
in a physical premises, filling out of a printed form, interpreting a printed map and
following a recipe book, among others. Many of these analogue tasks are being replaced
by digital alternatives, while other tasks are blurring the boundaries between analogue
and digital and some are purely digital experiences.

2.4.3 Onlife
Onlife is a concept from Floridi (2014) that reinforces the informational nature of the
contemporary context, characterised by the merging and blurring of the boundaries
between analogue and digital life. Floridi (2014, p43, italics in original) indicates:
The threshold between here (analogue, carbon-based offline) and there
(digital, silicon-based online) is fast becoming blurred … the digital-online
world is spilling over into the analogue-offline world and merging with it. This
recent phenomenon is variously known as ‘Ubiquitous Computing’, ‘Ambient
Intelligence’, ‘The Internet of Things’, or ‘Web-augmented things’. I prefer to
refer to it as the onlife experience. It is, or will soon be, the next stage in the
development of the information age. We are increasingly living onlife.
Onlife has implications for all humanity but more so for Generation Z. Generation
Z, individuals born after 11 September 2001, are the first generation to feel at home
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in the infosphere (Floridi 2014, p44). Floridi (2014, p98) observes that these digital
natives will have a much stronger connection with the infosphere compared to earlier
generations so that the differences between the physical and digital are virtually
imperceivable. Consequently, the concept of the informational self provides insights
into generational implications for contemporary self-identity. For example, the existing
appearance of iOS graphics and the ability to personalise their appearance may connect
more strongly with an individual’s self-identity if the individual is from Generation Z,
compared to an individual from Generation X. Floridi (2014, p98) suggests:
Generation Z will increasingly feel deprived, excluded, handicapped, or poor to
the point of paralysis and psychological trauma whenever it is disconnected from
the infosphere, like a fish out of water. One day, being an inforg will be so natural
that any disruption in our normal flow of information will make us sick.
The level of importance of iOS graphics in an individual iPhone user’s self-identity
may be dependent on age. However, there are other older individuals who would
similarly feel like a fish out of water if they were disconnected from their contemporary
technologies regardless of their age. Therefore, age is viewed by this study as one factor
among many that inform the role of iOS graphics in an individual’s self-identity.

2.4.4 Inforg
Inforg is the final concept from Floridi (2014) that contains implications for the
informational self and self-identity in the context of this study. An inforg is an
“informational organism [that is] mutually connected and embedded in an
informational environment (the infosphere)” (Floridi 2014, p94). Inforg is not
the same as the transhuman concept of the cyborg that connects human flesh
with machine (Haraway 1991). Floridi (2014, p96) indicates:
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[The inforg is a] less sensational, and yet more crucial and profound change
in our conception of what it means to be human … through the radical
transformation of our environment and the agents operating within it.
The concept of the inforg enables individuals to be positioned as informational as well
as transformational. As indicated by Floridi’s (2014, p69) observation, “you are your
information”, every bit of data that an individual creates, consciously or unconsciously,
from heartbeats on personal health trackers to the meta-data on smartphones,
exemplifies the concept of the inforg. Furthermore, the observation “you are your
information” (Floridi 2014, p69) infers a relationship between the individual and their
information. A relational understanding of the inforg and of information makes a
connection with Sartre’s (1972) relational conceptualisation of possession, understood
as a human–possession relationship that exists between an individual and their
material and non-material possessions.
The conceptual underpinnings of the informational self by ICTs, the infosphere,
onlife and inforg enable information to be understood as a contributing factor
within an individual’s self-identity. Floridi’s (2014, pp68-86) detailed analysis of the
individual and social components that contribute to the informational self illustrates
the complexities of his concept at a personal level. Floridi (2014, pp68-86) interprets
the self as informational in seven ways via an app identity, location and presence, time,
memory, digital gaze, the physical body, and knowledge and education. Of these seven
the app identity holds the most relevance for this review of self-identity literature and
is addressed for its contribution to this study.

2.4.5 App identity
Floridi (2014, p69) argues that ICTs have contributed so significantly to an individual’s
conceptualisation of self that some individuals may view themselves as an app.
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Contemporary culture that is “imbued with ICT ideas” (Floridi 2014, p69) enables an
individual’s understanding of self to be similarly imbued. For example, computational
language used by individuals when talking about themselves (Turkle 1995, 2005),
exemplifies how computational ideas imbue perceptions of reality, self and self-identity
(Vial 2018, 2019). Floridi (2014, pp69-70) argues that it is possible for an individual’s
understanding of self to be comprised of a physical and mental platform, exemplified
by the body and the mind as hardware and software. Therefore, an individual may
view themself as a “cross-platform structure, like an app” (Floridi 2014, p69).
An app identity is also addressed by Gardner and Davis (2013). Their research focuses
on the adoption, use and conceptualisation of apps, including the central position
of apps in an individual’s self-identity. Gardner and Davis (2013, pp7-8) indicate:
Young people growing up in our time are not only immersed in apps: they’ve
come to think of the world as an ensemble of apps, to see their lives as a string
of ordered apps or perhaps, in many cases, a single, extended, cradle-to-grave
app … a “super-app”.
The strength of relationship that some individuals have with their mobile technologies
is illustrated by this observation, so much so that the relationship results in the
metaphor of a super-app to describe their life. Gardner and Davis (2013) make several
observations that focus on the role of app icons and interfaces in an app identity. This
direct attention on app icons, interfaces and identity provides recent insights into the
role of iOS graphics within an individual iPhone user’s self-identity. Gardner and Davis
(2013, p60) state:
The apps arrayed on a person’s smartphone or tablet represent a fingerprint of
sorts— only instead of a unique pattern of ridges, it’s the combination of interests,
habits, and social connections that identify that person … the app identity, then,
is multifaceted, highly personalized, outward-facing, and constrained by the
programming decisions of the app designer.
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This observation highlights the unique nature of an app identity as understood by
Gardner and Davis (2013). Personalisation is referred to as part of the individual’s
unique fingerprint that constitutes their identity, drawing attention to the personalised
nature of the app identity. The mention of personalisation also makes connections
with the theoretical and practical role of personalisation in this study, and the research
questions. Observations of the app designer’s role in constraining the app identity
indicates the key role of designers and their design decisions in the self-identity of
others. The contribution of personalisation to self-identity in the context of possession
and contemporary digital-material possession is addressed in Chapters 6 and 7, and its
practical contribution is addressed in Chapters 4 and 5. The roles of designers, design
activities and outcomes in self-identity are addressed in Sections 6.4.4 and 6.5 and in
Chapter 7.
The app identity explicitly addresses app icons and the agency of their appearance.
Gardner and Davis (2013, p72) acknowledge:
The app icon itself is worthy of note. One could argue that the icon serves less
to signify the purpose of an app and more to represent a particular brand and
the lifestyle, values, and general cachet associated with it … part of an app’s
appeal lies in its external representation rather than its internal functionality.
Gardner and Davis’ (2103, p72) observation exemplifies the interconnected roles
of appearance and meaning in the concept of representation (du Gay et al. 2013),
addressed earlier in Section 2.3. Gardner and Davis’ (2103) acknowledgement of the
role of appearance of app icons is one of the few pieces of scholarship that directly
addresses the agency of appearance of app icon graphics. Drawing on du Gay et al.
(2013), the appearance of a technology, such as an iOS graphic, operates as a cultural
representation that is partially constructed by individual users of such appearancedominant technologies, via the unique meanings they associate with appearance.
Gardner and Davis (2103, p72) indicate that the appearance of an app icon can be
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more important for an individual than the functions it enables, due to the meanings
made from associations of brand and lifestyle, among others, that an individual may
make with the icon’s appearance. In the context of this study, the appearance of an iOS
app icon has potential to inform an iPhone user’s self-identity through the appearancebased associations made with the larger Apple-branded ecosystem of connected
devices, and the lifestyle and values that are similarly associated with Apple. Drawing
on Sartre (1972), the appearance of a technology operates as a visual possession that
contributes to the unique construction of an individual’s self-identity. Therefore, the
concept of an app identity as identified by Floridi (2014) and Gardner and Davis (2013)
contribute to positioning the appearance of iOS app icons in an individual iPhone user’s
self-identity.

2.5 IT identity
Carter and Grover’s (2015) Information Technology (IT) identity construct is another
recent contribution to scholarship that similarly observes the meaningful position
of technology in the self-identity of individuals. From the field of information systems
Carter and Grover (2015, p933) argue for recognition of the IT identity as a new form
of material identity. IT identity is “the extent to which an individual views use of an IT
as integral to his or her sense of self” (Carter and Grover 2015, p931), and characterised
as a spectrum of identity intensity that is based on an individual’s perceived value of a
piece of technology (Carter and Grover 2015, p931). Some individuals will have a strong
IT identity as they view a particular technology to be integral to their sense of self
(Carter and Grover 2015, p931), expressed as “use of the [iPhone] is integral to my
sense of self (who I am)” (Carter and Grover 2015, p931). In comparison, a weak IT
identity may be characterised by little or no identification of a technology in an
individual’s sense of self (Carter and Grover 2015, p931).
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Four interconnected components combine to form the IT identity theoretical model
(Carter and Grover 2015, pp938-949). First, the dimensions of relatedness, emotional
energy and dependence. Second, an individual’s behaviours and experience with their
IT. Third, the characteristics of the IT. Fourth the IT’s situational influences. The two
elements of the IT identity most helpful for considering the role of appearance in selfidentity are relatedness and an individual’s behaviour and experience with their IT.
Relatedness is “the blurring of boundaries between the self and the IT [that] manifest
as feelings of connectedness with the IT” (Carter and Grover 2015, p945). Outcomes
of relatedness include an individual’s strong IT identity with a particular IT (Carter
and Grover 2015, p945), and an individual’s strong general IT identity due to the
incorporation of many technologies into a variety of daily contexts (Carter and Grover
2015, p945). For example, an individual who rearranges the app icons on their front
screen to best suit their everyday use, such as moving the Messages app icon to the
dock for quick access, illustrates their relatedness with a particular IT, the Message
app icon, and more generally, relatedness with the iPhone. In the context of this study,
relatedness enables an understanding of the range of intensities, from strong to weak,
that individuals have for the appearance of their iOS graphics and the centrality of that
appearance to their self-identity based on the feelings of connectedness they have
towards these graphics.
An individual’s behaviour and experience with their ITs is the second element of the
IT identity relevant for this study. Positive behaviours of use include feature use and
enhanced use (Carter and Grover 2015, p944). Feature use is the extent and breadth
of a technology’s use (Carter and Grover 2015, p944), exemplified by an individual
using iOS graphics to complete daily tasks such as sending a text or making a phone
call. Enhanced use is using features that have not been used previously (Carter and
Grover 2015, p944), illustrated by an individual participating in the activities of userinitiated personalisation-of-appearance of their iOS graphics for the first time, such
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as reorganising the app icons on the dock when initially setting up their iPhone. In the
context of this study, an individual’s behaviour towards the appearance of their iOS
graphics by participating in feature use and enhanced use demonstrates the important
role of use as well as the importance of different types of use in an individual’s selfidentity.
Use of technology has developed as a key activity-based component of self-identity.
Use is exemplified in the circuit of culture (du Gay et al. 2013) in the cultural element
of consumption, and in the informational self (Floridi 2014), the app identity (Gardner
and Davis 2013) and the IT identity (Carter and Grover 2015) by an individual’s use of
ITCs. The activities and outcomes of use are a key reason for the applicability of Sartre’s
(1972) conceptualisation of material possession to the contemporary technological
context due to their centrality in the concept of possession and their role in the
construction of an individual’s unique self-identity. The activities and outcomes of use
are addressed further in the critical analysis of Sartre’s (1972) possession in Chapter 6
and in the contemporary digital-material context in Section 6.5 and Chapter 7.
Use is a nuanced activity. As identified in the earlier observations of the IT identity on
relatedness and an individual’s behaviour, use is implicated with a range of intensities
of feelings and a range of different types of use. Such nuances have informed initial
ideas for the expansion of Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of material possession for
application to the contemporary digital-material context presented in Section 6.5 and
to the qualities of possession presented in Section 6.6.

2.5.1 Software application environments
The IT identity identifies three levels of IT: hardware devices, software applications
and software application environments (Carter and Grover 2015). Hardware devices are
exemplified by a whole device such as an iPhone, software applications by apps such as
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FaceTime, and software application environments by the constituting components of a
software application such as user-interface graphics. All three levels have potential to
contribute to an individual’s self-identity in the IT identity construct (Carter and
Grover 2015, p932).
Software application environments are of particular interest for this study. iOS graphics
are positioned as units of technology within a software application environment. They
have potential to become part of an individual’s self-identity through the individual’s
perception of use of these units and the centrality of use to their understanding of self.
Soukup’s (2017) case study of the iOS ecosystem is one of the few pieces of scholarship
that directly addresses iOS graphics as units of technology in a software application
environment. The case study observes the role of appearance in exerting agency from
within the operating system. Soukup (2017, p85) indicates:
The unique experience of the iOS is due to its aesthetic simplicity, which differs
dramatically from the design logic of most contemporary technology … via the
aesthetics of uncomplicated and clear shapes, sounds, colours … iOS devices
evoke flow-like experiences.
Soukup (2017) highlights the agency of appearance in this observation. The appearance
of iOS app icon graphics is part of the uniquely, aesthetic experience provided by the
iOS and an active non-representational non-human agent in the flow-like experience
of the iOS. Two important considerations for this study exist in these observations
(Soukup 2017).
First, the design elements of shapes, colours and rendering style of iOS app icons
suggest the potential for the inclusion of a smaller level of technology in the IT identity
construct. These constituting elements of a software application environment can
also be viewed as even smaller appearance-based personalisation technologies.
Consequently, design elements such as shapes, colours and rendering style, among
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others, when provided as personalisation options in a software application
environment can be considered as a fourth level of technology.
These micro units of technology have the potential to also elicit a spectrum of feelings
associated with IT identity in a similar manner to the other larger units of technology
of hardware devices, software applications and software application environments.
Relatedness and behaviour impacts are illustrated at this micro level by user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance options such as the ability to select and apply a different
colour or font. These micro units of technology also fulfill Carter and Grover’s (2015,
p932) definition of IT:
A unit of technology (hardware device, software application, or software
application environment) that an individual consciously engages with,
as an end-user, to produce, store, and communicate information; that could
be accessible to that person across time and space; and that may provide
breadth of access to others in the person’s social world.
Micro units of technology, exemplified by the user-initiated choices in a software
application environment, are consciously engaged with by individuals to produce and
communicate personal appearance-based information such as their colour preferences.
Consequently, iOS graphics and their limited existing user-initiated personalisationof-appearance options have potential to contribute to an iPhone user’s self-identity
when positioned in the IT identity construct as units of technology. iOS graphics are
units of technology in software application environments and their constituting
design elements such as colour and shape are proposed as new, smaller micro units
of technology. Both the graphic and its constituting elements exert appearance-based
agency and have potential to contribute to an individual iPhone user’s self-identity. The
suggestion of a fourth micro unit of technology for inclusion in the IT identity construct
has potential as an area of future research and is addressed further in Section 8.6.5.
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Flow is the second important consideration for this study from Soukup’s (2017, p85)
observations regarding the appearance-based agency of the iOS. Flow is a state of
personal absorption in an activity (Csikszentmihalyi 1990). In the context of the IT
identity flow could contribute to the strong feelings of connectedness between an
individual and their IT illustrating the dimension of relatedness addressed in the
introduction to the chapter. In the context of Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of
possession flow can be illustrated by an individual’s total absorption in a human–
possession relationship through activities of creative possession and repeated use.
Drawing on Soukup’s (2017, p85) observations of the flow-like experiences enabled by
the appearance of the iOS, and the intersections of flow with the IT identity construct
(Carter and Grover 2015) and Sartre’s (1972) possession briefly addressed here, iOS
graphics can contribute to an iPhone user’s self-identity through their appearancebased agency.
Flow enables the transparency of everyday things such as the appearance of iOS
graphics because of their largely unconscious, and habitual, use and ongoing use. This
study suggests the position of iOS graphics within the larger flow-like experience of
using an iPhone contributes to the graphics’ personal and cultural invisibility, causing
these graphics to virtually ‘disappear’ in everyday experiences such as communicating
with friends or checking social media posts. Such transparency due to use is illustrated
by further observations from Soukup (2017):
Everyday life is best defined as meaningful repetitiveness … the repeated routine
activities that fill daily experiences, such as apps used multiple times each day,
come to define the values and meaning of everyday life. (p67)
iOS applications appear capable of transforming everyday life from drudgery …
into the pleasures of play and flow-like experience. (p84)
Repeated daily activities that define daily life make connections with Sartre’s (1972)
conceptualisation of possession that includes activities of daily, repeated and ongoing
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use in an individual’s uniquely constructed self-project. The concepts of ongoing use
and the self-project are addressed more fully in the critical analysis of possession in
Chapter 6.
The transformation from drudgery to pleasure in Soukup’s (2017, p84) quote above
makes further connections with Carter and Grover’s (2015, p931) observations of
relatedness and feelings of connection in the IT identity. For example, an individual
who perceives an iOS application to be transformational for their daily life by shifting
drudgery to play has potential for a strong IT identity. In comparison, an individual
who perceives their life to be a daily grind with iOS applications implicated in that
drudgery will potentially have a weak IT identity. Similarly, drawing on Vial (2018,
2019), the non-human agency of technologies such as iOS applications is implicated
in an individual’s perceptions of self and the world around them. Together, these
observations from Carter and Grover (2015), Soukup (2017), Csikszentmihalyi (1990),
Sartre (1972) and Vial (2018, 2019) provide support for the non-human appearancedominant agency of iOS graphics in an individual iPhone user’s self-identity.
In comparison to iOS graphics, other components of software application
environments such as visual social media artefacts are topics of current scholarly
interest that make direct connections to an individual’s self-identity. Topics include
blogs (Walker-Rettberg 2014), selfies (Ashbury et al. 2010; Highfield and Leaver 2016;
Walker-Rettberg 2014), curation of online personas (Barbour, Lee and Moore 2017),
apps (Morris and Murrary 2018; Wishcrys 2019), GIFs (Highfield and Leaver 2016;
Lupton 2014; Miltner and Highfield 2017), emoticons (Highfield and Leaver 2016),
emoji (Danesi 2017; Highfield and Leaver 2016; Stark and Crawford 2015) and, more
broadly, research methods into visual social media (Highfield and Leaver 2016).
Selfies and avatars have received the most scholarly attention for their appearance
and connection to self-identity. Selfies make a direct visual link between appearance
and the self-identity of an individual due to their photographic nature. Similarly,
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avatars can, but do not necessarily, make a direct visual link with the appearance of an
individual. Drawing on the self-presentation scholarship of Goffman (1959), selfies and
avatars embody the presentation choices made by an individual that are exemplified in
the taking of the selfie, staging the selfie via the pose and the location, altering the selfie
with filters and finally posting the selfie.
Scholarship has also established a non-representational connection between graphics
and self-identity. For example, Cheung (2007) indicates that self-identity can be
explored, presented and maintained in an online environment through constructing
personal websites, and Coleman (2011, p4) calls for an expansion of the meaning of
avatar to include:
The gestalt of images, text and multimedia that make up our identities as
networked subjects … [such as] email missives, video connections, and other
digital artifacts.
These digital things, such as websites, emails and digital artefacts, are exemplars of
software applications and software application environments (Carter and Grover 2015),
as well as non-representational avatars (Coleman 2011). Furthermore, drawing on
Cheung (2007) and Coleman (2011), the construction of digital things in addition to
personal websites, such as the construction of an email, also suggests potential for the
digital thing to be implicated in the exploration, presentation and maintenance of an
individual’s self-identity, particularly when the digital thing is framed as an avatar.
Therefore, the creation of digital things such as personal websites and the extension
of the concept of an avatar enables further connections to be made between the nonrepresentational appearance of digital things and an individual’s self-identity. Nonrepresentational digital things demonstrate that the visual representation of an
individual, exemplified by selfies, is not essential for a connection to be made
between what is seen and an individual’s self-identity. The creation of things and
non-representational agency of appearance are two elements of Sartre’s (1972)
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conceptualisation of possession that intersect with these more contemporary ideas
by Cheung (2007) and Coleman (2011), and contribute to a fuller understanding
of the appearance-based agency of non-representational digital things, exemplified
by iOS graphics, in an individual’s understanding of self.

2.5.2 Operating systems
Operating systems, and by extension iOS graphics as components of the Apple
operating system, are somewhat problematic for this study when considering Carter
and Grover’s (2015) underpinning definition of IT:
A unit of technology (hardware device, software application, or software
application environment) that an individual consciously engages with, as
an end-user, to produce, store, and communicate information; that could be
accessible to that person across time and space; and that may provide breadth
of access to others in the person’s social world.
Operating systems are problematic as much of their engagement is at an unconscious
level. Unconscious engagement of the iOS is addressed earlier with Soukup’s (2017,
p85) observations of the flow-like experiences enabled by the iOS. However, the
above quote challenges the inclusion of unconscious engagement in an individual’s
understanding of self, as Carter and Grover’s (2015, p932) definition of IT indicates
that the engagement must be conscious.
A further complication exists for operating systems and their inclusion in an
individual’s self-identity due to their invisibility. Carter and Grover (2015, p942)
indicate that operating systems are a form of “IT that is invisible to the end-user …
[and] individuals may not have obvious IT identities tied to these IT”. For example, an
iPhone user is more likely to express an IT identity at the device level, illustrated by the
statement “use of [the iPhone is] integral to my sense of self (who I am)” (Carter and
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Grover 2015, p931); rather than expressing an IT identity at an operating system level,
exemplified by the statement “use of [the iOS is] integral to my sense of self (who I
am)” (Carter and Grover 2015, p931).
However, visual elements of the operating system such as iOS graphics are clearly
visible to individuals. They are consciously and intentionally engaged with to complete
daily tasks while also containing the ability to disappear in a flow-like experience.
Considering Carter and Grover’s (2015, p932) definition of IT and its implications for
operating system graphics in the IT identity construct, this study suggests that while
an operating system may not elicit an IT identity due to its invisibility, the appearancedominant elements such as iOS app icon graphics can elicit an IT identity and
contribute to self-identity due to their visibility.

2.6 Liquid identity
The literature review now moves from its predominantly informational focus to
consider two interdisciplinary concepts with potential to contribute to the research
focus on appearance-based agency in self-identity: liquid identity and digital things.
Liquid identity is a concept from Zygmunt Bauman’s larger body of scholarship on
liquid modernity (2000, 2005, 2007, Bauman and Vecchi 2004). Liquid modernity
encapsulates the societal shift from stability, perfection and permanence to the
disruptive and ephemeral, that is, a shift from solid modernity to liquid modernity.
Liquid identity (Bauman and Vecchi 2004) contributes to an understanding of
contemporary self-identity as invented (p15), constructed (p16) and “forever
incomplete” (p16), characterised by mobility (p18), choice (p19), ambiguity (p29),
infinite possibility (p29), instability (p29) and uncertainty (p31).
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The liquid metaphor encapsulates Bauman’s observations of the mobility, fluidity
and instability of current national, social and individual identity (2000, 2005, 2007;
Bauman and Vecchi 2004). Bauman (in Bauman and Vecchi 2004, p85) states:
Identity building has taken the form of unstoppable experimentation.
Experiments never end. You try one identity at a time, but so many others, as yet
untried, wait round the corner for you to pick them up. Many more undreamt-ofidentities are still to be invented and coveted in your lifetime. You’ll never know
for sure whether the identity you are currently parading is the best you can get
and the one most likely to give you the most satisfaction.
This unstoppable experimentation asserted by Bauman (in Bauman and Vecchi 2004,
p85) makes connections with Sartre’s (1972, p591) conceptualisation of individuals as
an ongoing, constructed, self-project. Bauman (2005, p29) references Sartre’s (1972)
project in his scholarship on liquidity, implying that a life project is not compatible with
the liquid life’s “precarity and constant uncertainty” (Bauman 2005, p2). However, this
study argues the longevity of a life project, that is an individual’s lifetime, suggests
there is time and potential for change and flexibility because of the very precarity
and uncertainty of a lifetime. Additionally, Sartre (1972) does not indicate that an
individual’s self-project is fixed or inflexible. Rather the ongoing and active nature
of possession that provides the means of construction for an individual’s self-project
allows for the incorporation of change and flexibility in response to an individual’s
range and types of human–possession relationships.
Bauman’s (Bauman and Vecchi 2004, p85) reference to unstoppable experimentation,
as an activity of identity construction, also makes connections with the speculative
prototypes of this study. The prototypes make visible appearance-based
experimentation in a design research context, and the increased options for userinitiated personalisation-of-appearance in each prototype are viewed as opportunities
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for identity construction and experimentation enabled by an individual’s unique
personalisation choices.
Bauman’s metaphor of liquidity (2000, 2005, 2007; Bauman and Vecchi 2004) is
applied to the digital context by other scholars. For example, liquid consumption
(Bardhi and Eckhardt 2017) from within the field of consumer behaviour draws on
Bauman’s concept of liquidity (2000, 2005, 2007; Bauman and Vecchi 2004). This type
of consumption is “ephemeral, access based and dematerialized” and is characterised
by “digital, access-based practices, and global mobility” (Bardhi and Eckhardt 2017,
p582). Liquid consumption is grounded in earlier work of liquid relationships with
possessions (Bardhi et al. 2012) and access-based consumption in the context of car
sharing (Bardhi and Eckhardt 2012). This type of consumption acknowledges the
change in consumption trends from possession and ownership to that of access.
Consequently, when the term possession is used in the context of liquid consumption
it is associated with an understanding of consumption as “enduring, ownership based,
and material” (Bardhi and Eckhardt 2017, p582). In comparison, when the term
possession is used in the context of Sartre’s (1972) philosophy, it is relational and
indicative of a human–possession relationship that is more than the purchase and
ownership of things. Therefore, Sartre’s (1972) understanding of possession is the
most relevant for this study as it draws attention to the relational characteristics of
the human–possession relationships between an individual and their technologies.
Additionally, the concept of liquid consumption from Bardhi and Eckhardt (2017)
contributes to this study by highlighting the changing characteristics of use of
contemporary technologies.
Floridi’s (2014) concept of virtual materialism also addresses the access-based
characteristics of contemporary technologies. Floridi (2014, p50, italics in original)
suggests the emergence of virtual materialism as a new form of materialism due to the
“[dematerialisation] of objects and processes [so] that the right of usage is perceived
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to be at least as important as the right to ownership”. Consequently, the importance
of use for the contemporary technological context is highlighted and reinforced by the
concepts of liquid consumption (Bardhi and Eckhardt 2017) and virtual materialism
(Floridi 2014). Acknowledging the importance of use for the contemporary context
further supports the applicability of Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of possession
for addressing the first research question, due to the primary role of use as an activity
of possession within a human–possession relationship that constitutes, in part, an
individual’s self-identity.

2.7 Digital things
This final section focuses on the agency of digital things in an individual’s self-identity
through the concepts of ontophany (Vial 2018, 2019), fluid assemblages (Redström
and Wiltse 2019) and virtual possessions (Belk and Humayun 2015; Odom et al. 2011,
2014). Vial (2018, 2019) asserts the role of technology in people’s perception of
themselves and the world as perception is grounded in the technology of each age.
His concept of ontophany, translated as “the manifestation of being” (Vial 2018, p385),
enables appearance-dominant digital things such as iOS graphics to contribute to an
individual’s self-identity as these graphics make an individual’s reality visible. For
example, the invention and use of communication technologies such as telegrams,
letters and hard-wired telephones manifested an individual’s way of being in the
world in earlier times. These earlier technologies have largely been replaced by ITCs,
including smartphones and their constituting units of technologies such as iOS
graphics, that similarly characterise an individual’s way of being in the world today.
Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of possession also illustrates an individual’s way of
being in the world by an individual’s relationship with material technologies of earlier
times. Drawing on the philosophy of both Vial (2018, 2019) and Sartre (1972), the
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iPhone and its iOS graphics are contemporary technologies positioned among the
infinite number of material and digital things that make an individual’s reality visible,
including the reality of their unique self-identity. For Sartre (1972), the activities and
outcomes of use of an object, including ongoing use and using up, are key components
of a human–possession relationship that, in turn, constitutes an individual’s selfidentity. In comparison, for Vial (2018, 2019) the very existence of a technology is
implicated in an individual’s self-identity. Vial’s (2018, 2019) understanding of the
agency of technology aligns with Sartre’s (1972) understanding of the agency of
material things due to their use, ongoing use and using up, and its alignment enables
a connection to be made between Sartre’s (1972) human–possession relationship and
the relationships that individuals now have with their digital things due to use, ongoing
use and using up. Similarly, Vial’s (2018, 2019) focus on the existence of technologies
rather than a focus on their use enables a connection with the concept of possession
by sight as Sartre (1972, p578) indicates that “what is seen is possessed”. Seeing a
technology is another form of possession together with possession by use, ongoing us,
using up, creation, denial and embodiment. Consequently, sight of a technology, such
as seeing an iOS app icon graphic, is also understood as a human–possession
relationship that contributes to an individual’s self-identity. The varied means of
possession are addressed more fully in the critical analysis of Sartre’s (1972) concept
of possession in Chapter 6.
Fluid assemblages is a recent concept in design philosophy by Redström and Wiltse
(2019). This concept demonstrates current scholarly interest in the conceptualisation
of digital things and makes links with the liquid metaphor discussed earlier in this
chapter. However, in contrast to the earlier discussion this section addresses the liquid
metaphor with a focus on the nature and agency of digital things rather than their use.
Fluid assemblages are defined as (Redström and Wiltse 2019, p4):
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Contemporary digital, computational, connected things [that] are significantly
different from the everyday things of even a couple of decades ago, as well as
[the] earlier objects of industrial design. They are constantly changing, both in
response to specific contexts and users but also on the basis of software updates
and multiple new versions tested against specific metrics … composed of a variety
of physical and digital resources, both contained within things themselves and
accessed via network and platform connections.
Consequently, iOS graphics are understood as fluid assemblages.
Fluid assemblages make connections with the work of Bauman through the concept’s
liquid reference (2000, 2005, 2007; Bauman and Vecchi 2004). However, liquid
modernity (Bauman 2000, 2005, 2007) and liquid identity (Bauman and Vecchi 2004)
are not referenced by Redström and Wiltse (2019). Instead, their concept of fluid
assemblages is informed by Deleuze and Guattari (1987, cited in Redström and
Wiltse 2019, p4).
Multiinstability and multiintentionality are aspects of fluid assemblages that enable
better understanding of the nature and agency of iOS graphics. These terms describe
types of non-human agency that fluid assemblages exert and make connections with
existing scholarship on non-human agency such as Bogost’s (2009, 2012) objectoriented ontology, Haraway’s (2003, 2008, 2015) companion species, Latour’s (2005)
actor network theory and Lupton’s (2016) data–human assemblages and more-thanhuman perspectives (Lupton 2019), among others. Multiinstability is characterised by
the inherent ongoing change encapsulated by digital things. Ongoing change is due to
the choices made in, and requirements of, the network of human and non-humans that
comprise fluid assemblages (Redström and Wiltse 2019, p6). iOS graphics exemplify
the multiinstability of fluid assemblages. For example, human choices are illustrated by
user-initiated changes, such as an individual repositioning iOS app icons on the iPhone
front screen; and non-human requirements are illustrated by system-initiated changes
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to iOS graphics, such as the iOS7 software update that changed the original
skeuomorphic rendering approach to the flat graphic approach.
Multiintentionality is characterised by the network of relationships, intentions and
use within a liquid assemblage that exists between the individual user, the producer
of the technology and the technology itself (Redström and Wiltse 2019, pp6-7). This
term highlights the interplay of human and non-human agency in fluid assemblages.
Drawing on Zuboff’s (2016) work on surveillance capitalism, Redström and Wiltse
(2019, p5) state:
The objectives of the thing, in terms of the purpose for which it is designed,
align only partially with those of the humans formerly known as users. In fact,
end users are at least as likely to be used by things that are fluid assemblages
as they are to use them.
iOS graphics are exemplars of multiintentionality. They illustrate a network of human
and non-human relationships between each individual user of iOS graphics, the Apple
company, the Apple brand and the graphics. For example, in the context of the existing
user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options for iOS graphics, the limited
current personalisation options could be perceived by individual iPhone users as a
restriction. In comparison, the same restriction viewed from Apple’s perspective, as
the producer of the iPhone, could be viewed as an intentional choice to maintain brand
alignment and functional alignment with the wider iOS ecosystem.
iOS graphics are fluid assemblages that exhibit multiinstability and multiintentionality.
These non-human agencies contribute to the self-identity of an individual iPhone user
by their networked and mediated characteristics. For example, an individual’s
understanding of self by exerting choice, such as personalising the appearance of an
iOS graphic, is one small element of a liquid assemblage entangled with the potentially
unrecognised layers of intentions and requirements of the producer, Apple, and the
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personalisation options of the iOS graphic itself. This relational network, between
individual user, producer and the digital thing itself, is made visible by the
interconnections in the circuit of culture (du Gay et al. 2013) between representation,
identity, consumption, production and regulation, addressed earlier in the chapter.
Multiinstability is also made visible in the speculative prototypes of this study as userinitiated personalisation-of-appearance is positioned as one of the multiinstabilities at
play in iOS graphics.
This study observes that characteristics of fluid assemblages are found in Sartre’s
(1972) philosophy, and the lack of other characteristics of fluid assemblages within
possession highlights the shortcomings of material possession for the contemporary
context. For example, regarding the change that characterises multiinstability, Sartre’s
(1972) possession focuses on use rather than change in use. However, change in use is
inferred by the relational nature of possession as relationships are dynamic, and change
by their very nature. Regarding the network of relationships, intentions and use that
characterise multiintentionality, Sartre’s (1972) possession affirms the relational
connection between individuals and their things as a human–possession relationship.
However, the inverted, possession–human relationship, and its corresponding focus
on the agency of the object of possession, is not directly addressed. Consequently, this
recent scholarship on fluid assemblages (Redström and Wiltse 2019) provides support
for the applicability of portions of Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of possession for
the contemporary context and highlights its shortcomings. This recent literature on the
nature and agency of digital things, among others discussed in this chapter, informs
the initial ideas proposed by this study for an expanded conceptualisation of digitalmaterial possession in Chapter 6, and informs the development of digital-material
possession as an area of future research, addressed in Section 8.6.
Virtual possessions is the final term addressed in this section on digital things. These
possessions are the things and experiences made possible by digital technology (Belk
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and Humayun 2015; Odom et al. 2011, 2014). They include “material possessions
that have become immaterial … things that never had a lasting material form … [and]
metadata” (Odom et al. 2014, p985). Virtual possessions that find precedence in the
material context and have become immaterial include things such as printed books that
are digitised and exist as eBooks, and experiences such as face-to-face health services
that have moved online to telehealth consultations. Virtual possessions without a
material precedent are exemplified by iOS graphics. iOS graphics have always been
digital having their precedent in the Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointer graphical user
interface of PCs (Watts 2012, pp19-25). Virtual possessions in the form of metadata,
while an important component of digital things providing connections with the selfidentity of individual users of digital things, are not addressed further here due to
the limited connections between metadata and the appearance-dominant focus of this
study.
The dynamic nature of virtual possessions provides support for expanding Sartre’s
(1972) conceptualisation of possession to the contemporary context. In a similar
manner to virtual possessions that have a precedent in the material context, and have
become immaterial, this study argues that Sartre’s (1972) possession, grounded in the
material context, can also be extended and applied to the increasingly immaterial,
contemporary digital-material context. Therefore, Sartre’s (1972) understanding of
possession provides a material precedent for conceptualising virtual possessions and
the activity of possession in the contemporary digital-material context. Conversely,
because of the material context of Sartre’s (1972) possession a gap exists in the
conceptualisation of possession for the contemporary context as some virtual
possessions and activities of virtual possession do not have a precedent in material
possession. This indicates the gap that is addressed by the newly expanded ideas
on digital-material possession presented in Chapter 6.
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2.8 Summary
This chapter reviewed self-identity literature and literature that informs self-identity in
the contemporary context of smartphones and digitisation. Interdisciplinary literature
enables self-identity to be viewed as a dynamic human–technology relationship that
allows for the incorporation of the technologies that people experience into their
notions of reality, including their perceptions of self.
Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of possession enables iOS graphics to be understood
as constituting, in part, an individual iPhone user’s self-identity through a human–
possession relationship. However, while Sartre (1972) does not explicitly address the
contemporary context of iPhones and the appearance of iOS graphics due to the time
of writing in the 1940s, his concept of material possession makes a clear contribution
to the possession of digital things. The relevance of Sartre’s (1972) philosophy of
possession for the contemporary context of appearance-dominant non-representational
digital things, exemplified by iOS graphics, has been briefly addressed in this chapter,
and is argued more fully in Chapter 6 through a critical analysis of possession and
discussed for its relevance to the field of design in Chapter 7.
This chapter also addressed more recent literature that contributes to an understanding
of self-identity informed by appearance-dominant technologies. Recent concepts of
the informational self (Floridi 2014), the IT identity (Carter and Grover 2015), liquid
identity (Bauman and Vecchi 2004), ontophany (Vial 2018, 2019), fluid assemblages
(Redström and Wiltse 2019) and virtual possessions (Belk and Humayun 2015; Odom
et al. 2011, 2014), enable mundane, everyday technologies such as iOS graphics to be
viewed as contributors to an individual’s self-identity by their nature, agency and the
meanings individuals make from their appearance.
The next chapter focuses on the research methodology and methods. Methodology
and methods together with this interdisciplinary literature on self-identity and digital
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things provide the philosophical, theoretical and practical grounding for this study’s
Research through Design approach.
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Chapter 3: Methodology and Methods

3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the underpinning methodology of this study including
methods of investigation and the reason for these choices. The Research through
Design approach is selected as the overarching methodology for this study due to the
methodology’s flexibility in accommodating the philosophical and theoretical concerns
of the first research question and the design concerns of the second research question.
Research through Design allows for the choice and use of a uniquely personalised set
of research methods to specifically address the diverse range and nature of concerns in
each design research project. Using a mixture of methods in Research through Design
is distinct from mixed-methods research in the social sciences where the focus is on
collecting and analysing qualitative and quantitative data on a research topic. In
comparison, the mixture of methods in Research through Design enables the inclusion
of research that moves beyond the rigid distinctions often associated with integrating
qualitative and quantitative data. For example, Research through Design enables the
inclusion of the design, development and evaluation of prototypes in design research.
The chapter is structured by presentation of the overarching methodology followed
by evaluation of its individual methods. Section 3.2 discusses Research through Design
and focuses on the flexibility of the approach. Section 3.3 presents the combined critical
and interpretive theoretical lens applied to the study. Section 3.4 addresses the
research position of the designer-researcher through a discussion of habitus and field,
ontology, epistemology, design epistemology, axiology and the theoretical conceptual
framework of the study. The methods that constitute the bricolage of methods used in
this Research through Design approach are then presented and evaluated. Section 3.5
addresses speculative prototyping, Section 3.6 evaluates the case study method of
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investigation, Section 3.7 reviews the questionnaire to collect the qualitative and
quantitative data, and Section 3.8 presents the critical analysis as the final method.

3.2 Research through Design
Research through Design methodology is characterised by use of “the methods,
practices, and processes of design practice with the intention of generating new
knowledge” (Zimmerman and Forlizzi 2014, p167), rather than a finished design
outcome for commercial purposes (Zimmerman and Forlizzi 2014, p168). Other
characteristics include making, disruption, transformation and speculation
(Zimmerman and Forlizzi 2014, p169), the imagination and construction of “new
realities” (Koskinen et al. 2011, p42), “methodological and theoretical flexibility”
(Koskinen et al. 2011, p30), and the provision of alternatives, choices and possibilities
as design outcomes (Koskinen et al. 2011, pp44-46). Consequently, Research through
Design is chosen as the methodological approach of this study as it enables
intradisciplinary design concerns of user-centred design, human–computer interaction
and branding to be addressed alongside the interdisciplinary concern of the role of
iOS graphics in an individual iPhone user’s self-identity. Research through Design
accommodates methodological bricolage, an approach from design research that
enables the mixing of research methods (Yee 2010; Yee and Bremner 2011). A bricolage
approach is also referred to as a mix of methods (Yee 2010), multiple methods research
(Creswell 2014) and a pick-and-mix model (Galloway 2008, cited in Yee 2010, p16).
The methods for this study combine speculative prototyping, a single case study, a
questionnaire and a critical analysis of Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of material
possession. Methodological bricolage allows the variety of concerns in this study’s
two research questions to be investigated using different methods. For example, the
prototypes enable the speculative and experimental nature of the second research
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question to be addressed, and the case study method of investigation allows in-depth
attention to be paid to iOS app icons as a discrete set of graphics. Scholarly bricolage
also allows a combination of qualitative and quantitative data collection and analysis
methods to be included in the one study. For example, the questionnaire enables both
statistical and thematic data to be collected and analysed to answer the research
questions.

3.3 Theoretical lens
The choice and application of the Research through Design methodology to this
study is informed by the designer-researcher’s theoretical lens. In design research
methodology a theoretical lens enables positioning of research by the ontological and
epistemological assumptions held by the researcher (Crouch and Pearce 2012, p60).
Both the interpretive and critical lenses are relevant to this study. At a macro level,
the interpretive lens is used when seeking to understand or interpret a phenomena or
activity from the surrounding world and is aligned with an understanding of knowledge
that is situated, subjective and subject to interpretation (Crouch and Pearce 2012,
pp59-60). The critical lens is used when seeking to challenge and change a
phenomenon or activity and is aligned with an understanding of knowledge that
questions power relations, ideologies and the status quo (Crouch and Pearce 2012,
pp60-62). At the micro level of this study, the interpretive lens allows investigation of
the role of iOS graphics within an individual’s self-identity and the critical lens enables
a critique of the existing, limited, user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options
for iOS graphics.
Other theoretical lenses exist such as functionalist, feminist and postmodern (Walter
2010, pp19-22) among others, illustrating the potential for research to be framed in
a variety of ways. For example, characteristics from the posthumanist and postmodern
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theoretical lenses are also evident in this study and provide extra clarification of the
type of study being undertaken. The posthumanist lens allows an honouring of the
other (Haraway 1991, 2003, 2008, 2015; Hayles 1999; Lupton 2016, 2019), via
asserting non-human agency in making humans “more-than-human” (Lupton 2019).
The posthumanist lens informs this study’s understanding of the agency exerted by the
non-human, non-representative appearance of iOS graphics in an individual iPhone
user’s self-identity. Lastly, the postmodern lens allows new knowledge to be presented
in formats other than the written word (Neuman 2003, p89). This lens provides
validity for the choice of Research through Design as the overarching methodology
for this study; for the inclusion of design artefacts, such as the speculative prototypes,
as a research method; and for the inclusion of design artefacts, such as the dynamic
framework, as a research outcome.

3.4 Research position
A research position reflects an individual researcher’s habitus and ideology together
with their understanding of reality (ontology), knowledge (epistemology) and values
(axiology) (Crouch and Pearce 2012, pp54-59). This position should be made explicit
as part of any research process (Crouch and Pearce 2012, pp54-59). Consequently, the
components of the designer-researcher’s position are presented in this section to clarify
the philosophical foundations of this study.

3.4.1 Habitus and field
Habitus and field are important components of design research methodology due
to the influence they exert on the research position due to the agency of individual
designer-researchers and the wider professional design field on design research
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(Crouch and Pearce 2012, pp8-12). The inclusion of habitus within design research
methodology, grounded in the work of French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu (1977,
1984, 1990), reinforces design’s link with wider social research. Habitus in the design
research context is “the personal space we inhabit … the way in which we behave and
live our daily lives in response to the way that the field might organize us … a space
that we regulate” (Crouch and Pearce 2012, p11). Therefore, the research position of
this study is grounded in the designer-researcher’s personal and professional habitus,
and their position within the fields of design research and design practice.
Habitus is a term largely associated with sociology and the work of Bourdieu (1977,
1984, 1990). It has been referred to as his “most important ‘thinking tool’” (Jenkins
1992, p67). Bourdieu (1977, pp72-95) expanded on the earlier physical associations
of habitus through his hypothesis of how individuals and society are structured
and maintained. The structuring of individuals and society takes place through the
pervasive and often unrecognised influences of family, society and history. Bourdieu
(1977, p87) indicates:
The habitus acquired in the family underlies the structuring of school experiences
… and the habitus transformed by schooling, itself diversified, in turn underlies
the structuring of all subsequent experiences … and, so on, from restructuring
to restructuring.
Consequently, habitus has the potential to produce meaning through actions and
attitudes that, in turn, further perpetuate the habitus through the meanings that are
made (Bourdieu 1977, pp79-80). Habitus is a generative and regulating principle
(Bourdieu 1977, p78). It operates on a conceptual level due to the instilled and often
unconscious individual and collective preferences (Bourdieu 1977, p78), choices and
values (Bourdieu 1977, p86); and on a physical level through embodied practices
known as bodily hexis (Bourdieu 1977, pp93-94) such as gestures and speaking,
and by extension “feeling and thinking” (Bourdieu 1977, pp93-94, italics in original).
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Consequently, habitus is a pervasive social principle that is implicated in all individual
and social practices, and which has ultimately led to its connections with design
research and application to the contemporary digital-material context.
Habitus is addressed in this section on research position due to the acknowledgement
by Crouch and Pearce (2012) of its importance to design research. This importance
is further exemplified in the later discussion on possession in the design context,
where the contribution of habitus to this study is addressed through its relevance
for understanding the designer’s role in possession and regulation. However, due to
this study’s focus on Sartre’s (1972) possession there is potential for tension between
familial, societal and field-based predetermination, exemplified by habitus, and an
individual’s choice, exemplified by possession. This tension is partially addressed in
Chapter 6 by critical analysis of Sartre’s (1972) philosophical approach to possession
that enables a constructive understanding of the field of design, its activities,
outcomes, practitioners and users, rather than a position that is solely informed by
predetermination. The potential for tension between the concepts of habitus and
possession is also partially addressed in Chapter 7 in a discussion of the role of a
designer’s habitus in enabling and restricting the choices of other individuals by
enabling and restricting their activities and objects of possession. The predetermination
characteristics of habitus and choice characteristics of possession provide reciprocal
insights for each of the concepts rather than mutual exclusion.

3.4.2 Ontology
Ontology is the second component of a research position (Crouch and Pearce
2012, pp54-59). In the design research context, ontology is defined as the designerresearcher’s “ideas about what can be known (or what reality is)” (Crouch and Pearce
2012, p57, italics in original). It is also a nuanced scholarly term that has a variety
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of contextual meanings, including a branch of metaphysics (Blackburn 2016), a form
of inquiry (Elliot et al. 2016), a system of beliefs about being (Castree et al. 2013c;
Chandler and Munday 2016) and a range of discipline specific phenomena (Castree
et al. 2013c).
From within a social research framework Crotty (1998) provides a helpful discussion
of ontology that may be applied to design research. Similar to Crouch and Pearce’s
(2012) research position, Crotty (1998, p7) calls for the researcher’s methodological
assumptions to be addressed. This is not just to acknowledge their existence but also
to provide validity for the project due to their role in the research’s process and logic
(Crotty 1998, p7). Crotty (1998, p10) defines ontology as “the study of being ...
concerned with ‘what is’, with the nature of existence, with the structure of reality”.
Ontology informs research together with epistemology due to the philosophical
connectedness of the two concepts: ontology is focused on the nature of being and
epistemology is focused on how the nature of being is known or understood (Crotty
1998, p10). However, Crotty (1998, pp2-9) elevates the importance of epistemology for
undertaking social research in contrast to ontology. He argues ontology holds greater
resonance for overtly philosophical questions of being such as those illustrated in the
work of Heidegger (n.d., referenced in Crotty 1998, p11).
In comparison, Brabazon (2017) from a cultural studies viewpoint indicates ontology
is comprised of the being and objects of research and their relationships. Therefore, in
the context of this study the appearance of iOS graphics and their relationships, such
as the relationship with an individual’s self-identity, are understood as ontological. This
understanding aligns with the definition of ontology as the discipline specific “entities
believed to exist ... [such as] landscape, scale, space, place and region” (Castree et al.
2013). iOS graphics are the discipline specific entities of this study. Their being is
constituted by the appearance of their design elements of shape, size and colour, among
others together with the relationships within each graphic, between the graphics and
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beyond the graphics. Relationships within each graphic are exemplified by the design
elements and their composition. Relationships between each graphic are exemplified by
their placement within an iPhone front screen. Relationships beyond the graphics are
exemplified by appearance-based brand alignment with the larger iOS ecosystem.
Consequently, this study is engaged with design ontology as its key aim is to
better understand the nature and agency of the appearance of iOS graphics, that is,
their being and relationships. Drawing on scholarship from Belk (2013), Floridi (2014),
Haraway (2003, 2008, 2015), Hayles (1999) and Lupton (2019), Redström and Wiltse
(2019), iOS graphics are positioned as one of many non-human and human agents
discussed in this study that influence, or are influenced by, others. Additionally, Belk’s
(2013) concept of the digital extended self, enables designers to be positioned as human
agents who are actively involved in the co-construction of individual users of designed
things, as designed things have the potential to change how individuals view
themselves. Conversely, individuals are active agents who co-construct their notions
of self through the designed things they see, use, personalise, value or dismiss.

3.4.3 Epistemology
Epistemology is the third component of the research position (Crouch and Pearce 2012,
pp54-59). Epistemology is defined as knowledge, that is “understanding and explaining
how we know what we know” (Crotty 1998, p3). A constructionist epistemology aligns
most closely with the position and approach taken in this study. Crotty (1998, p42,
italics in original) defines this type of epistemology as:
The view that all knowledge, and therefore all meaningful reality as such, is
contingent upon human practices, being constructed in and out of interaction
between human beings and their world, and developed and transmitted within
an essentially social context.
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A constructionist epistemology allows iOS graphics and self-identity to be viewed as
constructions that can be questioned, deconstructed and reconstructed differently. iOS
graphics exist in contemporary physical reality because they have been designed in a
specific way with a specific function, and are accepted socially and culturally as one of
the ways to interact with an iPhone. A constructionist epistemology is consistent with
a constructive design research approach. The Research through Design methodology
of this study is one such approach.
The transformative and pragmatic worldviews also contribute to this section on
epistemology. The transformative worldview is characterised by power inequalities,
notions of change, action and social justice (Creswell 2014). In the context of this study,
change and action are exhibited through reimagining the appearance of existing iOS
app icons and their limited user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options.
The pragmatic worldview is characterised by a “problem-centred” and “real-world
practice oriented” approach (Creswell 2014, p6). This worldview is illustrated by
the investigation of the appearance of everyday objects in the form of iOS app icons.
A pragmatic worldview is also consistent with the use of methodological bricolage in
this study as this worldview enables methods to be chosen and combined to achieve
research aims (Creswell 2014, p11).

3.4.4 Design epistemology
Design theory is discussed for its epistemological contribution to this study. Three
topics are presented due to their impact on the knowledge of designers: designerly
ways of knowing (Cross 2006, pp5-10, pp100-101), reflective practice (Schön 1991) and
design thinking (Ambrose and Harris 2010; Brown 2009; Design Council 2007, 2019;
Kelley in Camacho 2016; Kimbell 2011, 2012; Norman 2013).
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Design epistemology is the “study of designerly ways of knowing” found in “people,
processes and products” (Cross 2006, p100-101). Design knowledge in people includes
knowledge that resides in professional design practitioners as well as those with no
formal training in the field, as the act of designing is a characteristically human trait
(Cross 2006, p20, p100; Friedman 2000, pp5-8). This trait is exemplified by the
creation of the earliest human technologies through to mobile devices (Friedman 2000,
pp5-8). Design knowledge of design professionals is exemplified by their ability to
design in the field. The everyday design knowledge of an individual with no formal
design training is shown by their ability to use and modify design outcomes including
design activity that continues after the professional design process has been completed,
encapsulated in the concepts of design by use (Brandes et al. 2009), design-in-use
(Botero et al. 2010; Kimbell 2012), design after design (Ehn 2008; Fry 2017; Redström
2008), open-ended design (Redström 2008) and postdesign (Sanders and Stappers
2008). Everyday design knowledge is illustrated in this study by an individual’s
participation in user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance activities.
Design knowledge from the processes of design is exemplified by reflective practice.
Reflective practitioner, reflection-in-action and reflection-on-action (Schön 1991,
pp61-62) are concepts from design practice that assert the key role of reflection for
knowledge creation in the design process. These terms refer to the three key features of
reflective design practice and when applied to the design research context they indicate
potential for reflection as part of design knowledge. The reflective design practitioner
includes tacit and/or intentional reflection in their practice. Reflection-in-action is the
practitioner’s individual “reflective conversation” that takes place during the design
process (Schön 1991, pp76-104). This type of reflection may result in affirmation of the
direction being pursued by the design process, changes to the process such as reframing
of the original design issue and the connections made due to abductive thinking.
Reflection-in-action is an opportunity for the design practitioner to critically evaluate
the unfolding iterative design process and the progress they are making. Reflection-in64

action may take place during each stage of the design process. It is a key component
of the design process with the potential to contribute to new design knowledge.
Reflection-on-action is the reflection that takes place after the design process has
finished (Schön 1991, p61). This type of reflection may be structured in such a way that
it results in knowledge creation that can be applied to future design issues (Ellmers et
al. 2008; Schön 1991, p61). Reflection-on-action provides the opportunity for design
practitioners to critically evaluate the design process and final outcomes of the task
they have undertaken.
The reflexive design researcher is central to the methodology of a design research
project (Crouch and Pearce 2012, pp33-65), as one of the many components that
combine to form the particular methodology and outcomes of a research project.
The reflexive design researcher uses reflection, in-action and on-action, and their
knowledge, deductive, inductive, abductive, individual, social and ethical among others
as catalyst for action (Crouch and Pearce 2012). This illustrates the concept of praxis,
broadly understood as “the agency of individuals and their practice” (Crouch and
Pearce 2012, p39). Such an understanding of the reflexive researcher has many
similarities with the reflective practitioner (Schön 1991) and highlights reflection as a
key tool for learning and change as part of the design process (Ellmers et al. 2008). In
the context of this study, the researcher is positioned as a reflexive designer-researcher.
Knowledge from design processes is exemplified by design thinking. Design thinking
principles are grounded in the expert knowledge of the designer and their approach
to the design process. However, design thinking is a contested term and its meaning
differs depending on its context of use (Brown 2009; Kimbell 2011, 2012; Norman
2013, p219). Initially used in the design field, Rowe (1987) defined design thinking in
an architectural context. He based his understanding on observations of professional
architects at work, reflecting on their tacit designing skills, abductive thinking and
problem-solving skills. In comparison, design thinking is discussed in this study from
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a communication design stance. In communication design, design thinking is both
the expert knowledge and skills used by the designer during the process of designing
(Brown 2009; Kelley in Camacho 2016; Kimbell 2011; Rowe 1987) and a structured
approach for the design process (Ambrose and Harris 2010; Design Council 2019).
The Double Diamond Design Process (D3P) is the structured approach to design
thinking followed in this study to design the speculative prototypes.
The products of design are the third location of design knowledge (Cross 2006,
pp100-101). This type of knowledge makes links with the agency of objects and things
(Appandurai 1988; Bogost 2012; Busch 2004; Miller 2008, 2010; Norman 2013;
Turkel 2007, 2008). Each design project typically results in a unique outcome seeking
to address the design issue in up-to-date and innovative ways. Outcomes also build on
the knowledge contained in pre-existing design phenomena (Cross 2006, p101). This
is illustrated by incremental changes to an existing design that extends knowledge
through a new updated design outcome. In this study, the speculative prototypes are
new design outcomes that critique, defamiliarise and build on the existing iOS app
icons, and repurpose dynamic identity branding principles to structure the brandaligned personalisation of these graphics. In addition to the practice-based products
of design, this study also has philosophical and theoretical outcomes that have emerged
from reflection on the nature and agency of the speculative prototypes. Consequently,
design knowledge is located in the practical, philosophical and theoretical products
of design developed during this study.

3.4.5 Axiology
Values are the final element of a research position. Values are the axiological
implications of design research that are informed by the researcher’s habitus
and position in the field (Crouch and Pearce 2012, p58). They underpin personal,
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professional and research concerns and conduct (Crouch and Pearce 2012, p58).
The two key values prominent in this study are valuing the appearance of digital things,
exemplified by the study’s focus on the appearance-based nature and agency of iOS
graphics; and the valuing of human–non-human relationships, exemplified by
relationships between an individual and their iOS graphics, and the meanings that
are produced in and by such relationships. These key areas of value permeate this study
from the research questions that are asked, to the methods used for addressing the
questions and the outcomes produced.

3.4.6 Theoretical conceptual framework
A theoretical conceptual framework is another methodological component of
scholarly research due to its relevance to the research position (Walter 2010, p19). The
framework is another theoretical layer that further narrows the approach to the study.
The circuit of culture (du Gay et al. 2013) provides a framework that enables links to be
made between the primary concerns of the study, the appearance of iOS graphics and
an individual iPhone user’s self-identity, due to the circuit’s interconnected elements
of representation, identity, production, consumption and regulation (Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: The circuit of culture
Source: du Gay et al. 2013

The following sections present the methods used by this study and evaluates
their application.

3.5 Speculative prototyping
Prototyping is a common method for conducting user-centred design research (UCD)
through an experiment (Muratovski 2016a, pp149-150). Speculative prototyping was
initially included in this study to conduct an appearance-based design experiment and
its future development. It was envisaged that this method would follow a real-world
UCD approach (Muratovski 2016a, p47) through the testing and evaluation of the
prototypes via a questionnaire, and development of the prototypes based on end-user
feedback. However, the purpose of the prototypes changed during the study, to instead
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become visual stimuli for the designer-researcher’s reflection on the connections
between and within the practical and philosophical outcomes of this study.
Research through Design methodology provides scholarly support for the outcomes
of design research, exemplified by the speculative prototypes (Stappers et al. 2015),
to be understood as new knowledge (Koskinen et al. 2011; Zimmerman and Forlizzi
2014). This new knowledge takes the form of a “novel perspective that advances
understanding of a problematic situation” (Zimmerman and Forlizzi 2014, p168).
The novel perspective of this study is speculation on, and defamiliarisation of,
the existing appearance of iOS app icons with the outcomes of speculation and
defamiliarisation made visible in the prototypes. The problematic situation advanced
by this study is better understanding of the nature and agency of appearance of iOS
graphics in an individual iPhone user’s self-identity.
Speculation is applied to the design and development of the set of prototypes as
a critical design strategy (Dunne and Raby 2001). This strategy is characterised by
questioning the status quo through critical reflection on existing design outcomes
by exploring “alternative visions to those put forward by industry” (Dunne and Raby
2001, p58) and conceptual outcomes rather than finished design solutions (Dunne
and Raby 2001, pp78-79). Dunne and Raby (2001, p58) indicate the important role
for speculation within design observing:
When technology is developing as rapidly as it is now, reflection and criticism
are particularly important. We need to consider alternative visions to those put
forward by industry. Design, being accessible, contemporary and part of popular
culture, is perfectly positioned to perform this role … Critical design, or design
that asks carefully crafted questions and makes us think, is just as difficult and
just as important as design that solves problems or finds answers.
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The Double Diamond Design Process (D3P) is the method used for the design and
development of the speculative prototypes. D3P (Design Council 2007a, 2007b, 2019)
is an industry recognised model for structuring a design process. It is one of several
formalised models including IDEO’s (IDEO.org 2015) human-centred design process
and Ambrose and Harris’s (2010) seven stage design process, among others. The model
has evolved during the timeframe of this study. Initially, the D3P was comprised of the
double diamonds (Design Council 2007a, 2007b) (Figure 3.2), whereas more recently
the diamonds have been incorporated in a larger framework for innovation (Design
Council 2019) (Figure 3.3). This study uses the earlier double diamond version of the
model as it was the industry recognised design model in 2016 during the key design
stage of this study.

Figure 3.2: D3P model
Source: Design Council 2007b
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Figure 3.3: Framework for Innovation
Source: Design Council 2019

D3P is a versatile model applied to a range of fields and concerns (Ball 2019), making it
suitable for application to this research context. It is modified for use in this study with
only the first three stages of Discover, Define and Develop applied. The Discover stage
is characterised by understanding the initial design challenge, issue or problem (Design
Council 2019). The Define stage is characterised by determining the most suitable
approach for addressing the design challenge, based on evaluation of insights from
the earlier Discover stage (Design Council 2019). The Develop stage is characterised by
exploring and evaluating the approach to the design challenge, established earlier in the
Define stage and incorporating input from others (Design Council 2019). The Deliver
stage is omitted from this study as a finished design product is not one of the research
outcomes. Its omission is justified by the Research through Design methodology.
Drawing on the work of Zimmerman and Forlizzi (2014, pp167-8), Research through
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Design is characterised by the production of new design knowledge rather than
a finished design product.

3.6 Case study
iOS7 app icons are the case study investigated in this study. Case studies are an
established approach to social research (Yin 2009, p2) and an acknowledged form
of investigation in design research (Crouch and Pearce 2012, pp62-63; Murtovski
2016a, pp49-56). A case study approach is an appropriate method for this study for
undertaking an in-depth examination of the existing iOS app icons and their limited
user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance opportunities.
The particular type of case study exemplified by this study is a single embedded case
design (Yin 2009, pp46-53). Of the five rationales listed for single case designs, three
are applicable to this study. First, this study illustrates the critical case, due to its
testing of a theory. The principles from the branding approach known as dynamic
identity branding (van Ness 2013) suggest potential to provide a framework to increase
brand-aligned user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options for the existing set
of iOS7 app icons. Second, this case study illustrates the unique case, due to the unique
nature of the set of speculative prototypes designed and developed as part of this study.
Third, this case study illustrates the revelatory case, due to the investigation of “a
phenomenon previously inaccessible to social science inquiry” (Yin 2009, p48), as
the speculative prototypes did not exist before this study.
However, the redesign of an existing set of graphics is a departure from the typical
understanding of case study research that is generally applied to existing phenomena
(Yin 2009, p2). Instead, this case study focuses on a set of speculative experimental
prototypes as the primary phenomena under investigation. This speculative design
approach highlights a key difference between the subjects of constructive design
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research and of social science research, with a contrast between the imaginary and
possible and the existing (Koskinen et al. 2011, p168).
This case study is also an example of a combined intrinsic and instrumental case study.
An intrinsic case study is an in-depth investigation into a particular case with the intent
to better understand that case (Stake 2008, pp121-122). An instrumental case study
is a study made with the intent to better understand an interest beyond the case
(Stake 2008, p123). In this study, the intrinsic case study is illustrated by the in-depth
investigation of iOS7 graphics and their limited user-initiated personalisation-ofappearance options, while the instrumental case study is illustrated by the aim to better
understand the appearance-based contribution of iOS7 graphics, and by extension
other appearance-dominant digital things, to an individual’s self-identity.
This iOS case study is not representative of other mobile operating system graphics.
The Apple, Android and Windows operating systems all have different approaches to
their operating system graphics and user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance of
those graphics. However, elements of this iOS7 case are applicable to other mobile
operating system platforms and potentially other appearance-dominant technologies
that may also require increased opportunities for brand-aligned user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance. For example, the brand-aligned approach of the
dynamic framework proposed by this study, and made visible in the prototypes,
suggests potential for application to other highly branded digital products and
experiences that also require increased opportunities for user participation.

3.7 Questionnaire
A questionnaire is a common method of data collection for UCD research (Muratovski
2016a, p150). This method allows the collection of both quantitative data, for example
through multiple choice and Likert scale questions, and qualitative data through open73

ended questions (Muratovski 2016a, pp121-132). The questionnaire method also
enables the inclusion of images, such as the speculative iOS prototypes, as part of
the research tool.
A questionnaire is an appropriate method of data collection for this study due to the
original research intention to collect quantitative and qualitative data from research
participants. The speculative prototypes were included in the questionnaire as visual
stimuli to prompt end-user feedback as research participants were positioned as endusers in a UCD design approach. Their feedback was intended to be an important
collaborative feature of this study. Feedback had potential to assist future development
of the speculative prototypes, and ultimately a working prototype of a new
personalisation app, by incorporating implicit and explicit design suggestions from the
research participants. However, the original research intention for the questionnaire
data was not fully realised as the direction of the study changed from its earlier focus
on design practice to a focus on design philosophy.

3.8 Critical analysis
Critical analysis is a method of analysis and evaluation of text. In this study critical
analysis enables a small portion of Sartre’s (1972) philosophy to be analysed and
evaluated for its potential relevance to the field of design. In comparison, discourse
analysis and critical discourse analysis are not applied to this study due to their focus
on notions of power from within the text (Elliot et al. 2016; Jacobs 2010, pp354-360),
and in the case of critical discourse analysis due to use of the method to investigate
policy and political concerns (Jacobs 2010, pp356-357). Power and politics are not the
focus of this study. However, critical analysis draws on the scholarly approaches of
these methods such as analysing and interpreting the original meaning of the text to
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establish connections within and beyond the text and inform broader social, cultural,
individual and design concerns.

3.9 Summary
This chapter presented the methodological foundations for this study. Research
through Design is the design specific methodology underpinning the study, chosen for
its ability to combine the interdisciplinary concerns of iOS graphics, self-identity and
user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance and examine these concerns in a scholarly
manner. The designer-researcher’s role in this methodology is made explicit through
discussion of the theoretical lens and research position. The methods comprising the
methodological bricolage of this study, that is speculative prototyping, a case study,
a questionnaire and a critical analysis, were presented and evaluated for their
contribution to addressing the research questions.
The following chapters document the application of these methods to the study.
Chapter 4 reports on the design, development and outcomes of the speculative iOS
prototypes. Chapter 5 presents the questionnaire as the initial method for qualitative
and quantitative data collection by this study that diminished in relevance over
the study’s duration due to the growing importance of Sartre’s (1972) philosophy for
addressing the research questions. Chapter 6 identifies and asserts the contribution
of Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of material possession for the design field and the
philosophy of technology through a critical analysis.
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Chapter 4: Designing the iOS app icon prototypes

4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the design, development and outcomes of the prototyping
component of this study. The Double Diamond Design Process (D3P) (Design Council
2007a, 2007b) is applied to the design and development of the prototypes. This process
has been modified from its original practice-based context for application to this
Research through Design investigation, resulting in the production of a set of
speculative prototypes and a dynamic framework that address the second research
question: How can a range of user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options
be designed for iOS app icons, to facilitate increased personalisation opportunities
and still maintain a visual link with Apple’s branding identity?
The dynamic framework is a new design tool developed by this study from reflection
on making the prototypes. This framework has potential to facilitate a brand-aligned
approach for increasing user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance opportunities
of iOS app icons, thereby addressing the second research question. The speculative
prototypes make visible the application of the dynamic framework to iOS7 app icons,
the case under investigation by this study, and illustrate a new intradisciplinary
application of principles from dynamic identity branding to mobile human–computer
interaction interface design.
This chapter has two parts. Part A provides a detailed report on the design and
development of the prototypes. Part B presents two primary outcomes from the design
and development of the prototypes. First, a description of the structure of the dynamic
framework and its potential for application to design concerns of this study and
beyond. Second, assessment of what is seen in the prototypes. The prototype’s make
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the dynamic framework visible, as well as contemporary objects of possession and
the concept of liquidity (Bauman 2000, 2005, 2007; Bauman and Vecchi 2004).

Part A: Design and development
4.2 Introduction to Part A
The aim of designing and developing the prototypes is twofold: first, to investigate
and make visible an alternative design approach to increase the existing range of
user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options for iOS app icons; and second,
to maintain visual alignment of the new speculative design approach with Apple’s
larger ecosystem of connected devices through a brand-aligned appearance. A
modified version of the D3P (Design Council 2007a, 2007b) is applied to the design
and development of the prototypes to achieve these aims. The first three stages of the
process, Discover, Define and Develop, are implemented. However, the fourth stage
of Deliver is not included as part of the design process. This omission is due to the
focus of the Research through Design methodology on design knowledge as its primary
outcome in contrast to a finished, marketable, design product as the primary outcome
(Zimmerman and Forlizzi 2014).
Standing in place of a finished design product is the set of speculative prototypes.
These prototypes are minimum viable products (MVPs) or rapid prototypes (IDEO.org
2015, p119). MVP is a term borrowed from agile software development attributed to
Eric Ries (2009), describing “the smallest possible experiment to test a specific
hypothesis” (Cagan 2011). Similarly, as the name suggests, rapid prototyping is done
quickly to evaluate a design idea and move onto the next iteration to refine and improve
the design (IDEO.org 2015, p119). The prototypes in this study are static rather than
working as they were designed quickly to gain feedback on the personalisation
approach and to allow further iterations based on that feedback. The set of static
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prototypes was included in the questionnaire in 2016 to act as visual stimuli for
the research participants and to prompt feedback on existing iPhone user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance options and the new personalisation options made
visible in the prototypes.
This detailed report on the design and development of the prototypes is structured
using the first three stages of the D3P. Section 4.3 documents the Discover stage
characterised by finding out about the design issue. Speculation and defamiliarisation
are defined in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 to clarify the use of these terms and their
application to the study. Section 4.3.3 reports on the existing forms of iOS userinitiated personalisation-of-appearance currently available to iPhone users. Sections
4.3.4 and 4.3.5 examine the user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options
provided by Android and Windows. Section 4.4 documents the Define stage and
early thoughts on the applicability of the dynamic identity branding system to the
design concerns of the second research question. Section 4.4.1 examines visual
flexibility from the dynamic branding context. Each of the six dynamic branding
approaches are discussed in Sections 4.4.2 to 4.4.7. Section 4.4.8 addresses the issue
of unofficial dynamic identity as an activity with implications for branding, and Section
4.4.9 presents literature on responsive design as an example of visual and functional
flexibility from the web design context. Section 4.5 documents the Develop stage
characterised by the refinement of ideas from the previous stage. This includes
establishing and applying the dynamic principles to iOS7 app icons and creating a set
of static prototypes for feedback. Section 4.5.1 presents the design parameters to be met
by each of the prototypes to address the requirements of the second research question.
Sections 4.5.2 to 4.5.7 document the production of the Size, Size-based-0n-use, Titles,
Shape, Theme and Range-of-options prototypes and concludes Part A.
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4.3 Stage 1: Discover
Stage 1 Discover is characterised by conceptually and visually finding out about the
design issue (Figure 4.1). The design issue in this study is the second research question:
How can a range of user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options be designed
for iOS app icons, to facilitate increased personalisation opportunities and still
maintain a visual link with Apple’s branding identity?

Figure 4.1: Discover stage in process
Source: Watts 2016
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The focus of this stage is finding out about the existing iOS graphics, their user-initiated
personalisation-of appearance options and the potential for increasing these options
through a brand-aligned approach. Android and Windows smartphones are also
reviewed to gain a better understanding of how competitors to iPhone approach
user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance in their operating system graphics.

4.3.1 Speculation
iOS app icons are objects of speculation for many designers. Speculative design
outcomes are showcased on design sites such as Dribble, illustrated by the dynamic
app icons designed by Isil Uzum (2016) (Figure 4.2). In a different forum online, but
with the same intent of creating a better iPhone experience, iPhone users comment on
the features and functions they would like to see and have on their iPhones (Truta 2014,
u/mb862 2014) (Figure 4.3). Speculative design ideas for iOS app icons such as those
seen in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, among others, together with online user comments
provided visual and text-based stimuli for the design and development of the
prototypes in this study.

Figure 4.2: Dynamic App icons concept designed by Isil Uzum
Source: Uzum 2016
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Figure 4.3: iOS graphics are an area of speculation for designers and individual users
Source: Truta 2014

Two recent studies on Android smartphones included speculative activity within
a research context. Balata et al. (2015) designed and evaluated a user-interface
prototype for seniors using both low-fidelity and high-fidelity prototypes. Simovski
(2016) designed a launcher application that enables businesses and organisations
to re-brand smartphones that are rented or loaned to customers with their company
visual identity. These studies demonstrate the use of speculation as a valid and existing
approach to HCI research.
Speculation is exemplified in this study by exploring an alternative appearance for the
existing iOS7 app icons. Informed by the design issue of the second research question,
this study attempts to facilitate increased user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance
opportunities for iPhone users while retaining brand alignment with the Apple brand.
However, it could be argued that the redesigned set of iOS app icons, positioned within
the concerns of the global smartphone industry, is not consistent with the purpose of
speculative design to provide an alternate vision to that of industry. In response, this
study questions the existing appearance of iOS app icons and critiques their role in an
iPhone user’s self-identity through their redesign. Therefore, drawing on Dunne and
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Raby’s (2001, p58) insights into speculative and critical design from their industrial
design position, the importance of the appearance-based aims of this Research through
Design study supports the positioning of the prototypes within a combined speculative
visual communication and HCI context.
The following elements of the prototypes exemplify critical design, as viewed by
Dunne and Raby (2001). First, the aim of the overall study is to better understand the
appearance-dominant nature and agency of iOS graphics in an individual iPhone user’s
self-identity rather than create a design product for consumption. Second, a conceptual
design outcome, the set of speculative prototypes, is presented as the design research
outcome of this study rather than a finished design product. Third, criticism is made
of the existing iOS graphics and their limited options for user-initiated personalisationof-appearance. This study frames the existing approach to iOS personalisation as a
form of visual brand protection that is increasingly at odds with an individual’s
needs, desires and expectations of personalisation. This viewpoint is informed by
the increasing instances of and opportunities for material and digital personalisation
observed and provided in the field of design (Kuska and Fisher 2017). Last, an
alternative vision is presented for existing iOS app icons and their limited user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance options by defamiliarisation of the appearance of
existing app icons and their personalisation options.

4.3.2 Defamiliarisation
Defamiliarisation is used as a critical strategy of visual disruption in the design of the
speculative prototypes. Defamiliarisation (Shklovsky [1917] 1965, pp3-24) is described
as a “process of rendering something unfamiliar” (Oxford English Dictionary 2019),
and through a comparison of the original and the defamilarised versions provide a
critique of the original artefact. This ability to make strange enables investigation of
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things that appear natural (Buchanan 2018). Defamiliarisation is selected as a visual
strategy to render the appearance of iOS graphics unfamiliar, including their userinitiated personalisation-of-appearance options, to critically challenge their seemingly
unquestioned naturalness.
There is limited scholarly research on the appearance of iOS app icons. Most discussion
on the appearance of these icons took place in the online design community in 2012 in
response to Apple changing their rendering from the skeuomorphic approach, used
since the iPhone’s inception in 2007, to a flat graphic approach still seen in 2020 (Bohn
et al. 2013; Carr 2012; Rose 2013). Skeuomorphism gave a realistic 3D appearance to
the icons (Figure 4.4). This study argues for discussions on the appearance of iOS
graphics to be extended beyond such stylistic concerns, to also critique the nature and
agency of their appearance rather than accept the naturalness of their appearance.

Figure 4.4: Comparison of iOS6 skeuomorphic approach (left) and iOS7 flat graphic approach (right)
Source: Anthony 2013
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In addition to the defamiliarised appearance of the existing iOS app icons the
increased options for user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance are further elements
of defamiliarisation. The new speculative options for personalisation, based on
principles of dynamic identity branding, defamilarise the existing approach to
personalisation that is characterised by organisation of app icons rather than change to
the appearance of the graphics. Ubiquitous personalisation practices and expectations
observed by Oulasvirta and Blom (2007, p1), support the inclusion of an increased
range of user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options for iOS graphics and, by
extension, for the facilitation of increased user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance
options for digital things in general.

4.3.3 iOS user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance
A range of user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options exist for iOS graphics.
These include native personalisation options provided by Apple as part of the operating
system, third-party personalisation options provided by external developers that
are available in the App Store, and jailbreak personalisation options not endorsed
by Apple and provided by third-party developers. These three personalisation options
are discussed as they indicate the options currently available for user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance for iOS graphics and provide insights into the strengths
and limitations of each personalisation option. This informs the design and
development of the speculative prototypes by investigating the competitive set
of existing personalisation options.
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4.3.3.1 Native options for personalisation
Apple provides a limited range of native user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance
options for iOS7 graphics that have increased incrementally from previous versions.
In one of the very few studies into user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance of iOS
graphics, Tossell et al. (2012, p998) identified six personalisation options for the earlier
iOS3 version of graphics:
•

moving app icons from the bottom bar

•

changing the order of apps on the bottom bar

•

moving apps from the first page

•

changing the order of the apps on the first page

•

the number of vacant spots on each page

•

changing the lockscreen image.

Three points relevant to this study are highlighted in Tossell et al.’s (2012) research.
First, iOS3 personalisation was predominantly focused on changing the composition of
the front screen by moving the app icons. The position of the app icons was restricted
by an unseen grid that provided an underlying, unseen structure for the screen. For
example, an app icon cannot be positioned between the rows or columns of the grid.
Consequently, moving the app icons on the iPhone front screen illustrates one
compositional restriction of native user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance
options as the individual has limited choice in positioning the app icons. These
restrictions remain relevant for iOS7 app icons as individuals are unable to personalise
their front screen by choosing a position that is not regulated by the underlying grid.
Therefore, increasing the positions allowed for app icons on the front screen is one
way to increase the existing personalisation options by making the grid more flexible.
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Second, changing the lockscreen image, also known as wallpaper, is an example of an
existing user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance option. However, wallpaper is
a grey area for iOS graphics and this study. For example, iPhone users can choose to
upload a personal photo from their photo gallery as their wallpaper or select an image
provided by Apple for their wallpaper. A photo uploaded by an individual from their
personal photo collection represents unrestricted user-initiated personalisation-ofappearance, resulting in a wallpaper that is unique to that individual user. However,
the wallpaper image is not considered to be an iOS graphic as it is not supplied by
Apple. In comparison, Apple-provided wallpaper images are defined as an iOS graphic
as they are part of the iOS. They exemplify a restricted user-initiated personalisationof-appearance option as the choices for an individual’s wallpaper are determined by
Apple. For the purposes of this study, Apple-provided wallpaper options in iOS7 are
not part of this investigation. As indicated in Chapter 1, to limit and define the case
under investigation not all iOS graphics are addressed in this study. Consequently,
wallpaper is not included in this study.
The third point from Tossell et al. (2012) relevant to this study is the ongoing change
to iOS personalisation features observed between the iOS3 graphics of their study
and the iOS7 graphics of this study. For example, the user-initiated personalisationof-appearance options of folders and folder titles were not addressed by Tossell et al.
(2012) due to their focus on iOS3 graphics. The ability to personalise iOS graphics via
folders and folder titles was introduced in the subsequent iOS4 update (Bohn et al.
2013), enabling individuals to group their app icons into folders and to choose a name
for the group. Selecting app icons to group in folders and naming the folders illustrate
increased native personalisation options for iOS7 app icon graphics compared to iOS3.
However, the existing options for iOS7 app icon graphics remain largely restricted
to personalisation at the whole graphic level, exemplified by the ability to move the
whole app icon to a different position on the screen, compared to personalisation at the
smaller element level, illustrated by choosing a unique name for a folder. The smaller
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elemental level of personalisation is the gap addressed by the speculative prototypes.
The appearance-based elements of colour, size and style of iOS7 app icons cannot be
changed by the existing iOS personalisation options, indicating potential areas for
increasing the existing personalisation options and addressing the second research
question.

4.3.3.2 Third-party options for personalisation
User-initiated personalisation-of-appearance of iOS graphics is available from thirdparty developers in the App Store. Two apps, Cute icon & wallpaper dressup – CocoPPa
app (CocoPPa) (Figure 4.5) and Line Deco – Wallpapers & icons app (Line Deco)
(Figure 4.6), are discussed in this section as examples of existing third-party, userinitiated personalisation-of-appearance for iOS app icons. CocoPPa provides options
for wallpapers, shelves, icon frames and some changes to the app icon image (United
Inc. 2017). Line Deco offers a similar range of personalisation features as CocoPPa. It
allows users to change the appearance of wallpapers, third-party app icons and some
native iOS app icons (Camp Mobile 2017).
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Figure 4.5: Examples of CocoPPa options
Source: Artoo 2013

Figure 4.6: Examples of Line Deco options
Source: Line Official Blog 2014

iOS personalisation apps such as CocoPPa and Line Deco provide support for an
increase to the existing iOS personalisation options. As some of the currently available
third-party options for user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance of iOS app icons,
they indicate this type of personalisation is an area of interest for iPhone users and
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a gap for this study to address. However, it is also important to note that potential
limitations of such third-party personalisation options are a potential lack of visual
alignment with the Apple brand, the lack of inclusion within the larger Apple
ecosystem, and the lack of inclusion as a native component of the iPhone. For some
individual iPhone users brand alignment will play a valuable and meaningful role in
their personalisation activities and outcomes, while for others brand will have a lesser
or even non-existent meaning. Brand alignment of user-initiated personalisation-ofappearance options and an increase in the number of personalisation options address
the second research question.

4.3.3.3 Jailbreak options for personalisation
Jailbreaking, described as introducing software onto an iPhone that is unauthorised
and not approved by Apple (Nield 2016), is the third example of existing user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance options for iOS graphics. Apple does not endorse
jailbreaking for the purposes of personalisation. Messages Customiser and Messages
Customiser Pro are examples of iOS personalisation apps available to download
onto a jailbroken iPhone (Mahdi 2015; Prabhu 2014) (Figure 4.7). The user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance options in the Messages Customiser app is limited to the
intra-app graphics, including changing the colour, opacity, size and tails of the message
bubbles, selecting different wallpaper options and changing some text colours.
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Figure 4.7: Messages Customiser (before and after)
Source: Guest 2014

Messages Customiser and Messages Customiser Pro have implications for this study.
First, the personalisation options in these apps are similar to several of the userinitiated personalisation-of-appearance options investigated in the speculative
prototypes such as changing the shape and size of the app icons. Importantly, the
prototypes of this study were designed and developed in 2016 without knowledge of
Messages Customiser and Messages Customiser Pro till late in the Develop stage during
2018. Therefore, the personalisation options designed and developed in the prototypes
of this study were independent design approaches rather than made in response to
these apps as part of an existing competitive set. Second, the existence of Messages
Customiser and Messages Customiser Pro demonstrates a desire for increased userinitiated personalisation-of-appearance options of iOS intra-app graphics. Last, the
existence of Messages Customiser and Messages Customiser Pro also indicates that
some individuals are willing to access increased personalisation options by
unauthorised and unapproved means.
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4.3.4 Android user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance
A review of the user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance of Android and Windows
operating system graphics also provides important background for the design and
development of the speculative prototypes. Android offers a range of user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance options for the front screen. Native personalisation
options are available through app widgets and third-party personalisation options
are available by launchers and icon packs. App widgets are mini applications located
on the home screen that provide selected information from the full version of the
app (Android developers 2018a). There are four main types of widgets that allow
user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance: information widgets such as a weather
widget; collection widgets such as a small selection of images from your photo gallery;
control widgets such as a play button for a music app; and hybrid widgets that allow a
combination of the previous three types (Android developers 2019). Resizing widgets
is one form of user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance relevant to this study
(Figure 4.8). Android indicates (Android developers 2019):
In this simple example the user can horizontally resize a weather widget
in 4 steps and expose richer information about the weather at the current
location as the widget grows.

Figure 4.8: Resizing capability of an Android weather widget
Source: Android developers 2019

Widget resizing allows Android users to change the size and position of the widgets on
their front screen (Android developers 2018a). The app widget developer embeds the
function in the widget based on the underlying grid structure of the device (Android
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developers 2018a). It allows personalisation of the amount of content on the front
screen and the visual appearance of that content (Android developers 2018a).
Launchers provide a second form of native and non-native user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance options for Android smartphones. Launchers allow
individuals to modify the look and functionality of the front screen (Wagoner 2018a).
All Android smartphones have a manufacturer’s launcher and the capability to install
other launchers developed by third-parties (Wagoner 2018a). Nova launcher was
judged the best customisation launcher of 2018 due to its ability for users to customise
the look, function and efficiency of their Android smartphones (Wagoner 2018a)
(Figure 4.9).

Figure 4.9: Nova launcher for Android smartphones
Source: Mills 2015

Icon packs are a third form of user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options for
Android smartphones. These packs are non-native and accessed by downloading thirdparty software. Icon packs attempt to standardise the appearance of Android icons and
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are available from different developers (Wagoner 2018b). For example, the Lines
Pro icon pack provides a set of white outline app images to apply to an individual’s
smartphone (Nate Wren @ natewren 2019) (Figure 4.10) and the Lines Dark icon pack
provides a set of dark outline app images (Nate Wren @ natewren 2016) (Figure 4.11).
Other icon packs such as Adapticons (Figure 4.12), developed by Damian Piwowarski,
allow increased levels of user-initiated personalisation by allowing users to customise
the look of their apps (El Khoury 2017; Piwowarski 2018) and create their own icon set
by mixing icon packs (Hager 2017).

Figure 4.10: Lines Pro icon pack
Source: Nate Wren @ natewren 2019
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Figure 4.11: Lines Dark icon pack
Source: Nate Wren @ natewren 2016

Figure 4.12: Adapticons main screen and app icon shape choices
Source: El Khoury 2017

The ability to personalise the shape of app icons as seen in Adapticons was pre-empted
by this study. Design and development of the prototypes including a shape-based
personalisation options for iOS7 app icons took place in 2016 (Figure 4.13) before
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the launch of Adapticons in August 2017 (APK Mirror 2021). The personalisation-ofappearance options seen in Adapticons, such as allowing the user to choose, create and
apply customised app icon shapes, provide support for the inclusion of a diverse range
of user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options in the prototypes including
shape as a personalisation option.

Figure 4.13: App icon shape investigations
Source: Watts 2016

Adaptive launcher icons are a recent inclusion by Android that are relevant for this
study due to the range of app icon shapes they offer. Adaptive launcher icons were
introduced with the Android O operating system released in 2017 (Butcher 2017) and
allow changes to the shape of the app icon by a mask applied to the app icon image
(Figure 4.14) (Android developers 2018b, 2019). However, this is a choice for the app
developer not the app user. Standardised mask shapes are the circle, square, rounded
square, squircle (a square and circle hybrid) and teardrop (Butcher 2017). Adaptive
launcher icons indicate that choice of icon shape is a consideration for app developers
in addition to individual smartphone users.
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Figure 4.14: Android launcher icons
Source: Android developers 2019

The importance attributed to an app icon’s shape, illustrated by the range of adaptive
launcher icons, resonates with the personalisation approach made visible in the
speculative prototypes of this study. As with Adapticons, the design and development
of the prototypes took place in this study before adaptive launcher icons were released
by Android in 2017. The prototypes were already included in the questionnaire and
feedback was obtained on their appearance before adaptive launcher icons were
introduced. Importantly, the development of adaptive launcher icons by Android
provides further support for including a shape-based personalisation option for app
icons in the speculative prototypes.

4.3.5 Windows user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance
Windows offers a different approach to front screen user-initiated personalisationof-appearance compared to Apple and Android, based on the use tiles (Figure 4.15).
Tiles allow changes to the size, colour, position and the tile’s image options. In a similar
manner to iOS wallpaper a tile’s image may be obtained from the individual’s photo
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collection from within the Windows operating system and externally by downloading
third-party tile art. The flexible nature of the tiles, that allows personalisation of colour,
image and size, and the modular grid system that constrains their size and position,
has informed the design and development of the speculative prototypes.

Figure 4.15: Tile transparency options for Windows 10
Source: Thurrott 2015

The brief review of the Windows approach to user-initiated personalisation-ofappearance indicates the end of the Discover stage of the design process. From
this initial stage, characterised by finding out about the design issue and gathering
information, the design process moves to the Define stage and investigation of ideas
with potential to address the second research question.

4.4 Stage 2: Define
Define is characterised by initial brainstorming of ideas that then establish the
particular focus of the iOS app icon redesign (Figure 4.16). These ideas are based
on the research conducted in the earlier Discover stage. The Define stage narrows the
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focus of the design issue under investigation to explore the directions and ideas that
were assessed as promising during the Discover stage.

Figure 4.16: Define stage in process
Source: Watts 2016

Dynamic identity branding was identified during the Discover stage as a branding
approach with potential to address the requirements of increased and brand-aligned
personalisation options in the second research question. A key characteristic of the
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dynamic identity branding approach is a combination of diversity of appearance within
the constraints of visual brand alignment. The potential of this characteristic to address
the concerns of the second research question is investigated in this stage of the design
process. A set of dynamic principles was established from the six dynamic identity
branding approaches. These principles were assessed for their relevance for structuring
user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options, and evaluated for their ability
to accommodate the diversity and fluidity of an iPhone user’s self-identity while also
maintaining a visual link with the Apple brand. Dynamic identity branding is discussed
as background to the development of the speculative prototypes.

4.4.1 Dynamic identity branding
Dynamic identity branding is a branding approach that incorporates visual diversity
within a brand ecosystem (van Ness 2013). It is characterised by structured flexibility
applied to the appearance of a logo or logotype to obtain a diverse yet brand-aligned
family of logos and logotypes. Changes made to one or more compositional elements,
such as to the use of colour or stylistic approach, enable a visual link to be maintained
with the original parent logo. The City of Melbourne logo designed by Landor in 2009
(Landor 2014) is an example of dynamic identity branding (Figure 4.17). The parent
logo is the ‘M’ graphic. The dynamic element is achieved by adapting the ‘M’ by the
graphics it contains. The resulting range of child logos illustrate the combination of
flexibility of appearance and visual alignment with the parent logo. The combined
characteristics of appearance-based flexibility and brand alignment enable the second
research question to be addressed by design practice through the application of
principles from the dynamic identity branding approach to the existing user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance options of iOS app icons.
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Figure 4.17: City of Melbourne dynamic identity
Source: Landor 2014

Dynamic identity branding has six strategies (van Ness 2013, pp6-9): container,
wallpaper, DNA, formula, customised and generative. The visual flexibility of these
six strategies in the branding context suggested their potential to increase the visual
flexibility and retain brand alignment in the mobile UI context. The defining
characteristics of each of the six dynamic identity branding approaches were
investigated for their potential to inform a new approach to increased and brandaligned user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options for iOS app icons.

4.4.2 Container approach and principle
The container approach is characterised by a fixed shape or outline that is filled with
a changing internal graphic (van Ness 2013, p7, pp11-39). The MTV dynamic identity
exemplifies the container approach (Figure 4.18).
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Figure 4.18: Variations of the MTV logo 1981–82
Source: Seibert 2019

The container principle is derived from the container approach. This principle has
potential to inform shape-based personalisation options where the shape of the graphic
is the fixed element and the contents of that shape are the dynamic elements. Shapes
can be filled with a solid colour, a gradient, a graphic, a photographic image or a
generative image.

4.4.3 Wallpaper approach and principle
The wallpaper approach is characterised by a fixed element with a changing graphic
background (van Ness 2013, p7, pp41-53). The Aol dynamic identity designed by
Wolff Olins in 2009 is an example of the wallpaper approach (Figure 4.19).
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Figure 4.19: Examples of the Aol. dynamic identity
Source: Armin 2009

The wallpaper principle is derived from the wallpaper branding approach. This
principle has potential to inform personalisation options that are focused on a
dominant yet changing background image. The wallpaper is the dynamic element and
the accompanying graphic, such as a logo, is the fixed element. Wallpaper can be a solid
colour, a gradient, a graphic, a photograph or a generative image.

4.4.4 DNA approach and principle
The DNA approach is characterised by a set of graphic elements that are assembled in
different ways to create a variety of permutations (van Ness 2013, p8, pp55-95). The
IDTV dynamic identity designed by Lava in 2007 is an example of a DNA approach
that is made up of four unique pixels (Lava 2019) (Figure 4.20, Figure 4.21).
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Figure 4.20: IDTV pixels
Source: Lava 2019

Figure 4.21: Variations of the IDTV dynamic identity using the four pixels
Source: Lava 2019

The DNA principle is derived from the DNA branding approach. This principle has
potential to inform a personalisation option made from combining a set of fixed graphic
elements in a variety of ways. The elements, such as Lava’s IDTV pixels, are the fixed
elements and the dynamic elements are the particular combinations made with the set
of fixed elements.
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4.4.5 Formula approach and principle
The formula approach is characterised by a fixed rule applied to visual elements (van
Ness 2013, p8, pp97-141). For example, the rule could be a sequence of colours as seen
in the Google doodles (van Ness 2013, p8) (Figure 4.22); the use of a shape as seen in
the circle for the Optix dynamic identity designed by Optix (van Ness 2013, pp106-107)
(Figure 4.23); or the application of a grid as seen on the website of MAIO Architects
designed by TwoPoints.Net (van Ness 2013, pp122-123) (Figure 4.24). The formula
principle is derived from the formula approach to branding. This principle has potential
to inform a personalisation option that is rule based where the rule is the fixed element,
such as a sequence of colours, and the application of that rule is the dynamic element.

Figure 4.22: Google logo (top), Google doodle (below)
The Google doodle celebrating Claudio Bravo Camus’ 83rd birthday, by Shanti Rittgers,
illustrates the application of the colour formula that aligns with the sequence of colours
of the parent Google logo.
Source: Google logo, Kastrenakes 2019; Google doodle, Google 2019
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Figure 4.23: The Optix dynamic identity
Source: Hydrophil 2012
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Figure 4.24: The MAIO website illustrating a grid formula
Source: TwoPoints.Net 2011
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4.4.6 Customised approach and principle
The customised approach is characterised by a fixed element that is combined with
changing, sometimes interactive, external input (van Ness 2013, pp8-9, pp143-153).
The OCAD University dynamic identity designed by Bruce Mau Design is an example
of the customised approach (Figure 4.25). It combines a fixed frame with student work
that changes on an annual basis (van Ness 2013, p147).

Figure 4.25: The OCAD University dynamic identity
Source: Bruce Mau Design 2019
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The customised approach to dynamic identity branding is viewed as a synthesis
of the container and wallpaper approaches. Consequently, the customised approach
is not developed into a principle for informing personalisation options as it is viewed
as a duplication of two already existing dynamic principles. Therefore, there is no
customised principle for informing brand-aligned user-initiated personalisation-ofappearance options of iOS app icons.

4.4.7 Generative approach and principle
The generative approach is characterised by a fixed element that responds to live data
in a predetermined way (van Ness 2013, p8, pp155-215). For example, the dynamic
identity designed by Neue for Nordkyn, a tourism destination in Norway, responds
to real-time weather data (van Ness 2013, p8, pp214-215) (Figure 4.26). The Seconde
Nature dynamic identity designed by Universal Everything is a visual response to music
(van Ness 2013, pp204-205) (Figure 4.27).

Figure 4.26: Nordkyn’s generative dynamic identity
Source: Neue Design Studio 2015
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Figure 4.27: Seconde Nature’s generative dynamic identity
Top to bottom: minimal classical, African drumming,
improv jazz, thrash metal and dubstep
Source: Universal Everything 2019

The generative principle is derived from the generative approach to dynamic identity
branding. This principle has potential to inform personalisation options by the
inclusion of live data where the application of the data is the flexible element and the
fixed element is the appearance-based rule, or rules, constraining the use of the data
and its eventual visualisation.
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4.4.8 Unofficial dynamic branding
Dynamic identities have the potential to be created collaboratively and unofficially
in addition to those created by design practitioners. For example, social media icon
sets from third-party developers illustrate an unofficial approach to dynamic identity
branding through the design activities of individuals (Figure 4.28, Figure 4.29). These
sets can be in direct contravention of the brands they depict. For example, Facebook
states that only the correct blue is to be used or black if the blue is not possible, and that
the appearance of the ‘F’ logo is not to be altered (Facebook Inc. 2020, p11). In practice
these branding guidelines are not always followed (Figure 4.28, Figure 4.29). With
digital technology individuals can modify the appearance of logos to suit their needs
and desires. Such changes illustrate a dynamic identity branding approach in an
unofficial context.

Figure 4.28: Social media stitches-style icons
Source: Alfredo 2018
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Figure 4.29: Embossed social media icons
Source: Sami 2019

4.4.9 Responsive design
Responsive design from the field of mobile human–computer interaction is another
design approach characterised by visual flexibility. It is a form of adaptive web design
that responds to the viewing requirements of different devices and operating systems.
Responsive web design enables webpages to adapt to the smaller formats and different
dimensions of smartphones (Marcotte 2010) (Figure 4.30). Terms that describe
responsive web design include fluid and optimised (Marcotte 2010), and “fluid
design, elastic layout, rubber layout, liquid design, adaptive layout, cross-device design
and flexible design” (Frain 2012, pxxviii). These characteristics of responsiveness
and flexibility from the human–computer interaction design context mirror similar
characteristics from the dynamic identity branding context and provide two
complementary design approaches that inform the design and development of the
speculative prototypes.
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Figure 4.30: City of Melbourne website front page in 2015, unresponsive (left)
and in 2019, responsive (right)
Source: Unresponsive, City of Melbourne 2015; Responsive, City of Melbourne 2019

Responsive design and dynamic identity branding both address a need for flexibility
and diversity from two different design disciplines. The design and development of the
speculative prototypes are informed by both responsive design and dynamic identity
branding. In the following final design stage of Develop principles of flexibility and
diversity are applied to the existing iOS app icons.

4.5 Stage 3: Develop
The Develop stage is characterised by further development of ideas from the earlier
Define stage. Development in this stage includes establishing the parameters for the
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prototypes to assess the applicability of the dynamic principles as the means to increase
brand-aligned user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options for existing iOS
app icons; and, applying the container, wallpaper, DNA, formula and generative
principles to the existing iOS app icons.
The speculative prototypes are the primary outcomes from the Develop stage. The Size,
Size-based-on-use, Titles, Shape, Theme and Range-of-options prototypes are named
for their key personalisation characteristic. They are positioned as research tools for
reflection on and critique of the existing iOS user-initiated personalisation-ofappearance options rather than providing a definitive, polished, finalised design
outcome.

4.5.1 Prototype parameters
Two parameters were established for the design and development of the prototypes to
assess the dynamic principles for their applicability to increasing brand-aligned userinitiated personalisation-of-appearance options for existing iOS app icons, and to
ensure the requirements of the second research question were addressed.
Parameter 1: Display at least one of the five dynamic principles
Each prototype must display at least one of the five dynamic principles. The container,
wallpaper, DNA, formula and/or generative principles must be applied to the iOS app
icons in each prototype.
Parameter 2: Visual alignment with the Apple brand
Each prototype must display visual brand alignment with the existing Apple brand.
Visual alignment can be achieved in two ways. First, it can take design cues from the
wider Apple brand ecosystem and incorporate them into the prototypes. For example,
the circular app icon shape observed in the Shape prototype takes its design cue from
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the round icons of the Apple Watch UI (Figure 4.31). Second, visual brand alignment
can be obtained by taking design cues from other iOS graphics. For example, the
keyline versions of the app icon images in the Theme prototype were developed by
tracing the existing iOS app icons, taking design cues from the keyline approach
of intra-app graphics such as the back arrow and paperclip icons (Figure 4.32).

Figure 4.31: Apple Watch interface
Source: Thurrott 2015

Figure 4.32: iPhone intra-app graphics
Source: Prospero 2013
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The number of app icons appearing on each prototype depends on the principle being
explored by the prototype. For example, only a small number of app icons appear on
the Size prototype compared to every app icon on the Theme prototype. Other app
icons such as social media app icons appear on some prototypes, such as the Size
prototype, illustrating early speculation of brand-aligned personalisation beyond
the iOS context of this study. However, brand-aligned user-initiated personalisationof-appearance of other app icons such as social media app icons is beyond the scope
of this study and has potential as an area for future research.
The design and development of the prototypes are discussed in summary (Table 4.1)
and in detail in the following sections to demonstrate how the prototypes address the
design parameters.

Table 4.1: Summary of addressing the prototype design parameters
Prototype/s

Parameter 1: Dynamic principle

Parameter 2: Means of visual alignment

Size

container

increase existing size

Size-based-on-use

container and generative

increase existing size based on real–time use

Titles

formula

modify existing titles

Shape

container

circle used by other Apple UIs

Theme

wallpaper and formula

keyline rendering of existing icons

container
generative
Range-of-options

all previous means of visual alignment

formula
wallpaper
DNA
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4.5.2 Size prototype

Figure 4.33: Size prototype
Source: Watts 2016

The Size prototype displays the container principle and maintains visual brandalignment with the Apple brand by increasing the size of the existing app icons.
A limitation of the Size prototype is the inclusion of all social media app icons rather
than a mixture of iOS and social media app icons. However, the social media app icons
are indicative of a size-based brand-aligned personalisation option for iOS app icons.
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4.5.3 Size-based-on-use prototype

Figure 4.34: Size-based-on-use prototype
Source: Watts 2016

The Size-based-on-use prototype displays the container and generative principles and
maintains visual brand-alignment with Apple by increasing the size of the app icons
based on real-time use of apps by the individual iPhone user.
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4.5.4 Titles prototypes

Figure 4.35: Titles prototypes
Source: Watts 2016

The Titles prototypes display the formula principle through rules applied to the app
icon titles, such as enlargement or removal. Visual brand-alignment is maintained with
Apple by retaining the shape, image and rendering of existing app icons and altering
the titles. Removal of titles is informed by the Apple watch UI (Figure 4.31).
The Size and Size-based-0n-use prototypes were repurposed for use as the Titles
prototypes due to their treatment of app icon titles.
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4.5.5 Shape prototypes

Figure 4.36: Shape prototypes
Source: Watts 2016

The Shape prototypes display the container principle and maintain visual brandalignment with Apple by a circular app icon. The circular shape of the app icons is
informed by the Apple watch UI and its round icons of different sizes (Figure 4.31).
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4.5.6 Theme prototypes

Figure 4.37: Theme prototypes
Source: Watts 2016

The Theme prototypes display the wallpaper and formula principles and maintain
visual brand-alignment with Apple by a different rendering approach to the app
icons. The theme made visible in these prototypes is characterised by a white keyline
rendering of the app icon graphics informed by the appearance of iOS intra-app
graphics (Figure 4.32), and the wallpaper is seen through the transparent background
of the icon.
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4.5.7 Range-of-options prototypes

Figure 4.38: Range-of-options prototypes
Source: Watts 2016

The Range-of-options prototypes display all five dynamic principles and maintain
visual brand-alignment with Apple by including the means of alignment from the other
prototypes. The DNA principle is illustrated by the inclusion of the previous approaches
to visual alignment positioned as individual units of DNA.
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Part B: Outcomes
4.6 Introduction to Part B
Part B discusses the key outcomes from the design and development of the prototypes:
the set of speculative prototypes and the dynamic framework. The dynamic framework
emerged from reflection on the design process of the prototypes and the steps taken
to achieve increased and brand-aligned user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance
opportunities for the iOS app icons. Together the speculative prototypes and dynamic
framework directly address the second research question: How can a range of userinitiated personalisation-of-appearance options be designed for iOS app icons, to
facilitate increased personalisation opportunities and still maintain a visual link with
Apple’s branding identity? The prototypes make visible one application of the dynamic
framework to existing iOS app icons and illustrate the framework’s ability to enable
increased and brand-aligned opportunities for user-initiated personalisation-ofappearance of existing iOS app icons.
Part B begins with a discussion of the dynamic framework. Section 4.7.1 presents the
structure of the framework. This section includes justification of the removal of the
generative principle from the framework due to its system-initiated characteristics.
Section 4.7.2 highlights the primary use of the dynamic framework as a design
strategy for facilitating brand-aligned user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance
opportunities. Section 4.7.3 indicates the framework’s additional capacity as a design
strategy for facilitating personalisation opportunities that do not require brand
alignment. Section 4.7.4 reflects on the framework’s ability to resolve the tension
between an individual user’s preference for increased user-initiated personalisationof-appearance opportunities and the manufacturer’s need for brand protection.
Section 4.7.5 asserts the new connections made between dynamic identity branding
and intentionally designing for user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance. Section
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4.7.6 presents the clarifying term ‘optionalisation’ as terminology that describes the
option-based nature of user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance opportunities.
The second component of Part B is evaluation and reflection-on-action of the
visualisation outcomes. Section 4.8.1 highlights the role of the speculative prototypes
in making the dynamic framework visible. Section 4.8.2 reflects on the role of the
prototypes for enabling iOS app icons to be viewed as appearance-dominant objects
of an individual iPhone user’s self-identity. This reflection draws the threads of this
study together by highlighting the connection between the prototypes, the concerns
of the first and second research questions and the critical analysis of Sartre’s (1972)
concept of possession. Section 4.8.3 concludes Part B and this chapter by presenting
a new connection made between the prototypes and recent interdisciplinary theory,
by positioning the prototypes as a visualisation of Bauman’s concept of liquidity
(2000, 2005, 2007; Bauman and Vecchi 2004).

4.7 Dynamic framework outcomes
The dynamic framework is a key design research outcome of this study. This framework
exemplifies new knowledge that takes the form of “a new design that advances the
ability of designers to handle new types of challenges” (Zimmerman and Forlizzi 2014,
p168), as the dynamic framework enables designers to better understand and respond
to challenges of appearance-dominant brand-aligned user-initiated personalisationof-appearance. This framework may help other designers to facilitate brand-aligned
user-initiated personalisation opportunities beyond the iOS context of this study by
providing individuals with professionally designed brand-aligned personalisation
choices. Enabling such opportunities for non-experts is a growing and increasingly
important role for professional designers (Sinclair 2017, p92). Consequently, the
dynamic framework is a form of transferrable design knowledge, thereby illustrating
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a key outcome of Research through Design investigations (Zimmerman and Forlizzi
2014). This framework enables the second research question to be addressed as the
framework underpins the design and development of the speculative prototypes. The
dynamic framework also demonstrates potential relevance for application to design
practice beyond the iOS context of this study.

4.7.1 The structure of the dynamic framework
The dynamic framework has five steps which largely follow the steps taken during
the design and development of the speculative prototypes and the application of the
dynamic principles to the iOS app icons.
Step 1: Audit the visual design elements
The first step of the dynamic framework is to audit the visual design elements of the
existing set of iOS app icons. In this step it is helpful to ask, “What are the visual design
elements such as shapes, colours, lines, gradients and textures, among others, that
constitute the app icons?”. For example, iOS app icons have a particular shape, a
round-cornered square, with a particular rendering style, a flat graphic approach,
and a title of 12 characters or less. These elements are the visual design variables that
have potential to become fixed or flexible elements within the dynamic framework’s
approach to brand-aligned user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance opportunities.
Step2: Determine the primary visual elements
The second step is to determine the elements that make a primary visual contribution
to the existing iOS app icons and the Apple brand. In this step it is helpful to ask,
“What design elements if taken away would weaken or loose the foundational visual
connection with the existing iOS app icons?”. For example, the round-cornered square
shape is strongly aligned, visually and historically, with the Apple brand. If this icon
shape were replaced with another there is potential for the visual connection with
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Apple to weaken and require additional visual support from another design element
to maintain brand alignment, such as retaining the flat graphic rendering style. The
element that makes the strongest visual connection with the existing brand provides
the strongest appearance-based choice for the fixed design element.
Step 3: Align the primary visual elements with a dynamic principle
The third step is to align the fixed design element, determined in Step 2, with one
or more of the dynamic principles. In this step it is helpful to ask, “What dynamic
principle or principles provide appearance-based support for the primary design
element? Container? Wallpaper? DNA? Formula?”. For example, if the fixed design
element was the shape of the existing app icons, then the container principle would
provide a strong appearance-based approach to personalisation due to the existing
shape-based commonalities between the design element and the dynamic principle.
It is important to note that the generative principle is not included in the list of
dynamic principles for supporting the primary design element in this step. The
generative principle was originally included in the dynamic framework but later
removed. Reflection on the use of real–time data in addition to negative feedback from
the questionnaire highlighted the potential for a generative approach to personalisation
to restrict an individual’s personalisation activity. Restriction through use of real–time
data is aligned with a system-initiated personalisation-of-appearance approach rather
than a user-initiated approach. As a system-initiated approach does not address the
user-initiated focus of either research question. Subsequently, the generative principle
was removed from the dynamic framework.
Step 4: Determine and assess the secondary visual elements
The fourth step in using the dynamic framework as a design strategy is to determine
the secondary visual elements and assess their potential for diversity and application to
a set of personalisation options. In this step it is helpful to ask, “How can the secondary
visual elements such as shapes and colours be converted into a diverse range of options
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to accompany the fixed design element?”. For example, if a particular colour is assessed
as an important secondary visual element the colour could form the basis of a range
of diverse colour options such as transparency options and gradient options, among
others. An audit of the secondary visual elements including their potential for a range
of options indicates the potential range of personalisation options.
Step 5: Combine the visual design elements
The fifth and final step of the dynamic framework is to combine the primary visual
design element, the dynamic principle and the range of appearance-based options
from the secondary visual design elements to form the brand-aligned personalisation
approach.

4.7.2 A structured design approach to brand-aligned user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance options
The dynamic framework has potential for application to design contexts beyond the
iOS app icons of this study that may also require increased brand-aligned user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance opportunities. The steps for a structured design
approach to increased brand-aligned user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance
options are the same as those in Section 4.7.1 without the iOS focus. In summary:
Step 1: Audit the design elements of the artefact to be redesigned for
brand-aligned user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options.
Step 2: Determine the element/s that make a primary visual connection
with the existing artefact.
Step 3: Align the element/s that make a primary visual connection
to the existing artefact with one or more of the dynamic principles.
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Step 4: Determine and assess the secondary design elements.
Step 5: Combine the primary, fixed/parent design element/s with the
dynamic principle/s and the secondary, flexible/child design elements.

4.7.3 A structured design approach to option-based user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance options
The dynamic framework also has potential for application to other design contexts
where increased user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options are important
yet brand alignment is not. A structured design approach to option-based user-initiated
personalisation has potential to enable, increase, improve and maximise opportunities
for participation of everyday designers in digital things. Everyday designers are
individuals who participate in “design-like activity” through options facilitated by
others (Lawson and Dorst 2009, p118). In the context of this study, user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance activity is understood as a design-like activity of cocreation that is facilitated by design professionals for everyday designers.
The steps for a structured design approach to increased option-based user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance opportunities are the same as those in Section 4.7.2
with removal of the brand-aligned focus. In summary:
Step 1: Audit the design elements of the artefact to be redesigned for increased
user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options.
Step 2: Determine the primary visual element/s of the artefact.
Step 3: Align the primary visual element/s with one or more of the dynamic principles.
Step 4: Determine and assess the secondary design elements.
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Step 5: Combine the primary, fixed/parent design element/s with the
dynamic principle/s and the secondary, flexible/child design elements.

4.7.4 Balancing visual brand alignment and user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance
The dynamic framework has potential to enable user-initiated personalisation-ofappearance activities and outcomes in contexts that desire or require collaborative and
co-creation opportunities. Such design activities and outcomes can be problematic from
a branding perspective due to the potential lack of visual control and appearance-based
brand-alignment in collaborative participation.
The dynamic framework can provide balance between the competing concerns of
visual brand protection and enabling user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance
opportunities. Tension may arise on the corporate side due to the importance of the
brand as a business asset and its associated logo as the visual representation of that
brand, while brands are also important for those consumers who transfer personal
significance to brands (Kleine and Baker 2004, pp20-23; Muratovski 2016b). Some
individuals exhibit strong religious-like connections to brands (Muratovski 2016b),
while others do not. Inclusion of brand-aligned opportunities for co-creation such as
personalisation has potential to provide greater choices for user-initiated participation
that reflect the unique relationships individuals have with a brand. Some individuals
may appreciate the inclusion of a spectrum of brand-aligned opportunities in their
digital things, from strong to weak visual brand alignment, so they can choose the
amount of visual brand-alignment they see. For example, an individual with a strong
tie to the Apple brand may choose to leave the appearance of their app icons unchanged
due to their reverence for everything Apple or conversely, they may personalise their
app icons with brand-aligned personalisation options.
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The activity of user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance seems to put appearancebased brand decisions into the hands of everyday and non-expert designers, with
potential to result in a visual outcome that is not brand-aligned. The dynamic
framework addresses this tension by enabling a “very carefully considered solution
space” (Sinclair 2017, p101), where the options provided for participatory activity
of non-expert individuals is regulated by design professionals to ensure a designed
outcome that is brand-aligned. The solution space of the dynamic framework is
designed to maintain brand alignment regardless of the options that are selected. In
the context of this study, the resulting personalised outcomes from application of the
dynamic framework is an attempt to mirror some of the visual preferences of an
individual iPhone user and maintain brand-alignment with the Apple brand.
The Facebook logo is a prime example of the tension between visual brand alignment
and unofficial user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance activity and outcomes. The
Facebook brand guidelines (Facebook Inc. 2020) contain information for correct use of
one of their primary brand assets, the f logo, indicating requirements such as approved
colour use, size, style and clear space, and state that no modifications of the f logo are
to take place. Real-world use of Facebook’s f logo online illustrate many instances that
do not follow these guidelines such as modifying the f logo with stitching and a circular
background shape (Figure 4.39), and by use of a grey gradient and embossed rendering
style (Figure 4.40), among others.
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Figure 4.39: Modification of f logo with stitching and a circular background shape
Source: Alfredo 2018

Figure 4.40: Modification of f logo with a grey gradient and embossed rendering style
Source: Sami 2019

The following examples from Aol illustrate how branding can be negatively repurposed
by others due to digitalisation (Figure 4.41). Digitisation enables individuals with a
computer and image manipulation software such as Photoshop to alter visual data.
The dynamic characteristics of the Aol identity also provide potential for visual misuse.
Armin (2009 n.p.) observes:
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The biggest problem I have with the identity is that, maybe unknowingly, AOL
has set itself up for an endless barrage of visual mockery. Anyone with Arial on
their machine will be more than happy to slap an “Aol.” on whatever they find
funny or demeaning. I don’t find the below particularly funny (except the Peanut
Butter Jelly Time banana) and I am not trying to be immature but when you are
a media giant, vulnerable to an endless array of criticism, you have to be careful
what ammunition you give your haters.

Figure 4.41: Visual mockery of the Aol. dynamic identity
Source: Armin 2009

The dynamic framework demonstrates how user-initiated personalisation-ofappearance within a branded ecosystem such as the iPhone can be a controlled
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and regulated activity that supports visual brand alignment. The ability to balance
the tension between brand and personalisation will potentially benefit companies and
individuals. For companies, the dual aims of protecting instances of their visual brand
such as an app UI and wanting to offer user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance
opportunities to their app users could be achieved. For individuals, use of the dynamic
framework by designers as a co-creation tool may result in the loosening of overt
appearance-based control in highly branded ecosystems such as the iPhone.
Conversely, use of the dynamic framework as a co-creation tool may also appeal
to other users that highly value visual brand alignment due to designers enabling
personalisation-of-appearance options that retain visual brand-aligned connections.

4.7.5 Connection between dynamic identity branding and user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance
This study makes a new connection between dynamic identity branding and userinitiated personalisation-of-appearance by observation and acknowledgement of their
strategic and visual similarities. Strategically, both dynamic identity branding and userinitiated personalisation-of-appearance activities can be viewed as option-based design
approaches that provide individuals with participation opportunities in design-like
activities. Visually, both dynamic identity branding and user-initiated personalisationof-appearance have potential to enable visual diversity within a structured system.
For example, participatory dynamic identity branding activity illustrated by Catalpa
Childcare’s identity enables 220 independent centres to create their own visually
diverse, yet similar, identities, through a range of pre-designed options that each centre
assembles (van Ness 2012, pp86-87) (Figure 4.42, Figure 4.43). Participatory branding
activity and its outcomes mirror brand-aligned user-initiated personalisation-ofappearance activity and outcomes as both activities are co-creation activities
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characterised by selection and implementation of a set of predesigned options enabled
by expert designers.

Figure 4.42 (above): Catalpa Childcare’s dynamic identity
Figure 4.43 (below): Catalpa Childcare’s identity includes graphics for modification
Source: Koeweiden Postma 2015
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Two outcomes have developed from identifying this new intradisciplinary design
connection between dynamic identity branding and user-initiated personalisationof-appearance. First, reflection-in-action on the option-based similarities of dynamic
identity branding and user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance became catalyst
for the design and development of the dynamic framework as part of this study.
The connection made between dynamic identity branding and user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance exemplifies an interdisciplinary and intra-disciplinary
contribution to advancing design practice and scholarship. It is hoped that this new
connection will act as catalyst for other designers, practitioners and scholars to
consider further intradisciplinary and interdisciplinary connections to advance design
practice and scholarship. Second, reflection-on-action of the option-based design
strategies that characterise both dynamic-identity branding and user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance have resulted in the term ‘optionalisation’ for greater
clarification of the type of personalisation observed in user-initiated personalisationof-appearance activity.

4.7.6 Optionalisation
Optionalisation is new, clarifying terminology proposed by this study that draws
attention to the option-based characteristics of the dynamic framework and userinitiated personalisation-of-appearance activities and outcomes. Optionalisation
is defined as option-based activity characterised by an individual’s choice of
predetermined options for personalisation. Optionalisation highlights the regulated,
brand-aligned, option-based nature of the approach to personalisation enabled by the
dynamic framework. In comparison, use of the term ‘personalisation’ to describe the
dynamic framework’s approach to personalisation could be considered inadequate and
potentially misleading as it suggests much greater user agency and freedom of choice
than the reality.
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Optionalisation is illustrated in Sinclair’s (2017, pp100-101) observations of the Cell
Cycle configurator by Nervous Systems. The Cell Cycle configurator creates 3D objects,
jewellery or homewares through pre-designed options. Sinclair (2017, p101) observes:
By allowing the user control over certain parameters pre-determined by the
designer, and by updating the image of the model as the user manipulates its
form, a significant degree of control over the product’s final design is transferred
to the user … [including] a very carefully considered solution space [making it]
difficult to imaging a product designed within the system that would not display
a strong sense of the designer’s intended aesthetic … [and] limits set [within the
system] ensure that the consumer designed product is manufacturable.
Optionalisation is characterised by the individual’s access to a set of pre-designed
option-based choices. In the above quote, options are provided by the expert designer
to ensure user control over the design of the product and a manufacturable result.
In contrast, in this study, speculative options are provided for the personalisationof-appearance of iOS app icons and these options are provided by the designerresearcher’s application of the dynamic framework to ensure a brand-aligned result.
Consequently, an option-based approach to user-initiated personalisation-ofappearance achieved using the dynamic framework and resulting in the speculative
set of brand-aligned prototypes exemplifies optionalisation.

4.8 Appearance outcomes
Evaluation and reflection-on-action of the visual outcomes are discussed in this section.
This section addresses the role of the speculative prototypes in making the dynamic
framework visible, in positioning iOS app icons as appearance-dominant objects of
creative possession and self-identity, and in making visible Bauman’s concept of
liquidity (2000, 2005, 2007; Bauman and Vecchi 2004).
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4.8.1 Making the dynamic framework visible
The speculative prototypes make visible one application of the dynamic framework
to the existing iOS app icons. The prototypes exemplify design knowledge in the form
of a new design tool, the dynamic framework, and the new, defamiliarised and brandaligned set of iOS app icons enabled by the dynamic framework.
Several challenges arose during application of the dynamic framework to the iOS app
icons. For example, visualising the DNA principle in the prototypes initially proved
problematic due to its potential to result in a large and unwieldy number of options.
The need to demonstrate this principle’s flexibility and its ability to accommodate many
variables and many combinations of variables proved a further design challenge. The
DNA principle needed to be expressed in a simple manner for presentation in the static
prototypes and at the same time be visually complex, to indicate the multiple options
enabled by the principle, while not being visually overwhelming. This challenge is
addressed by the Range-of-options prototype (Figure 4.38) due to its incorporation of
the other dynamic principles of container, wallpaper and formula as the DNA elements.
Visualising the formula principle provided another design challenge due to its rulebased characteristic. Making the formula principle visible in the prototypes proved
problematic because of the need to balance complexity of a potentially large number
of design variables, constrained by a visual rule, with clarity and visual simplicity. This
rule-based dynamic principle was eventually accommodated in the Theme prototypes
(Figure 4.37). These prototypes made visible a rule based on colour with hue as the
flexible element and gradient as the fixed element.
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4.8.2 Visualising contemporary objects of possession
The prototypes make visible a set of contemporary appearance-dominant objects
of possession. Reflection on making the prototypes in conjunction with reflection on
Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of possession resulted in interpreting the speculative
iOS app icons as contemporary objects of possession. iOS app icons are not possessions
as understood in Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of material possession, illustrated
by material objects including a bike, pen and lamp. However, analysis and reflection
highlighted commonalities between examples of Sartre’s (1972) appearance-dominant
material possessions including viewing a picture, creating a painting, window shopping
and experiencing the view while skiing, and the appearance-dominant nature of the
speculative prototypes. Enabled by Sartre’s (1972) concept of possession this study
asserts the appearance-based agency of digital things as contemporary objects of
possession that, in part, constitute an individual’s self-identity. This reflection
highlights the central role of possession in this study due to the connections that are
made between the research questions the design and development of the prototypes
and the critical analysis of Sartre’s (1972) possession.
Vial’s (2019) recent scholarship on ontophany published late in the timeline of this
study provides further support for this observation of an appearance-dominant design
artefact’s implicit role in an individual’s self-identity. Ontophany, defined as the
manifestation of being (Vial 2019), enables technologies that are seen to be included
among the technologies that structure an individual’s perceptions of reality and self.
The entangled relationship with technology has historically been and continues to be
implicated with human identity (Vial 2019, p8). Vial (2019, pxviii) states, “the process
of appearance of being is constantly technologically conditioned. Thus, technologies are
not only tools; they are structures of perception”. Therefore, iOS app icons as exemplars
of contemporary digital technology are also structures of an individual’s perception.
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They are a micro visual manifestation of how individuals perceive themselves, others
and the world around them.

4.8.3 Visualising liquidity
The speculative prototypes make visible a connection between user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance activity and outcomes, and Bauman’s concept of
liquidity (2000, 2005, 2007; Bauman and Vecchi 2004). The liquid metaphor is
discussed earlier in Chapter 2 in the context of liquid identity (Bauman and Vecchi
2004). Liquidity draws attention to the instability, diversity and flexibility that
characterises contemporary culture (Bauman 2000, 2005, 2007; Bauman and Vecchi
2004). This study asserts that liquidity is made visible in the prototypes by the options
it contains for visual change, diversity and flexibility. Consequently, liquidity is
positioned as a concept and metaphor that holds potential for the field of design.
The liquid metaphor is currently used in design in a branding context. Liquid
identity refers to “a recognisable, dynamic branding system that can be adapted across
mediums” (Scher 2019, n.p.). An example is the refreshed Jazz at Lincoln Centre
identity from Pentagram, New York (Scher 2019) (Figure 4.44). The design of the
original 2003 wordmark was extended and applied to the entire identity in 2013
(Pentagram 2020). Dynamic identity branding systems that are adapted across
mediums such as the Jazz at Lincoln Centre identity exemplify visual liquidity in
the design context.
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Figure 4.44: Jazz at Lincoln Centre is a liquid identity
Source: Pentagram 2020

The liquid metaphor has also been used in an architectural context. Bauman’s (2000)
liquidity has informed liquid design in the context of interspatial and architectural
communication as a topic of doctoral research by Bicudo (2008), written in Portuguese.
Beyond these two examples of liquid identity (Scher 2019) and liquid design (Bicudo
2008), the liquid metaphor also operates in the terminology used in several design
contexts. For example, design terms such as ‘dynamic’ in dynamic identity branding
and ‘responsive’ in responsive web design describe two characteristics of liquidity.
Such terminology and practices have been enabled by digitisation and are characterised
by flexibility, fluidity, diversity and disruption. For example, in the dynamic branding
context the generative approach used for tourism destination branding of Nordkyn
incorporates constantly changing weather data into the appearance of their logo (Figure
4.26). This generative approach to dynamic identity branding also illustrates disruption
of earlier notions of fixed logo design. Consequently, dynamic identity branding
embraces flexibility of appearance made possible by digital and screen technology
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(van Ness 2013, p6) and this flexibility of appearance and approach exemplifies
visual liquidity.
The dynamic framework and prototype outcomes also illustrate visual liquidity.
The framework enables liquid design opportunities for user-initiated personalisationof-appearance, and the speculative prototypes make liquidity visible in the human–
computer interface and mobile UI design context, through the diverse and flexible
range of user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance activities and outcomes they
facilitate and depict. The dynamic framework and prototypes exemplify liquid
characteristics of flexibility and change.
This study observes and asserts potential of Bauman’s liquid metaphor (2000, 2005,
2007; Bauman and Vecchi 2004) for application to the design context. Visual liquidity
has received limited scholarly attention in design, yet it offers an area for future design
research with potential to strengthen and enrich the scholarly foundations of the field
through extension and application of a relevant and insightful interdisciplinary
concept.
Liquidity also has potential to benefit other designers and scholars in better
understanding the role of design in self-identity. The opportunities that designers
enable for others, such as co-creation opportunities offered by the dynamic framework,
are viewed as liquid design opportunities for user-initiated personalisation-ofappearance and a means for individuals to co-create their experience of the world and
themselves. Liquid design opportunities that are flexible, diverse and ephemeral also
enable greater diversity in experiencing the world and self. Additional benefits and
implications from this study for both individuals and design practitioners are discussed
in Chapter 7.
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4.9 Summary
Part A of this chapter documented the design and development of the speculative
prototypes. The first three stages of the D3P constituted the design process, in line
with the Research through Design methodology of this study that enables a knowledgebased design research outcome rather than a finished design product. Principles
synthesised from the dynamic branding approach were applied to the appearance of
existing iOS app icons as a means of defamiliarisation. The container, wallpaper, DNA
and formula approaches to dynamic branding became design principles that framed,
constrained and enabled the Size, Size-based-on-use, Titles, Shape, Theme and Rangeof-options prototypes.
Part B of this chapter documented reflection on the dynamic framework and the
appearance-dominant outcomes of the speculative prototypes. The framework is
presented by this study as a new design strategy for facilitating brand-aligned and
option-based user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance opportunities. The
increased options for personalisation that the framework enables mirrors some of the
diversity of iPhone users and the fluidity of their unique self-identities while retaining
a visual brand-aligned link to Apple. Consequently, the dynamic framework, based on
principles of dynamic identity branding, addresses the second research question. The
dynamic framework was also discussed for outcomes and applications beyond the
concerns of this study with potential to benefit design practice, design scholarship and
individual users of designed things. Appearance-based outcomes arising from the
design and development of the prototypes and dynamic framework are also addressed.
The dynamic framework and concepts of possession and liquidity are made visible by
the speculative prototypes. Potential implications for the field of design from these
appearance-dominant outcomes are briefly discussed here and addressed more fully
in Chapter 7. Drawing on Cross’s (2006, pp100-101) observation of the three locations
of design knowledge, the speculative prototypes and the dynamic framework exemplify
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two new instances of product-based design knowledge designed and developed
during this study.
The following chapter documents the inclusion of the speculative prototypes in
the questionnaire and discussed the participant feedback on the prototypes and
personalisation approaches.
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Chapter 5: Feedback on prototypes

5.1 Introduction
An online questionnaire was conducted to collect user feedback on the speculative
prototype’s structured approach to brand-aligned user-initiated personalisation-ofappearance. The prototype questionnaire is one of three data collection tools together
with a pilot questionnaire and an interview.
The pilot questionnaire conducted in 2015 assisted in establishing the focus area of
user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance and choosing the participant groups
for the prototype questionnaire. Feedback on pilot results from the design research
community highlighted their potential bias due to the homogenous convenience sample
of design undergraduate students. The concern was there was a high possibility of a
participants’ interest in design translating into a high and unrepresentative interest in
personalisation of iOS graphics. Consequently, the pilot helped determine the choice
of three participant groups with different design expertise for the later prototype
questionnaire. Statistical and thematic analysis was not performed on the pilot
responses, nor content analysis on the front screen screenshots that were supplied
by interested participants, due to the concerns of bias. The pilot questionnaire is in
Appendix A.
The prototype questionnaire followed the pilot and was conducted in 2016. This
questionnaire is the focus of this chapter and it is addressed in three parts: Part A
presents the questionnaire design; Part B reports the results; and Part C discusses
the results.
The questionnaire was followed by interviews in 2016 with the aim of gaining greater
insights into self-identity, mobile personalisation preferences and the speculative
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prototypes. A series of structured in-depth questions and the conversational nature of
an interview allowed the participants’ viewpoints to be expressed more freely than in
the restricted format of an online questionnaire. However, there was very low interest
in participating in an interview from the participant groups despite one round of
reminders. Only two enthusiastic participants, one undergraduate and one design
practitioner, were interviewed. Their responses were transcribed for analysis and
indicated strong but potentially unrepresentative interest in the study. Due to the
low participation rate and likelihood of unrepresentative interest in personalisation
of iOS graphics statistical and thematic analysis was not performed on the interview
responses, and data from the interviews is not included in this study. The interview
questions are in Appendix B.

Part A: Questionnaire design
5.2 Introduction to Part A
Part A documents and evaluates the design of the prototype questionnaire. Section 5.3
to Section 5.8 provide the aim, scope, justification, ethics, participants, recruitment
and setting details as background for the questionnaire. Section 5.9 presents the
questionnaire design. Sections 5.10 and 5.11 address descriptive statistics and thematic
analysis as the two types of data analysis for the questionnaire data. Section 5.12
reflects on and evaluates the limitations of the questionnaire.

5.3 Aim and scope
The aim of the questionnaire is to gain qualitative and quantitative data on the
speculative prototypes and individual personalisation expectations, and activity,
to inform further development of a structured personalisation approach to iOS
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graphics. Data comprised smartphone user feedback on the existing user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance options for iOS graphics and the speculative
personalisation options depicted in the prototype screens. Feedback was analysed
for further development of the brand-aligned approach to increasing user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance opportunities following a user-centred model of design
and development.
The scope of the questionnaire is investigation of opinions regarding the existing userinitiated personalisation-of-appearance options of current iOS graphics, and the set of
speculative prototypes designed for the purpose of this study.

5.4 Justification
Ubiquitous personalisation practices and expectations observed by Oulasvirta and
Blom (2007) provide grounding for investigating an increase in the limited existing
user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options for iOS graphics. The assumption
at the beginning of the study in 2014 was that smartphone users would want greater
personalisation options than those currently offered. Data was required to verify or
dismiss this assumption.

5.5 Ethics
Complying with HREC guidelines, the University of Wollongong approved an ethics
application for the questionnaire. Participation in the questionnaire was both voluntary
and confidential. Participants could withdraw from the study at any time. However,
once questionnaires were submitted participation could not be withdrawn. Participants
received no remuneration or course credits for completing the questionnaire.
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5.6 Participants
Three participant groups were invited to complete the questionnaire:
Group 1 – Education undergraduate students
Group 2 – Graphic design undergraduate students
Group 3 – Professional designer practitioners.
Groups were selected due to their different levels of design expertise. The groups
were intended to represent a range of design expertise from everyday designers to
novice designers and expert designers. Lawson and Dorst (2009, p118) define everyday
designers as those who engage in “design-like activity” based on options that have been
supplied to them such as choosing the components of a new car, its colour and various
upgraded features. The education undergraduate students in Group 1 represent
everyday designers. This level of design expertise was assumed rather than ascertained
by testing. As the majority of undergraduates come to university straight from school, it
was assumed this group would not have tertiary qualifications in design. However, this
does not negate an interest in design or design studies being undertaken previously.
The design undergraduate students in Group 2 represent novice designers. Lawson
and Dorst (2009, p122) define novice designers as individuals engaged in the early
stages of design education, characterised by “largely convention-based thinking” and
assumptions about the nature of design. This level of design expertise was assumed
rather than ascertained by testing. As the majority of undergraduates come to
university straight from school it was assumed this group would also not have tertiary
qualifications in design. However, participants were not asked about existing
qualifications such as certificate level qualifications or professional experience without
qualifications.
The professional designers in Group 3 were intended to represent expert designers
(Lawson and Dorst 2009). However, due to the small sample size of this group and the
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poor rate of return their feedback is not included in the study. Details of the participant
groups included in the study are presented in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Participant groups
Group 1
Education students

Group 2
Design students

Design expertise

everyday

novice

Undergraduate course

Education

Design

Number of participants

69

23

Course enrollment

249

105

Response rate

28%

22%

Participants were selected using purposive sampling to gain the opinions of nonexperts, low-to-mid range experts and expert designers on the prototypes. A
triangulated approach to sampling was in response to the narrower and potentially
biased sampling of the pilot questionnaire and a desire to expand the range of
participants for this larger, primary study. Participants were also convenience samples
of undergraduate students from the University of Wollongong in Australia. Design
undergraduates and professional designers were known to the designer-researcher
and/or supervisors. Feedback from the three participant groups was intended to
enable a variety of voices with varying levels of design expertise to inform this study.
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5.7 Recruitment
Group 1: Education students were recruited from two different subject classes. The first
class of students was recruited by a personal invitation from the designer-researcher.
This involved a script and PDF presentation to limit variation of information to the
different participant groups. The second class of students was recruited by personal
invitation from tutorial staff at a common lecture. This also included playing a video
of the designer-researcher inviting the students to participate. The recruitment
information in the video mirrored the information that was personally delivered.
Group 2: Design students were also recruited from two different subject classes.
Students who took both classes were asked to complete the questionnaire only once.
In a similar manner to Group 1, Group 2 participants were recruited by a personal
invitation from the designer-researcher. Access details for the questionnaire including
the URL, passcode, invitation video link, invitation presentation PDF and Participant
Information Sheet were made available to participants on Moodle, the university’s
online teaching platform. The Participant Information Sheet is in Appendix C.

5.8 Setting
The questionnaire was conducted online using the SurveyMonkey platform during
May 2016. Participants could choose the time and place most convenient to them to
complete the questionnaire. Time was allocated in several of the undergraduate classes
to encourage participation and one reminder was made to the participants before the
questionnaire closed. Due to an oversight by the designer-researcher the Group 1:
Education student questionnaire closed a day earlier than advertised. However, the
trend in responses for the final week of the questionnaire indicated that very few
participants were responding late in the questionnaire’s timeframe. No participants
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made enquiries regarding the early closure or expressed the desire to take part in the
questionnaire after the early closure.

5.9 Questionnaire design
The questionnaire had four key sections: demographic questions, personalisation
questions, speculative prototype questions and general questions. Group 1 and
Group 2 questionnaires varied in name only. The questionnaire is in Appendix D.

5.10 Data analysis: Descriptive statistics
Groups 1 and 2 provided 92 questionnaires for analysis. Quantitative data regarding
opinions on existing iOS personalisation and the speculative prototypes was collected
using a five-point Likert scale and multiple-choice questions. The Likert scale offered
participants a quick way to complete the questionnaire by selecting a response that best
encapsulated their answer from the five categories of strongly agree, agree, neutral,
disagree and strongly disagree. Strongly agree and agree were interpreted as positive
responses, and disagree and strongly disagree were interpreted as negative responses.
Data from the Likert scale responses was converted into a percentage of the responses
from each group and statistically analysed using descriptive statistics. In the analysis
percentages have been rounded up or down to the nearest whole number. Percentages
were rounded up if totals were greater than 0.5% and rounded down if less than 0.5%.
Results are presented in Part B in chart format to allow visual comparison of the data.
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5.11 Data analysis: Thematic analysis
Qualitative data on opinions on each speculative prototype was collected using
two open-ended questions. These questions were included to collect more nuanced
feedback on the prototypes than was possible from the Likert scale and multiple-choice
responses. Braun and Clarke’s (2006, 2013, 2018) approach to thematic analysis was
used to analyse the qualitative feedback. The approach to thematic analysis in this
study is a mixture of domain summary and a more interpretative approach to analysis.
Domain summaries are comprised of semantic content, that is the direct feedback given
by participants (Braun et al. 2013). An interpretative approach to thematic analysis
consists of interpreting the meanings that are identified by the researcher from within
the data (Braun et al. 2013).
Thematic analysis of the qualitative data was underway but not complete when
the study shifted to address the research questions from a philosophical position
using Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of possession. The approach to analysis is
documented in the following sub-sections and the results are presented in Part B.

5.11.1 Codes
Responses to the open-ended questions were coded by meaning rather than using
single word coding that is characterised by searching for and coding by a single word.
Single word coding was not used due to the varying design expertise of the participants
that resulted in varying use of design terms. Some participants used design terms in
their responses while others described design concepts using non-design terms in their
responses. Single word coding would miss concepts that were described using nondesign terms. For example, regarding use of the term ‘layout’, Education student
participant 22 (E22) responding to Question 18 (Q18), said the Shape prototype
“would allow me to design my phone to look and be layed out the way I would like”.
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This response would be captured by single word coding as a variation of ‘layout’.
In comparison, E38 (Q17) said the Shape prototype “looks too unorganised and not
symmetrical”. This response would not be captured by single word coding even though
it was feedback that indicates an unorganised and asymmetrical layout. Consequently,
single word coding was assessed as not suitable for accurately representing the
feedback of the participants as it had the potential to miss concepts that did not
explicitly use a search term. The need to carefully read each response for meaning
before coding, compared with coding based on a word search, was especially relevant
for but not limited to Group 1: Education students due to their limited knowledge of
design terminology.

5.11.2 Coding taxonomies
Codes were structured using two taxonomies developed in this study. Their
development was inductive, drawing on the analysis of responses during the second
pass of the data as recommended by Clarke and Braun’s (2013, 2018) approach. The
taxonomies were dynamic tools that were refined throughout the data analysis to
highlight the commonalities and differences in responses. Taxonomy 1 was developed
to analyse responses to the open-ended questions on the prototypes (Table 5.2).
Questions 8 and 9 from the Size prototype are used for illustrative purposes in
Table 5.2 to indicate application of the codes for each prototype.
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Table 5.2: Taxonomy 1 with indicative application to the Size prototype
Question 8

background or wallpaper
design stimuli /prototype limitation
design suggestions
dislike
like
neutral
skipped
unclear

Question 9

background or wallpaper
design stimuli /prototype limitation
design suggestions
advantage
disadvantage
neutral
skipped
unclear

The Size prototype questions are presented as an indicative application of coding using
Taxonomy 1. Question 7 asked, “This prototype illustrates how app icons could look if
iPhone users were able to choose the size of their app icons […] I would like to have this
personalisation option available to me.” Responses to this question were collected using
a five-point Likert scale on agreement. This closed question was followed by an openended question to elicit a reason for the previous answer.
Question 8 asked the first open-ended question for the Size prototype, requesting
participants, “Explain your reasons for the above answer.” A variety of feedback was
prompted by this open-ended question including comments that indicated participants
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liked the personalisation option in the prototype, disliked the option, were neutral
about the option or a mixture of these. Consequently, feedback was coded to indicate
dislike, like and neutral. Some feedback topics were also observed across the prototype
set including comments on the background or wallpaper, responses that acted as design
stimuli for the designer-researcher, feedback that indicated a prototype limitation
and responses that proposed an unsolicited design suggestion. Subsequently, codes
were developed to analyse the frequency of these comments due to their potential
importance to the future development of the personalisation approach. Unclear
comments and skipped questions were also coded.
Question 9 asked the second open-ended question for the prototype, requesting
“Describe the advantages and/or disadvantages this personalisation option would have
for you.” A range of responses indicated advantages, disadvantages and comments that
were neutral or a mixture of these for the prototype.
Coding taxonomy 2 was developed to analyse the responses to the general questions on
prototype appeal (Table 5.3). Questions 25 and 26 are used for illustrative purposes in
Table 5.3 to indicate application of the codes for the most appealing and least appealing
prototypes.
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Table 5.3: Taxonomy 2 with indicative application to the most appealing prototype
Question 25

skipped

Question 26

skipped
general – Android
general – design suggestions
general – retaining the status quo
prototype – 1. Size
prototype – 2. Size-based-on-use
prototype – 3. Titles
prototype – 4. Shape
prototype – 5. Theme
prototype – 6. Range-of-options
prototypes – all
prototypes – mix
unclear

Questions 25 and 26 are presented as an indicative application of coding using
Taxonomy 2 for the most appealing and least appealing prototypes. Question 25 asked,
“Which personalisation option seen in the prototypes appeals to you the most?”. The
responses were collected using a multiple-choice list of the six prototypes and choice
was limited to one prototype.
Question 26 asked participants, “Explain why this prototype appeals to you the most?”.
This open-ended question was included to elicit reasons for the participant’s previous
answer. A variety of feedback was prompted by this question. Feedback specific to a
particular prototype was coded by the prototype name. Responses that referred to
finding more than one prototype appealing were coded as ‘prototypes – mix’, and
responses that referenced all prototypes were coded as ‘prototypes – all’. Feedback
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that referred to Android personalisation, made an unsolicited design suggestion or
commented on preferring the status quo of the existing interface graphics was coded
separately. Unclear comments and skipped questions were also coded. No coding
taxonomy was developed for Question 29, the final open-ended question, due to the
diversity of responses.
The responses “not applicable”, “n/a” and “…” were classified as skipped responses for
the purposes of this thematic analysis. Neutral responses to the open-ended questions
were coded as negative responses due to the unsupportive nature of the feedback that
did not affirm the prototype.

5.11.3 Coding frequency
Qualitative results in the form of themes were based on the frequency of the codes.
Coding frequency was calculated on the number of instances a concept, such as layout,
was mentioned. Some participants indicated “the same as above” for their open-ended
questions to the prototypes. When this occurred, responses were treated as two
identical pieces of feedback and were coded separately.

5.11.4 Themes
Themes were initially developed at a question level for each participant group then
at the prototype level. Themes developed from the codes were used to structure the
participant responses. Positive themes asserted the usefulness and benefits of the
prototype, compared with the negative themes that asserted the limitations and
negative features of the prototype. The initial rigidity of the coding taxonomy applied
at the question level gave way to clusters of codes and sub-codes through the process
of analysis. These clusters became the basis of the overarching themes of the study.
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Finally, themes were considered from a project level and the larger issues of
personalisation, mobile graphics and identity.
Themes give context to the results of the descriptive statistics. They provide insights
into the individual reasons for responses to the prototypes, including what smartphone
users found important and meaningful, enjoyable and satisfying, annoying and
irrelevant. Themes qualify the Likert scale data and allow the personal to accompany
the numerical.
Numbers are one measure of importance. The responses to the open-ended questions
were all considered to be important regardless of the coding frequency and the number
of times a concept was mentioned due to their individual insights into the prototypes.
The variety of the participant responses ranging from consensus and disagreement, and
the detail of responses, illustrate commonality and diversity among, and between, the
two participant groups and exemplify the participants’ unique self-identities.

5.12 Limitations
Limitations of the questionnaire have emerged from reflection on the design of
the questionnaire and its results. Six limitations are identified and addressed in this
section. First, the questionnaire did not contain an explicit question exploring the link
between the activities and outcomes of user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance
of iOS graphics and the self-identity of the individual research participants. A question
addressing these concerns was included in the interview. Therefore, no data from the
questionnaire directly addresses the first research question. Rather, the potential for
connections between the appearance of iOS graphics and an individual iPhone user’s
self-identity is inferred by the unique individual responses to the questionnaire,
addressed by the interdisciplinary literature in Chapter 2 and suggested in the critical
analysis of Sartre’s (1972) concept of possession in the following chapter.
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Second, this study is not representative. The participants and their responses are
not representative of the wider population’s opinions on the existing or speculative
approach to user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options of iOS graphics.
Instead, the feedback from the prototype questionnaire indicates the opinions of
two groups of undergraduate students and their responses to a set of speculative
prototypes.
Third, the design expertise of the participants was assumed. Education students
were assumed to have no professional design expertise. As this was not tested
some responses from this group could have been made with more informed design
knowledge than expected. For example, E1 (Q21) on the Theme prototype indicated,
“Some app developers would not want their icons changed therefore would stand out
more and look terrible”. This is an insightful and unexpected comment regarding
implications for app developers as the student is considering the designer of the icon as
well as the appearance of an icon that does not conform to the existing visual approach.
This response suggests greater design expertise than that of an individual with little to
no design expertise. Future research in this area would benefit from determining the
level of design expertise of participants rather than relying on assumptions made due
to the undergraduate context of the participants.
Fourth, the majority of questionnaire participants were female (82%). This
overrepresentation is addressed in the demographic results in Part B. Future research
in this area would benefit from an intentional approach to gender balance and
representation of individuals who identify as non-binary.
Fifth, iPhone users were overrepresented with the majority of participants iPhone users
(73%). This overrepresentation is also addressed in the demographic results in Part B.
Future research into smartphone user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance would
benefit from the insights of users of all platforms due to the advantages and
disadvantages of the different operating systems.
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Last, triangulation of observers was not achieved (Neuman 2003, p138). The initial
choice of three participant groups to complete the questionnaire was intended to supply
a range of feedback on the speculative prototypes from individuals with different levels
of design expertise. Unfortunately, triangulation of observers was not achieved due to
the very low participation rates of the professional design practitioners and their
subsequent exclusion from the study.

Part B: Results
5.13 Introduction to Part B
The results from the questionnaire on the speculative prototypes are presented
in this part. A summary of the key results indicates:
•

44% of participants are happy with the personalisation options currently
offered by their smartphones

•

65% of participants want more personalisation options than those currently
offered on their smartphones

•

the most popular prototypes are the Theme prototypes, chosen by 59% of
participants as the personalisation option most would like to have available
on their smartphone (Figure 5.1)

•

the most appealing personalisation option is made visible in the Range-of-options
prototypes, chosen by 33% of participants (Figure 5.2)

•

the least appealing personalisation option is made visible in the Size-based-on-use
prototype, chosen by 35% of participants (Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.1: Theme prototypes are the most popular
Source: Watts 2016
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Figure 5.2: Range-of-options prototypes illustrate the most appealing personalisation option
Source: Watts 2016
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Figure 5.3: Size-based-on-use prototype illustrates the least appealing personalisation option
Source: Watts 2016

Part B is structured using the order of the questionnaire questions. Section 5.14
presents the demographics of the participants. Section 5.15 provides results on
participants’ opinions on existing levels of personalisation. Sections 5.16 to 5.21 report
on the popularity of the Size, Size-based-on-use, Titles, Shape, Theme and Range-ofoptions speculative prototypes. Sections 5.22 presents the data on the most appealing
personalisation option and Section 5.23 presents the data on the least appealing
personalisation option.
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5.14 Demographics
Demographic data is summarised in Table 5.4. The typical participant was female
(82%), 18–23 years of age (80%), a domestic undergraduate student (97%) and an
iPhone user/owner (73%).

Table 5.4: Participant demographic information

Gender

Age

Student type

Group 1:
Education students
(n=69)

Group 2:
Design students
(n=23)

Total
(n=92)

female

86%

70%

82%

male

14%

30%

18%

18–23

74%

87%

80%

24–29

19%

9%

16%

30–44

3%

0

2%

45–60

0

4%

1%

97%

96%

97%

0

4%

1%

unknown*

3%

0

2%

iPhone

71%

78%

73%

Android

26%

13%

23%

multiplatform

3%

9%

4%

domestic
international

Smartphone

* unknown due to skipped responses
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5.14.1 Gender
Females were overrepresented in the study (82%) and males underrepresented. Group
1: Education students had a higher percentage of females (86%) than Group 2: Design
students (70%). It is not known whether these percentages are indicative of the total
student population for the education and graphic design undergraduate courses at the
University of Wollongong at the time of the questionnaire, as course enrolment details
including gender breakdown were not available to the designer-researcher.
Gender results align with data from the Australian Government’s Department of
Education and Training. Data indicates the underrepresentation of males “among
education, health, society and culture, and creative arts students” (Parr 2015, n.p.).
This observation is particularly relevant as the research participants were Bachelor of
Education undergraduates and Bachelor of Creative Arts undergraduates, completing
a graphic design major as part of their coursework (University of Wollongong 2018).
The higher male participation in the design students (30%) may have been due to
graphic design’s links with technology, an area with much higher male representation
(Parr 2015).

5.14.2 Age
The typical participant was 18–23 years of age (80%) which aligns with the average age
of university undergraduate students who have come straight from school. Education
participants tended to be older with a higher percentage of participants aged 24–29
(19%) compared to design participants (9%).
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5.14.3 Domestic or international student status
Almost all participants were domestic students (97%). It is not known whether this
percentage is indicative of the total student population for the education and design
undergraduate courses at the time of the questionnaire, due to lack of access to course
enrolment details including the breakdown between domestic and international
students.

5.14.4 Type of smartphone
Participants were predominately iPhone users/owners (73%). About a quarter (23%)
were Android users/owners, followed by multiplatform users/owners (4%). This is
higher than average iPhone ownership and use by the Australian population. In 2017,
41% of Australian smartphones were iPhones, 34% were Samsung (Android) and 25%
were others (Drum et al. 2017). However, smartphone ownership for the 18–23 age
range was reported as being higher for iPhones with 54% and lower for Samsung with
24% (Drum et al. 2016). Another study reported 54% of Australian women own an
iPhone compared with 51% of men owning a Samsung (Android), and that students are
more likely to own an iPhone (Roy Morgan Research 2016). The high iPhone ownership
for the 18–23 age group, for females and for students (Drum et al. 2017; Roy Morgan
Research 2016) is consistent with the demographic data in the questionnaire.

5.15 Personalisation
Questions 5 and 6 collected opinions on existing user-initiated personalisationof-appearance options. Participants responded using a five-point Likert scale.
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5.15.1 Satisfaction with current personalisation options
Participants responded to the statement, “I am happy with the current range of
personalisation options on my smartphone” (Figure 5.4). Just under half of participants
indicated they were happy with the current range of personalisation options on their
smartphone (44%) with 41% neutral. No participants from Group 2: Design students
strongly agreed with this statement.
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participants

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

strongly
agree

agree

neutral

disagree

strongly
disagree

Group 1 (n=68)

12%

35%

41%

10%

1%

Group 2 (n=23)

0%

35%

39%

17%

9%

total (n=91)

9%

35%

41%

12%

3%

Figure 5.4: Satisfaction with current personalisation options (Q5)

5.15.2 Desire for greater personalisation options
Participants responded to the statement, “I would like to have greater personalisation
options on my smartphone” (Figure 5.5). Most participants responded positively to
wanting more personalisation options than those currently offered on their
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smartphones (65%). Group 1: Education students were more in favour of increased
personalisation (67%) than Group 2: Design students (61%). However, there was a
higher percentage of design students who strongly agreed with wanting greater
personalisation options.
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Group 1 (n=69)

13%

54%

30%

1%

1%

Group 2 (n=23)

22%

39%

35%

4%

0%

total (n=92)

15%

50%

32%

2%

1%

Figure 5.5: Desire for greater personalisation options (Q6)

5.16 Popularity of the Size prototype
Participants provided opinions on the Size prototype that defamiliarised the existing
iOS app icon graphics by size, using a five-point Likert scale for Question 7 and
answering the open-ended Questions 8 and 9. Participants responded to the statement,
“This prototype illustrates how app icons could look if iPhone users were able to choose
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the size of their app icons … I would like to have this personalisation option available
to me.” (Figure 5.6). The results indicate some enthusiasm for the Size prototype (41%
positive), with no difference between Group 1: Education students (42%) and Group 2:
Design students (41%).
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15%

27%

33%

18%

7%

Group 2 (n=22)

9%

32%

27%

27%

5%

total (n=89)

13%

28%

31%

20%

7%

Group 1 (n=67)

Figure 5.6: Popularity of the Size prototype (Q7)

Based on the total percentage of positive responses (strongly agree and agree) for each
prototype the Size prototype is the least popular of the six personalisation options and
the Theme prototypes are the most popular options (Table 5.5). The popularity of the
personalisation options made visible in the prototypes were evaluated in two ways.
First, the total percentage of positive responses for each prototype were compared
(Table 5.5). Second, responses from Question 25 and Question 27 which directly
asked participants to indicate the most appealing and least appealing prototypes
were evaluated and are documented later in Part B.
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Table 5.5: Popularity ranking based on feedback from each personalisation option
rank

prototype/s

participants who strongly agreed or agreed

n

1

Theme

48 (59%)

82

2

Titles

46 (54%)

83

3

Shape

43 (52%)

83

4

Range-of-options

39 (48%)

81

5

Size-based-on-use

38 (44%)

85

6

Size

37 (41%)

89

5.17 Popularity of the Size-based-on-use prototype
Questions 10 to 12 collected opinions on the prototype that defamiliarised the existing
iOS app icon graphics by changing the size of the icon based on its use. Participants
used a five-point Likert scale for Question 10, and answered the open-ended Questions
11 and 12. Participants responded to the statement, “This prototype illustrates how app
icons could look if iPhone users were able to choose the size of their icons to reflect the
amount of use each app receives … I would like to have this personalisation option
available to me.” (Figure 5.7). Overall, there was some enthusiasm for the Size-basedon-use prototype (44%), but positive responses were polarised between Group 1 (51%)
and Group 2 (29%). This is the highest difference between the groups for any of the six
personalisation options. The Size-based-on-use prototype is ranked the second lowest
personalisation option that participants wanted (Table 5.5).
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0%

29%

33%

24%
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total (n=85)

9%

35%

31%

16%

9%

Figure 5.7: Popularity of the Size-based-on-use prototype (Q10)

5.18 Popularity of the Titles prototypes
Questions 13 to 15 collected opinions on the Titles prototypes that defamiliarised the
existing iOS app icon graphics by changing the titles of the icons. Participants used a
five-point Likert scale for Question 13, and answered the open-ended Questions 14 and
15. Participants responded to the statement, “These prototypes illustrate how app icons
could look if users were able to make decisions about app icon titles … I would like to
have this personalisation option available to me.” (Figure 5.8). Likert scale responses
indicated high enthusiasm for the Titles prototypes (54%), with a much larger positive
response (67%) from Group 2: Design students than Group 1: Education students
(52%). This is the second highest difference (15%) between the groups for any of the
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prototypes. The Titles prototypes are the second most popular of the six personalisation
options (Table 5.5).
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18%
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10%

57%

19%
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total (n=83)

16%

38%

30%

10%

5%

Figure 5.8: Popularity of the Titles prototypes (Q13)

5.19 Popularity of the Shape prototypes
Questions 16 to 18 collected opinions on the prototypes that defamiliarised the existing
iOS app icon graphics by changing the shape of the icons. Participants responded using
a five-point Likert scale for Question 16 and answered the open-ended Questions 17 and
18. Participants responded to the statement, “These prototypes illustrate how app icons
could look if users were able to make decisions about the shape of their app icons. I
would like to have this personalisation option available to me.” (Figure 5.9). There was
medium to high enthusiasm for the Shape prototypes, as 52% of participants in both
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groups strongly agreed or agreed they would like to have the Shape personalisation
option on their smartphone. This is one of only two personalisation options with
consensus between the groups for strongly agreed and agreed. The Shape prototypes
are ranked the third most popular of the six personalisation options (Table 5.5).
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16%

36%

29%
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11%

Figure 5.9: Popularity of the Shape prototypes (Q16)

5.20 Popularity of the Theme prototypes
Questions 19 to 21 collected opinions on the prototypes that defamiliarised the existing
iOS app icon graphics by a predesigned theme. Participants used a five-point Likert
scale for Question 19 and answered the open-ended Questions 20 and 21. Participants
responded to the statement, “These prototypes illustrate how app icons could look if
users were able to choose a theme for their app icon images. I would like to have this
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personalisation option available to me.” (Figure 5.10). There was very high enthusiasm
for the Theme prototypes. These prototypes received the highest percentage of strongly
agree of any of the six personalisation options with 20% choosing this answer. In
addition, 59% of total participants strongly agreed or agreed they would like to have
this personalisation option on their smartphone. There was a similar response from
both groups, but Group 2: Design students was more enthusiastic than Group 1:
Education students. The Theme prototypes are ranked as the most popular of the six
personalisation options (Table 5.5), and the most successful approach to user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance from the research participants’ perspective.
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Figure 5.10: Popularity of the Theme prototypes (Q19)

Thematic analysis was conducted on the data collected from the open-ended questions
on the Theme prototypes due to very high enthusiasm from the participants (59%) for
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this personalisation approach. Question 20 asked participants to explain the reason
for their response to the previous question. Response rate for Question 20 in Group 1:
Education students was 64% and Group 2: Design students 74%. Question 21
asked participants to describe the advantages and/or disadvantages the Theme
personalisation option would have for them. Response rate for Question 21 in Group 1:
Education students was 45% and Group 2: Design students 57%. Taxonomy 1 was used
to code the responses (Table 5.2) and the themes developed from participant responses
are presented in Table 5.6.
Table 5.6: Themes from responses to the Theme prototypes (Q20 and Q21)
Group 1:
Education students
(n = 143)

Group 2:
Design students
(n = 64)

positive feedback

85 (59%)

39 (61%)

appearance

31 (22%)

18 (28%)

personalisation

30 (21%)

11 (17%)

concept

15 (10%)

10 (16%)

implications for others

7 (5%)

-

not coded

2 (1%)

-

negative feedback

52 (36%)

23 (36%)

appearance

36 (25%)

19 (28%)

of little importance/low priority

7 (5%)

-

navigation

3 (2%)

-

how will it work

2 (1%)

-

implications for app developers

2 (1%)

-

personalisation

2 (1%)

-

not relevant

-

4 (6%)

not coded

-

1 (2%)

neutral personalisation feedback

6 (4%)

2 (3%)

existing Android personalisation

5 (3%)

2 (3%)

current personalisation practice

1 (1%)

-

Type of feedback
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Personalisation feedback in Question 20 and 21 for the Theme prototypes were also
thematically analysed separately due to the importance of personalisation activity
and outcomes for the study (Table 5.7).

Table 5.7: Themes from the responses to the Theme prototypes (Q20 and Q21)
Group 1:
Education students
(n = 143)

Group 2:
Design students
(n = 64)

positive feedback

30 (21%)

11 (17%)

personalisation in this prototype

15 (10%)

9 (14%)

desire to make changes to the current iPhone interface graphics

10 (7%)

-

personalisation in general

5 (3%)

1 (2%)

-

1 (2%)

neutral feedback

6 (4%)

2 (3%)

existing Android personalisation

5 (3%)

2 (3%)

current personalisation practice

1 (1%)

-

negative feedback

2 (1%)

-

personalisation in this prototype

2 (1%)

-

Type of personalisation feedback

existing iPhone personalisation

5.21 Popularity of the Range-of-options prototypes
Questions 22 to 24 collected opinions on the Range-of-options prototypes that
defamiliarised the existing iOS app icon graphics by access to the full set of speculative
personalisation approaches. Participants used a five-point Likert scale for Question
22 and answered the open-ended Questions 23 and 24. Participants responded to the
statement, “These prototypes illustrate how the iPhone front screen could look if a
range of personalisation options for mobile graphics were available for iPhone users …
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I would like to have this personalisation option available to me.” (Figure 5.11). There
was medium to low enthusiasm for the Range-of-options prototypes, similar for both
groups. This is the only other prototype, together with the Shape prototype, with
consensus across both groups. The groups responded the same in the categories of
strongly agree (16%) and agree (32%). If consensus were the measure of success for the
personalisation options in this study the Range-of-options prototypes would be ranked
first followed by the Shape prototypes because both groups responded the same for
the strongly agree and agree categories. In comparison, the consensus for the Shape
prototype was based on the percentage totals of strongly agree and agree for both
groups. However, based on 48% of participants who strongly agreed or agreed they
would like to have this personalisation option on their smartphone, the Range-of
options prototypes are ranked the third lowest of the six options (Table 5.5).

60%

50%

participants

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

strongly
agree

agree

neutral

disagree

Group 1 (n=62)

16%

32%

26%

18%

8%

Group 2 (n=19)

16%

32%

21%

16%

16%

total (n=81)

16%

32%

25%

17%

10%

Figure 5.11: Popularity of the Range-of-options prototypes (Q22)
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strongly
disagree

5.22 Most appealing personalisation option
Questions 25 and 26 asked participants to reflect on the set of speculative prototypes,
to choose the most appealing prototypes, and to explain the reason for their choice
in the accompanying open-ended question. Participants responded to the question,
“Which personalisation option seen in the prototypes appeals to you the most?” (Figure
5.12). The Range-of-options prototypes were selected as having the most appealing
personalisation option (33%) followed by the Size-based-on-use prototype (21%) and
the Theme prototypes (16%). The Range-of-options prototypes were chosen by the
highest proportion of participants in both groups, with 31% in Group 1: Education
students and 42% in Group 2: Design students. The results illustrate consensus from
both groups for the Range-of-options prototypes. However, the participant groups
responded differently for the other prototypes after their initial consensus (Table 5.8).

45%
40%
35%

participants

30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Group 1 (n=62)

size

size-basedon-use

titles

shape

theme

range-ofoptions

15%

26%

10%

8%

11%

31%

Group 2 (n=19)

5%

5%

11%

11%

32%

42%

total (n=81)

12%

21%

10%

9%

16%

33%

Figure 5.12: Most appealing personalisation option (Q25)
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Table 5.8: Overall ranking and group ranking of the most appealing personalisation option
overall
rank

prototype

Group 1:
Education
(n=62)

rank

Group 2:
Design
(n=19)

rank

total
(n=81)

1

Range-of-options

19 (31%)

1

8 (42%)

1

27 (33%)

2

Size-based-on-use

16 (26%)

2

1 (5%)

4

17 (21%)

3

Theme

7 (11%)

4

6 (32%)

2

13 (16%)

4

Size

9 (15%)

3

1 (5%)

4

10 (12%)

5

Titles

6 (10%)

5

2 (11%)

3

8 (10%)

6

Shape

5 (8%)

6

2 (11%)

3

7 (9%)

Group 1: Education students was most enthusiastic for the Range-of-options (31%),
then Size-based-on-use (26%) and Size prototype (15%). In comparison, Group 2:
design students was most enthusiastic overall for the Range-of-options (42%) and
Theme prototypes (32%). Their third ranked prototypes were tied between the Titles
and Shape prototypes with 11% each.
Thematic analysis was undertaken on the qualitative data from Question 26 to
better understand the reasons for participants’ choice of Range-of-options as the most
appealing personalisation option. Response rate for Question 26 in Group 1: Education
students was 71% and Group 2: Design students 70%. Themes developed from the
participant responses are summarised in Table 5.9.

Table 5.9: Themes developed from responses to the most appealing personalisation option (Q26)
Group 1:
Education students
(n = 52)

Group 2:
Design students
(n = 23)

concept

25 (48%)

12 (52%)

personalisation

15 (29%)

6 (26%)

other prototype options

10 (19%)

5 (22%)

2 (4%)

-

Android
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5.23 Least appealing personalisation option
Questions 27 and 28 asked participants to reflect on the set of speculative prototypes,
to choose the least appealing prototypes, and to explain the reason for their choice
in the open-ended question. Participants responded to the question, “Which
personalisation option seen in the prototypes appeals to you the least?” (Figure 5.13).
The Size-based-on-use prototype was chosen as the least appealing (35%), followed by
the Shape prototypes (19%) and the Theme prototypes (17%). The Size-based-on-use
prototype received the largest percentage of responses from participants in both
groups. However, the groups responded differently in their ranking of the remainder
of the prototypes after their initial consensus (Table 5.10).

40%
35%

participants

30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
size

size-basedon-use

titles

shape

theme

range-ofoptions

Group 1 (n=62)

8%

34%

11%

16%

21%

10%

Group 2 (n=19)

16%

37%

11%

26%

5%

5%

total (n=81)

10%

35%

11%

19%

17%

9%

Figure 5.13: Least appealing personalisation option (Q27)
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Table 5.10: Overall ranking and group ranking of the least appealing personalisation option
overall
rank

prototype

Group 1:
Education
(n=62)

rank

Group 2:
Design
(n=19)

rank

total
(n=81)

1

Size-based-on-use

21 (34%)

1

7 (37%)

1

28 (35%)

2

Shape

10 (16%)

3

5 (26%)

2

15 (19%)

3

Theme

13 (21%)

2

1 (5%)

5

14 (17%)

4

Titles

7 (11%)

4

2 (11%)

4

9 (11%)

5

Size

5 (8%)

6

3 (16%)

3

8 (10%)

6

Range-of-options

6 (10%)

5

1 (5%)

5

7 (9%)

Thematic analysis was undertaken on the qualitative data to better understand
the individual reasons for participants’ choice of the Size-based-on-use prototype as
the least appealing prototype. Response rate for Question 28 in Group 1: Education
students was 62% and Group 2: Design students 61%. Themes developed from
participant responses are summarised in Table 5.11.

Table 5.11: Themes developed from responses to the least appealing personalisation option (Q28)
Group 1:
Education students
(n = 29)

Group 2:
Design students
(n = 10)

(97%)

10 (100%)

use

14 (48%)

-

appearance

7 (24%)

4 (40%)

not relevant

6 (21%)

5 (50%)

not coded (1)

1 (3%)

-

-

1 (10%)

positive feedback

1 (3%)

-

good to adjust other apps singularly

1 (3%)

-

negative feedback

unusual for some users
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Part C: Discussion
5.24 Introduction to Part C
Part C discusses the questionnaire results. Section 5.25 addresses design implications
of the desire for more personalisation options. Section 5.26 reflects on participant
feedback from the Theme prototypes as the prototypes and personalisation approach
most research participants would like to have on their phone. Section 5.27 reflects
on participant feedback from the Range-of-options prototypes as the most appealing
prototypes and personalisation approach. Section 5.28 reflects on participant
feedback from the Size-based-on-use prototype as the least appealing prototype
and personalisation approach. The remainder of Part C discusses topics that have
arisen through analysis of and reflection on the research participants’ feedback. Section
5.29 addresses potential improvements that could be made to future questionnaires
containing graphic components such as static prototypes. Section 5.30 discusses
unprompted design suggestions provided by participants. Section 5.31 argues for
research participant feedback as a form of co-design, and Section 5.32 reflects on
the earlier concerns of bias, expressed after the pilot questionnaire, in the light of
the prototype questionnaire results.
Due to the study’s shift to a philosophical focus very little of the questionnaire data
is used for the original aim of improving the personalisation options in the prototypes
and developing a user-initiated personalisation app. Questionnaire feedback illustrates
points made in this discussion, in the critical analysis of Sartre’s (1972) possession in
Chapter 6, and the discussion of possession in the design context in Chapter 7. The
questionnaire also unexpectedly provided support for addressing the first research
question. The 93% overall response rate from the 92 participants demonstrated a
high level of interest in the speculative prototypes and the activity of user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance. Design suggestions made by several of the research
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participants also made connections with the self-identity component of the first
research question.

5.25 Design implications of the desire for more personalisation options
Research participants (65%) indicated they wanted more user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance options on their smartphones than those currently
existing. The desire for increased personalisation opportunities by iPhone users was an
assumption underpinning the questionnaire that was confirmed by the questionnaire
results. Even though the participants initially indicated that they were happy with
the current personalisation options (45%), they strongly supported an increase of
personalisation opportunities (65%).
Drawing on the observations of design expertise by Lawson and Dorst (2009), the
key point from this feedback is the central role of the designer in enabling increased
personalisation opportunities for individual users of appearance-dominant
technologies. Feedback indicated the desire for more personalisation options, that
is, more design-like activities facilitated by expert designers for individuals with little
design experience so that they may be involved in the appearance-based co-creation of
their iPhones. Subsequently, this feedback illustrates connections between the activities
and outcomes of personalisation and the activities and outcomes of creative possession.
Through the lens of possession, facilitation of design-like opportunities by expert
designers is viewed as the facilitation of creative, possessive opportunities, and the
participation by individual iPhone users in user-initiated personalisation activities
is understood as possession by creation. These connections are addressed in greater
depth in critical analysis of Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of material possession in
Chapter 6.
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5.26 The most popular protoypes and personalisation option
The Theme approach to user-initiated personalsiation-of-appearance was chosen by
59% of participants as the personalisation option most would like to have available on
their smartphones (Figure 5.14).

Figure 5.14: Theme approach is the most popular personalisation option
Source: Watts 2016
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Reflection on the appearance-based feedback for this prototype highlighted the
potential benefits of an incremental approach to user-initiated personalisationof-appearance. For example, in response to the question on the advantages and
disadvantages of the Theme prototypes design student participant 11 (D11) responding
to Question 21 (Q21) said:
The icons may be more difficult to identify without the use of colour.
E3 (Q21) indicated:
However, I find that I will need to readjust by putting the icon’s name back
as some images look different from original ones, which personally I would
find confusing.
E37 (Q21) responded:
The major disadvantage would be the fact the new look of the app icons
would be confusing and thus take a long time to recognise to access.
The redesign of the app icon image to a white keyline with a transparent background,
together with the removal of the app titles, appears to have been too big a move away
from the existing appearance of iOS app icons for some participants. Such feedback
could be addressed by a range of personalisation options that make smaller incremental
moves from the existing appearance of the app icons, through a spectrum of
appearance-based changes, that end in the keyline version seen in the Theme
prototypes. Such a spectrum of personalisation options would accommodate a
diverse range of appearance-based personalisation desires of individual iPhone users.
A spectrum of appearance-based personalisation options makes connections with the
wider argument of this study. A personalisation spectrum makes connections with the
diversity and flexibility of an individual’s unique self-identity that is positioned as their
uniquely constructed self-project (Sartre 1972), via the expansion and application of
Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of possession to the contemporary digital-material
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context presented in Chapter 6. A personalisation spectrum makes connections with
the proposed spectrum of possession intensities identified and discussed in Section 6.6
in the following chapter.
Feedback on wallpaper, both positive and negative, reinforces the importance of this
element as an existing iOS user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance option for the
research participants. On the advantages and disadvantages of the Theme prototypes,
E24 (Q21) said:
Disadvantage: as I would be restricted on what I could have as my background.
E25 (Q21) indicated:
Disadvantage as I am unable to put a personal photo or memory as the
background.
D19 (Q21) responded:
Some themes may not be easily legible in contrast to certain wallpapers.
These responses illustrate that a perceived change to the existing wallpaper function in
the iOS, such as the removal of choice of wallpaper interpreted by some participants in
the Theme prototypes, would cause concern among iPhone users. Through the lens of
contemporary possession, addressed in the following chapter, such a change to existing
appearance-based personalisation activity would impact the human–possession
relationship between an individual and their iPhone and ultimately impact the
individual’s notions of self-identity. Consequently, reflecting on Sartre’s (1972) ideas
on material possession such feedback exemplifies possession of the wallpaper by sight,
indicates the agency of the wallpaper’s appearance and the importance of the activity
of sight in an individual’s self-identity. Wallpaper feedback is discussed later in Section
5.29.1 on questionnaire design improvements.
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5.27 The most appealing prototypes and personalisation option
The Range-of-options prototypes are the most appealing prototype with 33%
of participants selecting this personalisation option (Figure 5.15).

Figure 5.15: Range-of-options prototypes are the most appealing prototypes
Source: Watts 2016

The Range-of-options prototypes contains the most personalisation options of all
the prototypes as the approaches to personalisation seen in the other prototypes are
combined in this option. Feedback on the Range-of-options prototypes together with
feedback from Question 6, highlighting 65% of participants wanted more
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personalisation options for their smartphone, suggests the large number of options
made possible by this personalisation approach are a key reason for its appeal.
Several open-ended responses referred to either the amount of personalisation
or the combination of personalisation approaches. For example, E3 (Q26) said:
It would be cool to change app icon shape and theme, those are what appeal
to me the most.
E24 (Q26) indicated:
I really like the choice of shape (circle) and the choice in size. These options
would suit my personal style.
D7 (Q26) responded:
It gives me the option without compromising distinguishability because the
apps you want to distinguish the most easily can be personalised in such a way
that this would be possible.
In the context of design practice, the appeal of the Range-of-options prototypes
provides support for the inclusion of maximum personalisation opportunities in the
design of digital things. Such inclusions address individuals’ desires for many and
varied personalisation options, as demonstrated by 65% of research participants
indicating they wanted more personalisation options on their smartphones and
selecting the prototypes with the greatest variety of personalisation options as the
most appealing. The dynamic framework developed during this study provides a
design strategy for maximising the quantity and variety of options for user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance.
The appeal of the Range-of-options prototypes provides a connection between the
philosophical, theoretical and practical components of this study. Drawing on Sartre’s
(1972) philosophical approach to possession as the focus of Chapter 6, personalisation
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opportunities are positioned as the intentionally designed possibilities of a digital thing
that equate with Sartre’s (1972) indefinite extensions of possession in a contemporary
context. The larger the number of possibilities in a digital thing, such as the number of
personalisation options, the greater the opportunities for possession and the greater the
number of possessive activities, and resulting personalised objects, with which an
individual can construct their self-identity and understanding of reality.

5.28 The least appealing prototype and personalisation option
Feedback indicates the Size-based-on-use prototype is the least appealing with
35% of participants selecting this personalisation option (Figure 5.16).

Figure 5.16: Size-based-on-use prototype is the least appealing prototype
Source: Watts 2016
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Thematic analysis revealed the reasons for the lack of appeal of this prototype include
its use, appearance and relevance (Table 5.11). What stood out the most during
reflection on this feedback were the comments made on the generative approach to
personalisation that characterised the Size-based-on-use prototype. Due to the
relevance of this feedback on the personalisation approach, its implications for the
dynamic framework and a contemporary understanding of possession, the inclusion
of live data as the driver of appearance-based personalisation is discussed below.
The use of an individual’s live app usage data as the means of personalisation for the
Size-based-on-use prototype was viewed by the participants as irrelevant, and at worst,
a form of surveillance. The original intention behind the use of live data was as a means
of appearance-based personalisation with minimal input from the individual user.
In essence, live data is a means of achieving a uniquely personalised outcome by
delegating choice to artificial intelligence (AI). Drawing on Schwartz’s (2004, p74;
2016, pp226-228) observations of choice, personalisation achieved through such
means can be viewed as a form of managing choice by outsourcing.
Reasons for the lack of appeal of the Size-based-on-use prototype are provided
by the feedback for the prototype. For example, E9 (Q12) said:
When the icon size changed relative to how much I use it, I would feel guilty
for how much I rely on social media!
E60 (Q12) indicated:
I only see disadvantages for this personalisation being that just because I use an
app doesn’t mean I want it to be enlarged on my screen – that is not useful to me.
Everything should always be an option.
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D2 (Q11) responded:
I like the idea, but what if the app you use most was something you did
not want to be that big on your screen.
These responses highlight the tension between the agency of the app icon and the
individual user of the app icon in generating a personalised outcome.
For some participants, feedback contained an individual and social focus. For example,
E8 (Q11) said:
Again, I like the idea that it is easier to find the main apps that I use but also don’t
want people to know how often I use different apps when they see my phone.
E8 (Q12) indicated:
People will know what apps I use the most and this may cause embarrassment.
This feedback illustrates some of the agency of appearance-based personalisation. In
making an individual’s app use visible to self and potentially to others by the size of the
app icon graphic, feelings of guilt and shame may be visually reinforced by the dynamic
appearance of the graphics. Linking the appearance of app icon graphics to real-time
app use could also be viewed as a form of appearance-based self-surveillance as
indicated by E9 (Q12) who responded, “when the icon size changed relative to how
much I use it, I would feel guilty for how much I rely on social media!” Last, even
though the app use data is produced by an individual the means of personalisation is
system-initiated rather than user-initiated, that is, the individual’s data is applied to
personalisation of the app icons by a program rather than by an individual’s choices.
Reflection on feedback from the Size-based-on-use prototype raised two points
for discussion with relevance for the dynamic framework and self-identity. First,
feedback provides support for the removal of the generative principle from the dynamic
framework. Second, reflection highlighted the potential for misalignment between
what an individual sees and their understanding of self. Both points are now discussed.
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Participant feedback for the Size-based-on-use prototype provides user support for
the removal of the generative principle from the dynamic framework. The designerresearcher identified earlier in the dynamic framework outcomes, addressed in Chapter
4: Part B, that the generative principle could be interpreted as at odds with the userinitiated aims of this study. This interpretation is made as the generative principle
has characteristics of a system-initiated approach to personalisation. Consequently,
negative user feedback on the Size-based-on-use prototype due to the system-initiated
means of personalisation supports removing the generative principle from the dynamic
framework.
In its original context of dynamic identity branding the generative approach is
characterised by the application of live data to a brand. The Nordkyn and Second
Nature identities presented in Chapter 4 illustrate the use of live data obtained from
extreme weather conditions of a remote Norwegian town and from levels of music
intensity. Van Ness (2012, p155) indicates that anything can be used as live data, not
just external data. For example, the Oppenheim law firm uses the lawyers’ names and
titles to generate its identity (van Ness 2012, p157), with each letter of the alphabet
represented by a circle of a different size, colour and position (Figure 5.17). The letters
of the alphabet are converted into a form of visual DNA from which the Oppenheim
identity is built (Figure 5.18). Such reinterpretation of personal data camouflages the
data’s original language-based meanings and its connection to a specific individual.
This successful incorporation of personal data into the Oppenheim dynamic identity
may be due to the depersonalised context of a company identity, as well as the
reinterpretation of personal data into a design element so that is no longer linked to a
specific individual. In comparison, the more direct application of personal data in the
Size-based-on-use prototype has no such anonymity. Instead, the individual’s real-time
use data directly generates the size of the app icon graphics. Consequently, the direct
link between an individual’s data and the size of the graphic, its lack of reinterpretation
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or depersonalisation, may be a contributing factor to the Size-based-on-use prototype
being judged as the least appealing prototype.

Figure 5.17: Oppenheim dynamic identity
Source: Oppenheim 2020

Figure 5.18: Oppenheim coding system
Source: Oppenheim 2020

The generative principle does not satisfy the user-initiated personalisation-ofappearance parameters of the research questions. However, the Size-based-on-use
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prototype demonstrates that the generative principle can maintain a visual link with
Apple’s branding identity. Therefore, while the generative principle does not enable
a user-initiated means of personalisation, as required by the research questions, this
principle has merit for inclusion in a variation of the dynamic framework for designers
wanting to facilitate brand-aligned and option-based system-initiated personalisation
outcomes for increased visual diversity within digital things.
The second discussion point on the Size-based-on-use prototype arises from
reflection on the potential for misalignment between what an individual sees and their
understanding of self. Several participants expressed dislike of, and disadvantages for,
using their real-time personal data as the means of this personalisation approach. A
range of appearance-based reasons for discomfort were given. Reasons included seeing
the amount of time spent on social media translated into the size of the app icon, and
surveillance-based reasons such as the visual tracking of personal data. Examples of
the participants’ negative feedback due to the use of their real-time data included words
such as guilty, distracted, embarrassed, feeling lost and stressed out. Such feedback
illustrates the variety of meanings associated with appearance, highlights the
importance of appearance beyond notions of looking good, pretty or stylish, or of
frivolity and superficiality, and reinforces the central role of the appearance of digital
things in an individual’s perceptions of their own self-identity.
A contemporary understanding of Sartre’s (1972) ideas on material possession provides
philosophical support for the important role of appearance and the creation of an image
and appearance-dominant things in an individual’s self-identity. Seeing the appearance
of a material object is an activity of possession by sight. Creating the appearance of a
material object, such as a painting, is an activity of creative possession. The connections
between activities of possession, by sight and creation, and an individual’s self-identity
are addressed in the critical analysis of Sartre’s (1972) possession.
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The lack of appeal of the Size-based-on-use prototype could be explained as a
misalignment between what is seen and an individual’s notions of self because the
activity of creative possession, that is the agency of an individual to participate in
appearance-based personalisation of the graphics, has been removed. The system
rather than the individual participates in the activities of creative possession, and
the system rather than the individual creates the appearance-based outcomes of
possession. The unique choices made by individuals that are among the many daily
activities that reveal who they are to themselves and others (Sartre 1972, p568), in
the context of this prototype are given over to the system. The resulting graphics can
be viewed through the lens of possession (Sartre 1972) as a gift, due to the system
providing the personalised outcomes for the individual. The removal of individual
choice is akin to Sartre’s (1972) interpretation of gift giving, that is, the largely
obligatory acceptance of a potentially unwanted item from another. In the context
of the Size-based-on use prototype, the system-initiated outcomes may not have been
well received due to the removal of individual choice, the provision of an unwanted
personalised outcome, and the misalignment of the appearance-based outcomes with
an individual’s understanding of self.

5.29 Questionnaire design improvements
Broader concerns associated with the questionnaire on prototypes as a research tool
are discussed in this section. Reflection on participant feedback provided insights
into improvements for future research-focused questionnaires containing a visual
component such as static prototypes. Unintended interpretations of the questions and
prototypes indicated a need for increased clarity, both instructional and visual clarity,
while keeping in mind that participants may have a different interpretation to the
designer-researcher regardless of the clarity of the question and visual artefact.
Participant feedback highlighted three areas for improvement: the need for clear
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instructions; the need for carefully chosen and well-defined use of design terminology;
and, finding balance between the depiction of too many and not enough design
variables within a prototype. Each of these areas is addressed.

5.29.1 Instructions and questions
The clarity of questionnaire instructions could have contributed to the negative
feedback. For example, the background information for Question 19 stated, “These
prototypes illustrate how app icons could look if users were able to choose a theme for
their app icon image”. The aim of this statement was to focus the research participants’
attention on the appearance of the app icons and the application of a theme approach
for a personalised outcome. However, several participants focused on their wallpaper
choices rather than the appearance of the app icons. The treatment of wallpaper in the
Theme prototypes was a key design element of this approach as the wallpaper was seen
through the app icons (Figure 5.19). This wallpaper was also indicative of a variable
approach to background images in a similar manner to the grey wallpapers of the other
prototypes. However, the different treatment of the wallpaper in the Theme prototypes
appears to have suggested to some participants that this was a fixed design element
rather than a flexible and dynamic design element, and this change in presentation of
the wallpaper from the grey of the other prototypes was not explicitly addressed in the
background information provided for Question 19.
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Figure 5.19: The wallpaper seen through the app icons is a flexible element
Source: Watts 2016

Feedback also highlighted the need for clarity in questionnaire instructions. The
inclusion of more explanatory text describing the prototypes, such as the indicative
nature of the wallpaper choices, may have been helpful. Participants would then have
been free to imagine either a pre-designed wallpaper option, such as the gradient
version shown in the prototypes, or any image or colour combination. It must also
be acknowledged that not every interpretation of text and images could possibly be
covered. However, feedback on the wallpaper in the Theme prototypes indicated the
need for greater attention to any changes that are made to the presentation of visual
artefacts, such as the change from grey to colour gradient, and to directly address the
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change so that feedback is gained on the topic under investigation, that is the app
icons rather than the wallpaper.
More broadly, beyond the immediate concerns of the questionnaire, the feedback on
the wallpaper strongly suggests the importance of this appearance-dominant element
of the iOS for participants. While the importance of wallpaper was not a focus of the
questionnaire the reaction by participants highlights the value of an individual’s
wallpaper selection, and the value of individual choice in such appearance-based
outcomes of personalisation, thereby indicating a contribution of wallpaper and its
personalisation to addressing the first research question.

5.29.2 Use of design terminology
The second area for improvement highlighted by the participant feedback is the need
for carefully chosen and well-defined use of design terminology to assist participants
with a limited design background. For example, in response to the Theme prototypes
E16 (Q20) said:
I’m not too sure what ‘themes’ are? Not sure if it is the background
or the shape of the icons.
By way of clarification, a theme is neither the background nor the shape of the icons.
It is a pre-designed appearance-based template that is comprised of a range of options
for individuals to personalise and may include options for backgrounds, fonts and
shapes of icons. Themes are exemplified by the range of pre-designed choices for
building websites and blogs provided by WordPress (WordPress 2020). WordPress
supplies a range of website themes for individuals to choose and then populate with
their own information. In this way, individuals can implement their own appearancebased personalisation from the options offered. A similar model to that of WordPress
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was envisaged for the Theme prototypes, allowing a wide range of user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance options beyond those visualised in the prototypes.
Feedback from E16 (Q20) indicated that the term ‘theme’ was not understood by all
research participants, contradicting the designer-researcher’s assumption that ‘theme’
would be understood by undergraduate students. However, the participant responses
indicate that a theme approach similar to that of Wordpress was not clearly conveyed
throughout the questionnaire. For example, the lack of app icon titles was one design
feature that facilitated negative participant feedback even though the intention was for
all design elements, such as titles and wallpaper, to be optional and variable following
a theme approach.
Reflection on this feedback resulted in thinking about better ways to visualise
appearance-based diversity in a static prototype. For example, the inclusion of more
prototype screens with different approaches to the titles and wallpaper, among others,
may have clarified the intended flexibility of the Theme personalisation option. In
addition, a definition for theme in the prototype instructions would have provided
greater clarity for this question by highlighting the characteristic flexibility of a theme.
It is interesting to note that the other prototypes did not elicit a similar response
of concern to the choice of wallpaper. For example, there was no feedback on the
grey wallpapers depicted in the Size, Size-based-on-use, Titles and Shape prototypes.
Grey was chosen due to its neutrality to focus the participants’ attention on the
personalisation changes, such as a change in icon size or shape, depicted in each of
the prototypes. The intention was not that grey would be the colour of the wallpaper.
The lack of responses to the grey wallpaper suggests that the participants have
interpreted the grey wallpaper as a neutral choice and potentially imagined their
own wallpaper in its place. Neutrality and interchangeability were the design intention
behind the choice of the grey backgrounds. Similarly, the choice of gradient for the
wallpaper of the Theme prototypes was intended to be representative of a flexible
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theme approach, that includes a range of choice for theme elements such as the colour
of a gradient or its replacement with an image. The wallpaper depicted in the Theme
prototypes was intended as both a pre-designed choice, that individuals could select,
or an element that could be changed by an individual to a different coloured gradient,
a solid colour, a unique image from their photo gallery, a downloaded wallpaper from
a third-party supplier or an Apple wallpaper included in the iOS.

5.29.3 Design variables
The third area for improvement of future questionnaires highlighted by the participant
feedback is the need to find balance between the depiction of too many and not enough
design variables in a prototype. Some feedback expressed misunderstandings and
different interpretations of the speculative prototypes, indicating some of the
limitations with depicting flexible appearance-based options in a static prototype.
Other responses expressed the desire for both more and less depiction of the design
variables in the prototypes. For example, in response to the Size-based-on-use
prototype, D10 (Q11) said:
I lay out my phone to help guide my decisions in the day, having the
Facebook icon being huge definitely doesn’t help with that.
This comment indicates that the participant did not fully understand the previous
closed question for this prototype that indicated “This prototype illustrates how app
icons could look if iPhone users were able to choose the size of their icons to reflect
the amount of use each app receives … I would like to have this personalisation option
available to me”. Consequently, the size of the Facebook icon was large with the
intention of illustrating the potential for a range of app icon sizes if Facebook had
dominated a hypothetical individual’s real-time use. In comparison, the Messages app
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icon would be the largest app icon if that app had dominated use. The question may
have been clearer if more design variables had been depicted, such as choosing a
greater range of app icons to visualise at the large size. It is interesting to note that the
large YouTube app icon did not elicit the same response as the large Facebook app icon.
Feedback that highlighted the need for restriction of the number of design variables
depicted in the prototypes was also received. For example, in response to the Rangeof-options prototypes D19 (Q24) indicated:
Too many personalisation options may interfere with the simplicity
of the operating system which is what some people like.
In response to the Titles prototypes E17 (Q14) said:
I prefer this one the most as I may choose to set which ones are bigger
depending on what I am doing that day. eg. at school the calculator app may
be needed more and I could enlarge that one more than others.
Reflection on this feedback highlighted the reuse of the Size and Size-based-on-use
prototypes for the Titles prototypes added a layer of visual confusion for some of the
participants as the focus of their feedback was not on the titles. Visual confusion may
have been avoided by including a new purpose-built prototype rather than repurposing
existing prototypes. Too many variables were made visible in the Titles prototypes,
resulting in the intended focus on the title personalisation options being lost among
the other personalisation options.
Misinterpretation of the question on the Titles prototypes was highlighted by feedback
that indicated the participant thought the app title could be renamed. Addressing the
advantages and disadvantages for the Titles prototypes, E67 (Q14) responded:
People discover apps all the time and having the option to change the title
is counterproductive for app developers because customers that ask their
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friends about the name of an app would get an answer where they will be given
the title that their friend has labelled the app.
D7 (Q14) said:
Some icons are so distinctive they don’t need names however it would be nice to
change some as some app titles may not describe the app the way you want to.
The intention of the Titles prototypes was to make the visibility of the titles optional by
removing them altogether or making them larger, not by renaming them. Additionally,
no apps were depicted in the Titles prototypes with renamed titles. This response
illustrates one of the limitations of depicting flexible appearance-based options in
a static prototype rather than a working personalisation prototype. The static nature
of the prototypes is a limitation because it is not viable or feasible for every possible
option to be made visible, and requires each participant to imagine some of the
potential options that could be possible but are not depicted. In comparison, a working
prototype would allow participants to choose the personalisation options under
consideration, such as removing the titles or making them larger, and would restrict
personalisation options that were not intended such as renaming titles. Within the
constraints of evaluating a static prototype the inclusion of more than two prototypes
with a greater range of title personalisation options may have reduced, or avoided,
misinterpretations and speculations made due to the static nature of the prototypes.

5.30 Design suggestions and stimuli
This section discusses the unsolicited and unexpected design feedback in the form
of design suggestions and design stimuli that some participants provided in their
questionnaire feedback. Design suggestions were illustrated in feedback that gave
direct suggestions for changing the design of the prototypes, whereas design stimuli
were comments made by participants that prompted a design idea for the designer202

researcher. Design suggestions and stimuli highlight limitations in the prototypes,
provide design ideas for influencing further development of the prototypes and the
dynamic framework and, before the shift in research approach, affirmed some of the
designer-researcher’s ideas for moving to the next stage of a user-centred approach
through the development of a working personalisation prototype.
For example, in response to the Shape prototypes D19 (Q17) suggested:
I would like the ability to integrate the shape of my icons to other areas
of the system such as my wallpaper
This feedback provides a design suggestion for greater integration of the user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance options beyond the app icons.
In response to the Range-of-options prototypes E59 (Q23) suggested:
It would be nice to access an application without opening up to your homescreen.
This feedback provides the design suggestion of a different means for opening an app,
instead of answering the open-ended question that asked for clarification of the reasons
for the participant liking the Range-of-options prototypes.
In response to the Titles prototypes E68 (Q14) suggested:
Perhaps if you have the option to design each page to your own would be
amazing. (eg. one page with large icons, one page with writing etc).
This feedback acted as stimuli for considering a screen-by-screen personalisation
approach rather than the global approach illustrated in the speculative prototypes.
Feedback such as this exemplifies an instance of Goldschmidt and Sever’s (2009)
ubiquitous serendipity. Ubiquitous serendipity is an ability of the expert designer to
take advantage of any form of visual stimuli, including text-based feedback from the
questionnaire responses of this study, that has the potential to inspire present and
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future design ideas (Goldschmidt 2015). A table of design suggestions and stimuli that
was in process as part of the earlier UCD research approach is in Appendix E.
Design suggestions provide support for the identity concerns of both research questions
as they demonstrate each participant’s unique self-identity through their responses
to the open-ended questions. Additionally, these suggestions are viewed as co-design
activity within the study as they have the potential to be contributions to the future
development of the prototypes and dynamic framework.
General comments made by participants and those that highlighted a limitation
of the prototypes acted as design stimuli. For example, in response to the most
appealing personalisation option E53 (Q26) said:
I strongly believe the above personalisation [in the Size-based-on-use prototypes]
should be made available to users as an option as the most common frequently
used apps are enlarged in front of the user for convenience at the click of a finger
whilst the other apps may be smaller and to the side, yet this personalisation still
allows to have all of the apps displayed under the one screen without having to
scroll through numerous pages.
This general comment acted as design stimuli as it prompted reflection on further ideas
for accommodating personalisation options for individuals with large numbers of apps.
A limitation-focused comment made by E62 (Q12) on the Size-based-on-use prototypes
indicated:
A disadvantage could be that if the individual has many applications
they use frequently and cannot afford to have all applications large.
This comment prompted reflection on how this particular situation could be addressed,
especially in the context of excessive app use that had not been taken into consideration
initially by the designer-researcher. Subsequently, further thinking was prompted on
new design issues such as how to limit the size of the app icons when all apps have high
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use, and whether to keep all app icons on one screen or to allow multiple front screens
that are then prioritised.
Feedback in the form of design suggestions and design stimuli for the UCD approach
was helpful in highlighting areas for future development of the prototypes. In some
instances, this feedback affirmed a future design direction that had already been
considered by the designer-researcher whereas other feedback acted as catalyst for
design issues that had not been considered. Consequently, the research participants
that provided direct design suggestions and those whose comments acted as design
stimuli are acknowledged for their co-design role in contributing to this study.

5.31 Feedback as co-design
This section addresses co-design in the context of research participant feedback.
Co-design is a collaborative design activity (Muratovski 2016a, p195), characterised
by input into a design process by designers and other stakeholders such as users
(Botero 2013; Botero et al. 2010; Foth and Axup 2006 in Crouch and Pearce 2012,
p145; Muratovski 2016a; Sanders 1999, 2006; Sanders and Stappers 2008; Vines et
al. 2013). Sanders and Stappers (2008, p5) provide the following three definitions for
co-design:
•

collective creativity as it is applied across the whole span of a design process

•

the collective creativity of collaborating designers

•

the creativity of designers and people not trained in design working together
in the design development process.

This final, broad definition holds the most relevance for this study. It acknowledges the
various roles, expert and non-expert, in the design process. These roles are exemplified
in this study in the combination of the designer-researcher as the expert designer,
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Group 1: Education students as everyday designers and Group 2: Design students
as novice designers.
However, co-design is disruptive. It shifts the relationship between the designer as
the only expert and the user as the passive subject, to that of partners in collective
creativity. Consequently, Sanders and Stappers (2008, p9) acknowledge:
Co-design threatens the existing power structures by requiring that control
be relinquished and given to potential customers, consumers or end-users.
Such a shift is embraced by this study. Drawing on Sanders and Stappers (2008)
research participants are viewed as co-designers in this study due to their unique,
individual expertise on user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance expectations
and activity. Sanders and Stappers (2008, p12) observe:
The person who will eventually be served through the design process is given
the position of ‘expert of his/her experience’, and plays a large role in knowledge
development, idea generation and concept development.
Participant feedback illustrates these roles. It provides lived and collaborative data with
potential for further development of the prototypes and the dynamic framework. For
example, E5 (Q20) in response to liking the Theme prototypes indicated:
I currently use folders to group apps and would be cool to personalise and have
a picture to represent that and be able to choose that or upload own. And themes
so not sure about that because I like putting my own photos there.
This feedback exemplifies an individual’s expertise in the unique use of their
smartphone. It illustrates engagement with the prototype to the extent of the
participant imagining how their current iPhone use would be impacted by the proposed
personalisation option, and provides a suggestion for personalising folders with an
image as an alternate design approach. This input is an example of the research
prototypes acting as design stimuli for the research participants, and the resulting
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design suggestions being positioned as participation in co-design. Design suggestions
are viewed as co-design outcomes due to their potential to inform ongoing development
of a personalisation approach for iOS app icons.
The following list of ideas for further development of the prototypes indicates the
range of design ideas prompted by the feedback from E5 (Q20) in the previous quote:
1. Investigate keyline or transparent folder graphics to sit over personalised
background images
a. by using a keyline for the existing folder design
b. by playing with opacity and transparency of the folder graphics
c. by considering how the folders could be personalised beyond their current
design – shape, size, colour, position/layout etc
2. Develop prototypes for the Messages app, and others (which ones would be
appropriate?), with a background image including how to personalise intra-app
graphics such as the speech bubbles.
a. white bubbles – for maximum legibility over an image
b. coloured bubbles – to be selected by the user
c. dual colour bubbles – is this really needed? Even though it is the current
approach, is the position, left or right, enough to distinguish who is talking?
Is it clear without dual colour, or should I be considering this just another
opportunity to get some more personalised options into the interface?
Give both options – dual colour and single colour.
d. opacity variations of bubbles – try some different transparency options,
again to maximise the viewing of the chosen image
e. wallpaper or background images on a loop – in a similar manner to the GIF
or slideshow, the wallpaper image could cycle through a list of preselected images
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from the photo gallery or through the entire gallery. This could be a global
personalisation option for all the background screens, not just specific to the
Messages app.
3. Consider how to build in greater use of personal images into the iOS.
The participants may not have capabilities needed to progress their ideas further,
however they did supply suggestions and stimuli for ongoing development of the
personalisation options. Importantly, for the shift in research approach, these design
suggestions and stimuli assisted in making connections between design ideas, activities
and outcomes with Sartre’s (1972) ideas on creative possession, indefinite extensions
of possession and an individual’s self-project.

5.32 Addressing earlier concerns of bias
This final section discusses the earlier concerns of bias expressed after the pilot
questionnaire in 2015 and addresses these concerns in the light of the prototype
questionnaire results. The potential for sample bias in the pilot questionnaire was
expressed due to the homogenous convenience sample of design undergraduate
students. It was thought that undertaking design studies would predispose design
undergraduate students to greater interest in smartphone personalisation. However,
results from the prototype questionnaire in 2016 challenged this assumption.
Results indicate that the Group 1: Education students were more enthusiastic at the
prospect of having increased opportunities for smartphone personalisation than Group
2: Design students. A larger percentage of education students indicated they strongly
agreed and agreed that “I would like to have greater personalisation options on my
smartphone”. Two-thirds (67%) of education students indicated they wanted more
personalisation options for their smartphone compared to 61% of design students.
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Group 1: Education students also had fewer participants who were neutral for this
question (30%) compared to Group 2: Design students (35%). However, Group 2
had a larger percentage of design students who strongly agreed with wanting greater
personalisation options on their smartphone (22%) compared to education students
(13%), potentially indicating a strong interest in personalisation for a sub-group
of design undergraduate students (22%) compared to the majority of design
undergraduate students who agreed (39%). Consequently, the results of the prototype
questionnaire in 2016 question the assumptions of sample bias in the earlier pilot
questionnaire.

5.33 Summary
This chapter has presented the design, results and discussion of the prototype
questionnaire conducted in 2016. Key results indicate:
•

44% of participants were happy with the personalisation options currently
offered by their smartphones.

•

65% of participants wanted more personalisation options than those currently
offered on their smartphones.

•

The personalisation option most participants would like to have available on
their smartphones was made visible in the Theme prototypes, chosen by 59%
of participants.

•

The most appealing prototypes were the Range-of-options prototypes, chosen
by 33% of participants.

•

The least appealing prototype was the Size-based-on-use prototype, chosen
by 35% of participants.
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The iterative approach of this Research through Design study has seen the importance
of the questionnaire shift. Its original role of primary data collection tool for evaluating,
assessing and developing the speculative prototypes and their dynamic personalisation
approach shifted from informing the development of a working personalisation
app prototype to instead providing practice-based design support for the growing
philosophical focus of the study. The feedback in the questionnaire provided evidence
of the relevance of Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of material possession for the
contemporary context of iOS graphics and self-identity, illustrated by participants’
insights into their human–possession relationships with the existing and speculative
set of iOS graphics.
Participant feedback has contributed three key outcomes for the wider study. First,
feedback has supported the modification of the dynamic framework through the
removal of the generative principle, and assisted in clarification of the user-initiated
status of the framework. Due to the important role of the feedback in removing
the generative principle from the dynamic framework, the research participants
are positioned as co-designers of the framework through their conscious design
suggestions and unconscious comments based on their unique user expertise. Second,
questionnaire results and participant feedback indicate the desire for, and expectation
of, the ability to access more personalisation choices than are currently offered by
the existing iOS. The ability of designers to facilitate a wide range of personalisation
options, such as those made possible by use of the dynamic framework, supports
diversity of appearance of iOS graphics that in turn parallels the diversity of selfidentity of each unique individual iPhone user. Third, many of the comments from the
research participants are interpreted by this study as illustrating Sartre’s (1972) ideas
on material possession that are reassessed and reinterpreted in the context of the
iPhone. Feedback that refers to the participants seeing, using, liking, disliking and
making (suggestions for) the prototypes, among others, aligns with many of the
activities and outcomes of Sartre’s (1972) possession.
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A critical analysis of Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of material possession, and the
proposed expansion of possession to accommodate the contemporary digital-material
context of smartphones and their graphics, is presented in the following chapter.
Further discussion of possession’s potential for design is presented later in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 6: Critical analysis of possession

6.1 Introduction
This chapter critically analyses Sartre’s ([1943] 1972, pp575-615) conceptualisation
of material possession and asserts its potential for expansion and application to the
contemporary digital-material context. Sartre’s (1972) philosophy on possession posits
possession is relational and more than ownership. The human–possession relationship
between an individual and their material objects comprises each individual’s uniquely
constructed self-project, being and understanding of reality. This study identifies
similarities between Sartre’s (1972) possession, located in the predominantly material
context of the 1940s, and the contemporary digital-material context exemplified by
smartphones and personalisation of the appearance of iOS graphics.
The expansion and application of Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of possession
to the digital, appearance-based, concerns of this study illustrate theoretical production
for design research by borrowing from other scholarly fields. Such borrowing from
philosophy for the purposes of addressing the design issues in the research questions
is highlighted by Gaver’s (2012, p938) observation:
Design researchers often ‘borrow’ conceptual perspectives from other disciplines
and discuss their applicability for design … borrowed theories (or concepts)
are often used both to inspire new designs and to articulate existing ones.
Borrowing from Sartre’s (1972) philosophical approach to material possession
and extending it to the contemporary digital-material context is consistent with the
methodological bricolage approach of this thesis. This approach now requires the
critical analysis and evaluation of Sartre’s (1972) possession to progress thinking
on self-identity and appearance-dominant digital things in the contemporary digitalmaterial context.
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The chapter assesses and evaluates Sartre’s (1972) philosophical approach to
possession then presents initial ideas for its expansion and application to the
contemporary context. Section 6.2 provides background on possession via its
foundations in psychological and philosophical scholarship. Section 6.3 presents
an overview of Sartre’s (1972) concept of material possession including its key
terminology. Section 6.4 reviews a range of interdisciplinary scholarship referencing
Sartre’s (1972) possession to better understand how scholars have previously
interpreted and incorporated possession into their work. Section 6.5 presents initial
ideas on the expansion and application of Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of
possession. ‘Digital-material’ is presented as terminology that describes the
contemporary context and ‘digital-material possession’ as terminology that describes
contemporary possession. Last, Section 6.6 identifies the qualities of possession that
have received little attention in Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of possession and
hold potential for understanding the nuances and complexities of contemporary
human–possession relationships. The qualities of frequency, amount, value, specificity
and context are illustrated throughout Sartre’s (1972) writing on material possession
but are not addressed beyond their illustrative purposes. This study recognises the
range and diversity of the qualities of possession, and asserts their importance for,
and inclusion in, the newly expanded conceptualisation of digital-material context
proposed by this study.

6.2 Background
Material possession and possessions, that is a human–possession relationship and
its objects of possession in a material context, constitute, in part, an individual’s
self-identity. The connection between material possessions and self-identity is an
established and continuing area of scholarship (Appadurai 1986; Belk 1988;
Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Hatton 1981; James 1890; Miller 2008, 2010;
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Sartre 1972). This study draws on existing scholarship of material possession among
other literature as background for framing Sartre’s (1972) ideas on possession and
for informing expansion of these ideas to include contemporary digital activities and
objects, exemplified by iOS app icons and their user-initiated personalisationof-appearance options. For example, the role of material things in the home
(Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Hatton 1981) contributes to understanding the
role of immaterial digital things that are owned and accessed. Similarly, material
personalisation activity in the workplace (Scheiberg 1990) has the potential to inform
digital personalisation in the smartphone context, as a similar exhibition of meaningful
and emotional connections of an individual in a different context.
Compared to material possession, digital possession is a less established area of
scholarship. Among scholarship on digital possession is Belk’s (2013) concept of the
digital extended self. Belk’s (1988) concept of the extended self and the digital extended
self (Belk 2013) illustrate the similarities and differences between material and digital
things, their similar and different roles in an understanding of self, and the expansion
of an earlier concept due to ongoing technological changes. The concept of virtual
possessions (Belk and Humayun 2015; Odom et al. 2011, 2014) acknowledges the role
of material things as a precedent for some, but not all, digital things (Odom et al. 2014,
p985). The notion of digital things finding their precedent in material things mirrors
the suggestion made by this study that contemporary possession of both digital and
material things has its precedent in Sartre’s (1972) earlier philosophical approach
to material possession.
Sartre (1972, p597) asserts possession of the material world and its objects is the
fundamental desire of people, stating “what fundamentally we desire to appropriate
in an object is its being and it is the world … to possess is to wish to possess the world
across a particular object”. Such fundamental desires of people can be understood to
apply to both the material world and its objects and the contemporary world and its
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material and digital objects. The inclusion of references to immateriality in Sartre’s
(1972) writing on possession, such as experiences that do not result in the possession of
a material object, make further connections with the many and increasingly immaterial,
intangible, ephemeral and dematerialised experiences and things that characterise the
contemporary digital-material context.

6.2.1 Psychological grounding
The critical analysis of Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of material possession
begins with a review of possession’s foundations in psychological and philosophical
scholarship. William James (1890) provides an early psychological understanding of
the role of possession and possessions in self-identity. James asserts that the self is
constituted by everything that belongs to an individual including how they feel about
their possessions and how they act with and because of them (James 1890, p291).
These early insights are applicable to this study due to the connections made between
possession, possessions and self-identity, the acknowledged breadth of possession and
possessions, and the role of emotion, activity and experience in possession. Such
connections are exemplified in James’ (1890, p291, italics in original) lengthy
observation:
The Empirical Self of each of us is all that he is tempted to call by the name
of me. But it is clear that between what a man calls me and what he simply calls
mine the line is difficult to draw. We feel and act about certain things that are
ours very much as we feel and act about ourselves …
In its widest possible sense, however, a man’s Self is the sum total of all that he
CAN call his, not only his body and his psychic powers, but his clothes and his
house, his wife and children, his ancestors and friends, his reputation and works,
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his lands and horses, and yacht and bank-account. All these things give him the
same emotions.
Additionally, James (1890, p294, italics in original) indicates the dynamic and flexible
nature of self-identity, observing:
A man has as many social selves as there are individuals who recognize him
and carry an image of him in their mind … he has as many different social selves
as there are distinct groups of persons about whose opinion he cares.
Such examples of diversity of self can be seen to align with Sartre’s (1972) much later
understanding of self via the concept of the self-project. Sartre’s (1972) self-project
is also dynamic and flexible as each individual is understood to construct their own
unique self-project through the human–possession relationships they have with their
activities and objects of possession.
James (1890) indicates that possession is tempered by the degree of significance that
the possessed thing or experience has for an individual. The degree of significance
determines the amount of relevance the possession will have in each individual’s selfidentity. This early observation of significance connects with the recent scholarship
of Carter and Grover (2015, p931) and the strong and weak ties discussed in the IT
identity construct, and Orth, Thurgood and van den Hoven’s (2018, p93) observations
of the role of design and designers in “the formation of meaningful user-object
relationships”. The degree of significance of a thing or experience for an individual
also provides support for the inclusion of qualities of possession in an expanded digitalmaterial conceptualisation of possession for the contemporary context, addressed later
in Section 6.6.
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6.2.2 Philosophical grounding
Existentialism provides philosophical grounding for this study. Warnock (1970, pp2-3)
indicates this branch of philosophy is a “practical philosophy … founded on a
theoretical connection between cognition and volition, between knowing and doing”.
It is human-centric, male-centric and characterised by human freedom and agency
(Warnock 1970, pp1-2). The practical nature of existentialism, illustrated by its interest
in human experience and practices (Warnock 1970, p2), is relevant for the concerns
of this study. For example, using iOS graphics is an everyday practice for iPhone users.
The practical nature of existentialism also provides support for inclusion of the
practice-based design element of the speculative prototypes in this study. Additionally,
the important theoretical connection of existentialism between knowing and doing is
exemplified by the entangled philosophical, theoretical and practical components
and outcomes of this study.
Another common concern for existentialists is the debate on human freedom (Warnock
1970, pp1-2). Human freedom is equated with choice that is experienced and practised,
rather than choice that is intellectualised (Warnock 1970, pp2-3). The experience and
practice of choice is relevant for this study. For example, choice is implicit in the
activity of user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance, enabled by the dynamic
framework and made visible in the speculative prototypes.
Last, the relationship between people and things is a key concern of the existentialists.
Warnock (1972, pix, italics in original) argues this relationship is a primary motivator
for Sartre, observing:
Sartre’s whole concern may be seen as an attempt to describe what exactly
the relation between [these two kinds of beings in the world] is … an absolutely
general concern of existentialist thought, namely to explain and describe being
in the world.
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The relationship between people and things is relevant for addressing the research
concerns of this study. For example, the first research question attempts to understand
the potential contribution made by the appearance of iOS graphics to an individual
iPhone user’s self-identity. As the contemporary context is different from that of the
existential philosophers of the early twentieth century, Sartre’s (1972) philosophy
of possession provides a foundation for addressing the first research question
and for demonstrating the relevance of possession in the contemporary context.
The relationship between people and things also illustrates the tension between
possession’s human-centric focus and the growing body of scholarship that asserts
the agency of non-human things.
Jopling’s (1992, p111) analysis of Sartre’s (1972) self-project highlights another
counterpoint to be addressed when positioning possession in this study. Jopling (1992,
p111) observes:
Sartre argues that our identities as moral agents are not ready-made, imposed,
or discovered; nor are they the product of conditioning, generic inheritance,
neurophysiology, or an economy of unconscious drives. Instead, they are chosen
as a kind of ultimate end, and the way this choice of identity is realized across
many years of experience is best characterized in teleological terms as a kind
of project; that is, it is a long-term endeavour of making ourselves who we are.
Reference to “identities as moral agents” (Jopling 1992, p111) indicates possession is
located within the wider “traditions of moral and philosophical psychology” (Jopling
1992, p103). It could be argued that the application of Sartre’s (1972) self-project to
this design study is misrepresenting and misinterpreting the larger and potentially
more important ethical and moral concerns developed in Sartre’s wider body of work.
However, while the outcomes of this study are not focused on morality and ethics,
though they are addressed, this study argues that possession and possessions of
everyday contemporary life such as seeing, using and personalising the appearance of
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iOS graphics, also exemplify a small portion of the multiple daily choices made
by individuals. Therefore, possession and possessions in the contemporary context
illustrated by the human–possession relationship between an individual and the
appearance of their iOS graphics contribute to constructing an individual’s project
of self-identity.
The appropriation of possession to the concerns of this study is not without criticism
or limitation. When viewed through a posthuman lens, it could be argued that
possession perpetuates an outdated concept of human primacy. When viewed through
a feminist lens, it could be argued that possession is a gendered concept that closes of
feminist and LGBTQI+ ways of thinking and seeing. However, when viewed through a
visual research lens, possession opens up a relational way of thinking about
appearance, visual technologies and their appearance-based agency in an individual’s
self-identity. Consequently, while cogent of some of the problematic ways possession
shapes how and what is seen, Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of possession is applied
to the concerns of this study due to its insights for appearance-based agency.
Several limitations exist in this application of possession. This study does not evaluate
the internal consistency of Sartre’s (1972) concept of possession as a philosophical
argument nor does it investigate possession as “an expression of the bad faith desire to
be God” (LaSusa 2013, p93). Bad faith is a term that Sartre (1972, p566) uses to align
an individual’s self-project with wanting to be God. Consideration of possession’s
religious dimension is beyond the scope of this study’s design focus. Similarly, Sartre’s
(1972) ideas on possession include references to other people as objects of possession.
Although undeniably important, this facet of possession is also beyond the design focus
of this study.
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6.3 Key terms
Terminology associated with Sartre’s (1972) philosophical approach to possession is
presented in this section. Concepts and terms are translated from the original French
version by H.E. Barnes (Sartre 1972) and informed by Warnock’s (1972, ppviii-xviii)
introduction to Being and Nothingness (Sartre 1972) and Catalano’s (1974)
commentary on Being and Nothingness.

6.3.1 Possession
Possession is ontological (Sartre 1972, p595), due to its implication for human
existence, that is, being. The concept of possession is encapsulated by Sartre’s (1972,
p576, italics in original) observation:
We desire to possess this object or to do that thing or to be someone …
the three big categories of human existence [are]: to do, to have, to be.
Possession is inextricably linked with an individual’s being. An individual’s being,
in part, is addressed by Sartre’s (1972) concept of the self-project, and in this study,
addressed via the concept of self-identity. Sartre (1972, pp590-591, italics in original)
indicates:
To the extent that I appear to myself as creating objects by the sole relation
of appropriation, these objects are myself. The pen and the pipe, the clothing,
the desk, the house—are myself. The totality of my possessions reflects the
totality of my being. I am what I have.
Possession is relational (Sartre 1972, p576, p588, p595). Individuals are comprised
of the human–possession relationship that exists between themselves and the totality
of their possessions including everything from the exceptional to mundane everyday
things. iOS graphics are positioned in this study as one of these everyday things. These
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graphics have the potential to be part of the totality of an individual’s possessions and
their associated activities, such as use and personalisation. Possession is also symbolic
(pp592-3), ideal (p592) and unattainable (p593).
Possession is often referred to using the term appropriation, as in the quote above
(Sartre 1972, pp590-591). Additionally, Sartre (1972) refers to possession as “the
synthesis of appropriation … synthesis of self and not-self” (p577) and “the project
of appropriating” (p587). Possession via ongoing use is referred to as “continuous
appropriative creation” (p593) and the type of possession that is illustrated through
the activity of using up is described as “a destructive appropriation” (p594). Possession,
not appropriation, is the term used throughout this study for consistency and clarity,
and is understood to encapsulate both possession and appropriation. In addition to
appropriation, other terms associated with the activity of possession include ownership
(p592), utilisation (p592), acquisition (p592), purchase (p593) and consumption
(p593).
Important terms also exist within the concept of possession. These terms are now
clarified for their use in Sartre’s (1972) philosophy and this study.

6.3.2 Being, to be
Being is a lived relationship of possession (Sartre 1972, p575). It is the unique outcome,
the unique project, that makes up each individual by their possessive choices (p598).
Sartre (1972, p589) indicates that being is “the indissoluble unity of identity—myself
and my property”. ‘To be’ is one of the three “categories of human existence” (p576),
together with ‘to have’ and ‘to do’. However, these three categories are reduced by
Sartre (1972, p581) to ‘to have’ and ‘to be’. He argues ‘to do’ is “transitional” (p581),
as it links having to being via doing.
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6.3.3 Being-for-itself
Being-for-itself is a term used by Sartre (1972) to indicate an individual person,
a conscious being (Warnock 1972, pix). It differentiates between the person, the
being-for-itself, and the object of its possession, the being-in-itself. Individuals are
unique (Sartre 1972, p598). They are understood as an “individual venture” (p598),
constructed from their choices (p589). Being-for-itself is also a term of comparison
between individuals as “conscious beings whose consciousness renders them entirely
different from other things, in their relation both to themselves and to one another,
and to those other things” (Warnock 1972, pix). Consequently, an individual iPhone
user exemplifies Sartre’s (1972) being-for-itself.

6.3.4 Being-in-itself
Being-in-itself is a term used by Sartre (1972) to describe an object of the material
world. These objects include things as well as experiences (p585). Objects are defined
as “radically distinct from [people]” (p576), ideal (p587), concrete (p587), indifferent
(p590), possessed (p588), not-self (p585) and the “non-conscious things … which
constitute all the things in the world” (Warnock 1972, pix, italics in original). iOS
graphics exemplify beings-in-themselves as they are objects of the contemporary
digital-material world.

6.3.5 Doing, to do
Doing refers to the transitional activities of possession (Sartre 1972, p581). That is,
the activities of using (p591) and using up (pp593-594), such as seeing (p578), riding
(pp593-594), skiing (p582) and gift giving (p594). Doing transitions to having; having
is possessing; and possessing is being (p581). This chain of possession of doing, having
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and being can be illustrated in the iPhone context by tapping on an app icon (doing),
that transitions into possession of the app icon (having), that results in possession of
the app icon and constitutes part of the individual iPhone user’s self (being).

6.3.6 Having, to have
Having is possession through ownership and ongoing use (Sartre 1972, p592). ‘To have’
is positioned as one of the “categories of human existence” (p576) together with ‘to be’.
Specific examples of having include creating (p590), illustrated by creating works of art
(pp576-577, p590) and the making of everyday objects such as rolled cigarettes (p577),
sport (p582) and even knowing (p580).

6.4 Scholarship on Sartre’s (1972) possession
Sartre’s ([1943] 1972, pp575-615) conceptualisation of material possession was
originally supporting literature for this study. This small portion of a much larger
philosophical work was identified during the research process as literature with
potential relevance to the study’s concerns of the nature and agency of iOS graphics,
personalisation and self-identity. Sartre’s (1972) illustration of possession via a
painting, an appearance-based material possession, and its subsequent connection
to an individual’s self-project suggested the possibility of a similar connection for
the appearance-based characteristics of iOS graphics and an individual iPhone user’s
self-identity. This initial appearance-based connection acted as catalyst for further
discovery of connections between Sartre’s (1972) earlier material context and the
contemporary context. Additionally, use of this portion of Sartre’s (1972) philosophy
on possession by other scholars indicated the potential of possession for further
connections with the contemporary context.
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LaSusa’s (2013) scholarship on Sartre’s (1972) concept of material possession
proved instrumental in identifying the potential of possession for application to
the contemporary concerns of this study. For example, LaSusa’s (2013, p85, italics
in original) observation, “I am my “iPhone”; it defines me”, highlighted a direct
connection between the iPhone and possession and by extension, a connection between
iOS graphics and self-identity. Additionally, LaSusa (2013, p83) identified that little
scholarly work had addressed Sartre’s (1972) concept of possession for its contribution
to progress thinking on the material world. Similarly, Loeve et al. (2018, p14) stated
that little scholarly work has addressed Sartre’s (1972) concept of possession for its
contribution to progress thinking on technology. La Susa’s (2013) explicit connections
between possession and the iPhone and her identification of the gaps in scholarship
on Sartre’s (1972) concept of possession, together with similar gaps in scholarship
regarding Sartre and technology acknowledged by Loeve et al. (2018), indicated the
potential of possession for addressing the research questions.

6.4.1 Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton (1981)
Literature addressing Sartre’s (1972) possession is reviewed to illustrate the
contribution of possession to the work of other scholars. Csikszentmihalyi and
Rochberg-Halton (1981, ppx-xii) reference Sartre (1972) in their ethnographic research
into the special household objects of families in the Chicago area. They indicate Sartre
(1972) is a philosopher who worked in the area of possessions and self. However, there
is no elaboration on Sartre’s (1972) ideas regarding possession or the application of
ideas on possession to the Chicago study.
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6.4.2 Belk (1988)
Belk (1988, pp145-146) references Sartre’s (1972) approach to possession. Belk’s (1988)
concept of the extended self is built on previous work by James (1890), Sartre (1972)
and Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Hatton (1981), among others. The extended self
provides an understanding of the self from the field of consumer behaviour. It is a “selfplus-possessions” relationship (Belk 1988, p140) that locates material possessions and
attachment to other people as extensions of an individual (Belk 1988, 2014). These
extensions incorporate everything that is considered to be part of the self, comprising
the “body, internal processes, ideas, and experiences, and those persons, places, and
things to which one feels attached” (Belk 1988, p141).
The extended self is contingent on the amount of agency, or control, individuals have
over these extensions. Drawing on McClelland (1951, cited in Belk 1988, p140), Belk
indicates that control over objects is key to them being “viewed as part of the self”
and “the greater the control we exercise, the more closely aligned with self the objects
should become”. However, Prelinger (1959, cited in Belk 1988, p140) indicates that
control is reciprocal, suggesting objects also exert agency on the self, stating “besides
control over objects, control by objects may also contribute to an item being viewed
as part of self”. Belk’s (2013) later concept of the digital extended self that expands
on his original concept of the extended self includes new considerations due to
digitisation. Literature on the digital extended self is addressed in Section 6.4.5.

6.4.3 Rozahegy (2002)
Rozahegy (2002) is a scholar of philosophy who critiqued Sartre’s (1972) material
possession. His particular areas of interest are the connections between Sartre’s
(1943) Being and Nothingness and Deleuze and Guattari’s (1987) Thousand Plateaus.
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Rozahegy’s (2002, pp119-122) textual analysis of these works focuses on the elements
of snow and speed.

6.4.4 D’Anjou (2007) and d’Anjou and Weiss (2007)
D’Anjou (2007) refers to Sartre’s (1972) ideas on possession from a design philosophy
context. Possession is addressed for its contribution to scholarship on global
sustainability via an understanding that “human consciousness is individually and
collectively responsible for the state of the world” (d’Anjou 2007, p121). Possession is
also recognised for its relevance to self-identity in the design context. D’Anjou (2007)
makes a connection between the design project and the life project of design students.
A further contribution to the field of design is made by d’Anjou and Weiss (2007, pp4749) due to application of Sartre’s (1972) concept of the self-project to the architectural
context of New Urbanist developments in Florida, USA. D’Anjou (2007) and d’Anjou
and Weiss’s (2007, pp47-49) referencing of possession in the design contexts of
sustainability, and the design project entangled with a student’s life project,
demonstrates the relevance of Sartre’s (1972) possession for design. Importantly,
d’Anjou’s (2007) connections between the design project and the student’s life project
inform discussion in the following chapter on possession and the role of the designer
in their own self-identity and the self-identity of other users of designed things.

6.4.5 Belk (2013)
Belk’s (2013) digital extended self is a “rethinking” (Belk 2013, p480) of the original
concept for the digital context. Belk (2013, p480) indicates the digital extended self
is not just a transference of the original concept of the extended self into the digital,
observing (Belk 2013, p490):
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Digital possessions are … almost, but not quite, the singular objects of attachment
that their physical counterparts are, especially among those not “born digital”.
The digital extended self allows for the incorporation of digital possessions (Belk 2013)
and “digitally mediated ways of constructing, co-constructing and expressing self”
(Belk 2014, p251).
Five major changes to contemporary life that have prompted the update to Belk’s
(1988) earlier concept are:
•

dematerialisation of possessions, exemplified by the digitisation of music
(Belk 2013, pp478-481)

•

re-embodiment of possessions and self, exemplified by identification with online
avatars (Belk 2013, pp481-484)

•

sharing, exemplified by personal information that is made public on social media
(Belk 2013, pp484-487)

•

co-construction of self, exemplified by input from others via online comments
that in turn cause a change to self (Belk 2013, pp487-488)

•

distributed memory, exemplified by the ability to conduct a Google search
for new or forgotten information (Belk 2013, pp488-490).

Dematerialisation of possessions, re-embodiment of possessions and self, and
co-construction of self are the most important observations from Belk (2013) for this
study. For example, Belk (2013, p481) suggests the replicability of digital possessions,
a concern of dematerialisation, has implications for the effectiveness of digital
possessions as objects of self-extension in comparison to the effectiveness of material
possessions. However, other research by Lehdonvirta (2012, cited in Belk 2013, pp479480) disputes this suggestion, and Cushing (2012, cited in Belk 2013, p481) asserts
age is a contributing factor in the debate on digital versus material possessions.
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Re-embodiment of possessions is the second addition to Belk’s (2013) digital extended
self relevant to this study. Belk (2013, p481) observes, “not only have our possessions
lost the constraints of their former physical bodies, so have we”. Digital re-embodiment
is exemplified by online self-presentation such as “avatars, photos and videos” (Belk
2013, p481). Digital re-embodiment of the self has the potential to include options for
choice, curation and presentation as part of an online experience. Consequently, userinitiated personalisation-of-appearance outcomes, such as the personalisation of a
social media profile template, exemplify re-embodiment. Additionally, the ability to
take and store multiple photos in a smartphone, enabling the ‘best’ photo to be selected,
uploaded and then curated for self-presentation on a social media profile or
smartphone wallpaper, also illustrates re-embodiment.
Last, Belk’s (2013) observations of the co-construction of self are exemplified in this
study by the design choices enabled or restricted for user-initiated personalisationof-appearance that are made visible in the speculative prototypes. Such personalisation
options have the potential to become incorporated into the digital extended self of
individual iPhone users through their personalisation activity and outcomes. Drawing
on Belk’s (2013) concept of the digital extended self, designers are implicated in the
‘co-construction of self’ of individual users of designed things, as a design outcome
can be positioned as a form of input that has the potential to change how individuals
view themselves. Further discussion of the designer’s role in their own self-identity and
the self-identity of others due to their design activities and outcomes is discussed in the
following chapter.

6.4.6 LaSusa (2013)
LaSusa (2013) makes a key contribution to scholarship on Sartre’s (1972) concept
of possession. LaSusa (2013, p89) identifies two relationships that characterise
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possession. The first relationship is the physical and mental engagement of an
individual with the material world of things and experiences (LaSusa 2013, pp84-86).
The second relationship is the embodied relationship of the individual in each of their
daily physical and mental activities (LaSusa 2013, pp86-89). LaSusa (2013), citing
Sartre (1972, p589), indicates that possession is a unique, embodied activity, observing
(LaSusa 2013, p89):
Sartre’s theory of the material possession of physical objects is, in fact,
an extension of his theory of embodied human consciousness, insofar as
it consists of bodily engagement with the material objects of possession.
To which LaSusa (2013, p89), quoting Sartre (1972) adds:
This bodily engagement allows me to be the “unique end of the existence of the
object” in that my unique bodily location and expression, as well as my unique
daily projects, mean that this object exists for me, through me, in a way that is
distinct from all others.
Physical embodiment of material possessions suggests possibilities of a similar
approach for the embodiment of digital possessions. LaSusa’s (2013, p89) observation
above aligns with a contemporary understanding of embodied interaction discussed in
the work of Dourish (2001), Farman (2013) and Floridi (2014). iOS graphics, their use
and their existing user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options are implicated
in this understanding of embodied possession, as their use, including personalisation,
and the outcomes of use, exemplify an individual’s “unique daily projects” (LaSusa
2013, p89). However, embodiment is not a term that is explicitly addressed by Sartre
(1972), whereas embodied possession is exemplified by Sartre’s (1972) skier who
possesses the activity of skiing, the objects of skiing, the view that is seen while skiing
and the snow-covered slopes as the environment that supports the activity of skiing.
LaSusa (2013) provides an interpretation of Sartre’s (1972) possession that offers a way
to position the contribution made by iOS graphics to an iPhone user’s self-identity by
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an individual’s engagement with, and embodiment in, these graphics due to the activity
of use. Consequently, LaSusa’s (2013) concept of embodied possession informs the
expanded conceptualisation of digital-material possession presented by this study
later in this chapter.
LaSusa (2013) makes two further contributions to this study. First, she states,
“according to Sartre, the objects and landscapes with which we physically and mentally
engage in our everyday projects become our possessions” (LaSusa 2013, p84). This
interpretation highlights mental engagement as a possession. Importantly, for this
study, LaSusa’s (2013) interpretation enables the material, immaterial, emotional
and experiential to be positioned as possessions, enabling an individual’s thoughts,
feelings, values, goals, imagination and memories to also be understood as possessions.
Second, LaSusa (2013) presents a criticism of Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation
of possession. She critiques the activity of possession by sight, of an object that an
individual does not want to possess, using the example of garbage on the side of the
road. Sartre’s (1972) approach to possession does not directly address the issue of not
wanting to possess what is seen. LaSusa (2013, p92) strongly expresses the desire to not
possess the garbage and proposes a form of possession by denial. LaSusa (2013, p93)
states:
If I have an explicit desire to avoid the garbage, it may play a role in a particular
project of defining myself — as someone who does not associate with trash on the
street, for example, as distinct from someone who might go picking through the
trash — and thus I appropriate the trash in the sense of denying my association
with it.
LaSusa (2013, p93) indicates that an object such as garbage that is seen and denied
an association by the individual viewer is still possessed, whereas Sartre (1972, p578)
simply states “what is seen is possessed”. Sight plays a key role in the conceptualisation
of possession and LaSusa’s (2013) observations of possession by denial indicates there
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is a range of values and meanings in a human–possession relationship established
by sight. LaSusa’s (2013) concept of possession by denial informs the expanded
conceptualisation of digital-material possession presented by this study later in this
chapter.
The value of possessions for an individual was briefly addressed by James (1890) in
the earlier section on psychological grounding. James (1890) indicates that the level
of significance a possession holds for an individual determines its relevance for that
individual’s self-identity. In the above example of garbage, because the garbage holds
low value for LaSusa (2013) it also holds low relevance in the construction of her selfidentity. The garbage is still possessed by denial, as “what is seen is possessed” (Sartre
1972, p578), but contributes to her self-identity as an object of possession by denial
with low personal relevance.
Subsequently, another of LaSusa’s (2013) contributions is direct acknowledgement
of the positive and negative human–possession relationships in Sartre’s (1972)
conceptualisation of possession. In comparison, Sartre (1972) does not explicitly
address the distinction between positive and negative human–possession relationships.
LaSusa (2013) observes that possession includes both the positive and valuable
relationships as well as the negative and inconsequential relationships that individuals
have with their objects of possession. Possession that is positive, valuable and
meaningful for an individual can be expressed as ‘that’s me’, whereas possession
that is negative, not valuable or meaningful still contributes to the self-identity of an
individual but can be expressed as ‘that’s not me’. In sum, LaSusa’s (2013) observations
of possession by embodiment and denial are included in the initial ideas proposed for
the expansion of possession proposed by this study, addressed in Sections 6.5 and 6.6,
as they extend Sartre’s (1972) existing means of possession by sight, creation, use and
using up, and bring increased nuance to a contemporary conceptualisation of digitalmaterial possession.
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6.4.7 Gruen (2017)
Gruen (2017) referenced Sartre’s (1972) term ‘appropriation’ in research on accessbased consumption and car sharing. As discussed earlier in the section on key
terms, appropriation is used interchangeably with possession. Gruen’s (2017) use
of appropriation in his research illustrates the relevance of Sartre’s (1972) concept
of possession to the contemporary contexts of access and sharing of a material object
with digital components.

6.5 Digital-material possession
The remainder of this chapter presents initial ideas for a newly expanded
conceptualisation of possession for the contemporary digital-material context. This
proposed expansion is grounded in Sartre’s (1972) concept of material possession and
draws on existing scholarship on possession, self-identity and contemporary technology
that has been addressed in this chapter and in the earlier literature review chapter.
This section presents the justification for the new, expanded contemporary
conceptualisation of possession asserted by this study. First, the term digital-material
possession is presented and clarified for its use in referring to the expanded concept.
Second, the relevance of Sartre’s (1972) material possession, its expansion and
application to the contemporary digital-material context is argued, supported by
recent literature from Carter and Gilovich (2012), Floridi (2014), LaSusa (2013) and
Vial (2018, 2019).
‘Digital-material possession’ is the term proposed for this new conceptualisation
of possession in the contemporary context. Use of the word ‘digital’ references the
digital nature of much of contemporary technology. Use of the word ‘material’ retains
the connection with Sartre’s (1972) underpinning material-based philosophy and
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acknowledges the often inseparable material components of predominantly digital
technologies such as hardware in a computer.
‘Digital material’ is an existing descriptive term and concept that is used in scholarship.
For example, in the contexts of new media and digital culture, van den Boomen et al.
(2009) present a digital-material approach to digital objects and their actions, and
from within the philosophy of technology Floridi (2014) examines the digital-material
through his concepts of the infosphere, onlife and inforg. These concepts are presented
earlier in the literature chapter for their contribution to a contemporary understanding
of self-identity, and addressed here for their encapsulation of the contemporary
context as an entanglement of informational things that are both digital and material
(Floridi 2014). Use of the term digital-material to describe contemporary possession
acknowledges such recent scholarship, including van den Boomen et al. (2009) and
Floridi (2014), that strives to understand the contemporary context and the inseparable
nature of the digital and material. Additionally, the term digital-material identifies and
differentiates between the original conceptualisation of Sartre’s (1972) possession and
the initial ideas for the newly expanded conceptualisation of possession proposed by
this study.
Interaction is an integral characteristic of possession for the contemporary context.
Interaction is an activity-based characteristic that has commonalities with both Sartre’s
(1972) material context and the contemporary digital-material context. Interactions are
exemplified in Sartre’s (1972) material context via use-based possession, illustrated by
riding a bike (Sartre 1972, p593); sight-based possession, illustrated by looking at a
field of snow (p582); creation-based possession, illustrated by the example of rolling
a cigarette (p577); and experiential-based possession, illustrated by taking part in the
activity of skiing (p582). These activities and experiences of material possession have
commonalities with the interactive and access-based nature of contemporary digital
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human–technology relationships, that are similarly use-based, sight-based, creationbased and experientially-based.
Use of digital-material technology constitutes a human–possession relationship in
the contemporary context. Such use of technology, exemplified by smartphones, online
banking and driving, among others, is daily, ongoing and implicated in many of the
activities of everyday life from the mundane to the exceptional. Every instance of use
is a human–possession relationship. Similarly, every time the objects and activities of
contemporary technology are used, seen and created, and every time the technological
environment is navigated, such as searching for a website and watching an online
video, exemplifies a human–possession relationship.
Carter and Gilovich (2012) argue for the centrality of the activities of doing in a
contemporary understanding of self-identity. They indicate that people are more likely
to remember and get satisfaction from what they do rather than what they buy. Their
statement, “I am what I do, not what I have” (Carter and Gilovich 2012, p1304),
acknowledges the importance of doing in their understanding of self-identity in the
contemporary context. This quote also makes connections with dematerialisation
of the contemporary context addressed earlier by Belk (2013) in Section 6.4.5, due to
the value that Carter and Gilovich (2012) place on the activities of doing, such as use,
interaction and access. Carter and Gilovich’s (2012) focus on doing provides support
for the application of Sartre’s (1972) possession to the digital-material context, even
though Carter and Gilovich (2012) do not reference Sartre’s (1972) earlier philosophical
approach. In contrast, their devaluing of having, indicated by the comment “not what
I have” (Carter and Gilovich 2012), does not align with Sartre’s (1972) concept of
possession, as doing and having constitute, in part, every human–possession
relationship.
Vial’s (2018, 2019) recent scholarship on technology’s role in an individual’s perception
of self and reality provides support for expansion of Sartre’s (1972) material possession
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to the contemporary digital-material context. Reiterating Section 2.7 of the literature
review, Vial (2018, 2019) asserts technology’s role in people’s perception of themselves
and the world as perception is grounded in the technology of each age. Vial (2018,
2019) highlights the centrality of technology within an individual’s perception and
reality, both the earlier material technologies and contemporary digital-material
technologies. Contemporary technologies, regardless of their material or digitalmaterial nature, are positioned as objects of possession that are central to an
understanding of possession in the contemporary context.
LaSusa (2013) highlights mental engagement as an important means of possession
in the contemporary context. LaSusa (2013, p84) indicates, “according to Sartre, the
objects and landscapes with which we physically and mentally engage in our everyday
projects become our possessions”. This statement reinforces the role of both physical
and mental engagement as two means of possession. Increasingly, activities and
objects are moving from a primarily material and physical context to the virtual,
mental, informational, experiential and immaterial, or evolving to have both material
and digital equivalents (Floridi 2014). Interpreting LaSusa’s (2013) comment above,
mental engagement is understood as an individual’s thoughts, feelings, values, goals
and memories, among others. Such forms of mental engagement are positioned as
immaterial activities of possession that may result in possession of similarly immaterial
objects. This immaterial understanding of the activities and objects of contemporary
possession reinforces Sartre’s (1972) notion that possession is more than ownership, as
immaterial activities and objects are clearly problematic when considered in the context
of ownership. Ownership of intellectual property is one potential example of ownership
of an immaterial object of possession. However, for the purposes of this study
ownership of immaterial possessions is not the focus. The important observation
for this study from this discussion on immaterial possession and possessions is that
possession exists on an intellectual level without the need to purchase or even use an
object to possess it. Possession on an intellectual level is exemplified by an individual’s
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perceptions of reality as these perceptions are viewed as being an individual’s
immaterial possessions.
Floridi’s (2014, p50) use of the term virtual materialism provides further
intradisciplinary support for the applicability of possession to the contemporary
digital-material context. Virtual materialism draws attention to the increasing
dematerialisation of objects and asserts the perception of use and access to be equal
to that of ownership. The scholarly attention paid by Floridi (2014) to a discussion of
use and ownership in the contemporary context, where material things and processes
are dematerialising into digital and combined digital-material things and processes,
supports the importance and relevance of an extended conceptualisation of possession
for the contemporary dematerialised and dematerialising context that is characterised
by use and access. Floridi (2014) and Sartre (1972) both address the importance of use.
Use is the activity that connects Floridi’s (2014) informational understanding of the self
with Sartre’s (1972) relational understanding of the self through the activities of use in
constructing an individual’s unique self-identity.
Floridi’s (2014) observation of creativity within his informational understanding of self
makes a further connection with Sartre’s (1972) material possession and its concept of
creative possession. Floridi (2014, p69) states “you are your information”; and indicates
that an individual’s information is creative, both consciously and unconsciously, from
their heartbeats on a personal health tracker to the meta-data on their smartphones.
Floridi’s (2014) creative understanding of personal information has commonalities with
Sartre’s (1972) creative understanding of possession that is illustrated by the creation of
material possessions. Floridi’s (2014) creative conceptualisation of information creates
a link between the immaterial, informational creative activities and outcomes of the
contemporary context and the creative activities and outcomes of Sartre’s (1972) earlier
material context.
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Human agency is a key characteristic of Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of possession.
It is the last point of discussion in this section on interdisciplinary scholarship
providing support for the expansion and application of possession to the contemporary
context. Recent scholarship asserts that agency is not the sole domain of humans.
Floridi (2014, p94) indicates the fourth revolution, addressed earlier in Section 2.4,
removes humanity from its position as the most intelligent on earth. Redström and
Wiltse’s (2019) concept of liquid assemblages also presented earlier in the literature
on self-identity in Section 2.7, positions individuals as objects of possession. Recent
posthumanist scholarship by Haraway (2003, 2008, 2015) and Hayles (1999) and
Lupton’s (2019) more-than-human perspectives assert the agency of non-humans.
These contemporary viewpoints stand in stark contrast to Sartre’s (1972) focus on
human agency.
These contrasting viewpoints on agency cannot be ignored due to the implications
they have for a conceptualisation of contemporary possession. Sartre’s (1972) human–
possession relationship requires reconsideration and re-evaluation for its relevance
to the contemporary context in the areas of human and non-human agency. A new,
inverted possession–human relationship, that is reciprocal possession, requires
addressing for its relevance to contemporary digital-material possession. Reciprocal
possession is presented in Section 8.6.1 as an emerging topic for future research.
This section has addressed the philosophical and theoretical support provided by
existing interdisciplinary scholarship for the expansion and application of Sartre’s
(1972) possession to the contemporary context. This section has indicated a range
of initial inclusions for an expanded conceptualisation of digital-material possession,
such as possession by embodiment and denial, and possession-human relationships,
also informed by existing interdisciplinary scholarship. These initial ideas on digitalmaterial possession enable the first research question to be addressed as iOS graphics
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are understood to be appearance-based digital-material possessions that contribute
to the construction of an individual iPhone user’s unique self-identity.

6.6 Qualities of digital-material possession
The final section of this chapter considers the qualities of digital-material possession.
Various qualities of material possession are illustrated throughout Sartre’s (1972)
writing. For example, Sartre (1972) indicates that ongoing use of an object creates
a more intense relationship of possession than that of one-off use. By extending this
observation, incremental changes to the frequency of use will also result in a different
relationship of possession. Limited use will create a more intense relationship of
possession than one-off use, and moderate use will create a more intense relationship
of possession than limited use. Drawing on insights from Carter and Grover’s (2015)
concept of IT identity, reflection on the different intensities that characterise
possession by use, due to the frequency of each instance of use, led to other qualities
of possession being identified. In addition to the frequency of possession, four other
qualities of amount, value, specificity and context of possession were identified. In a
similar manner to frequency, these other qualities of possession are also illustrated
in Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of possession. However, they are addressed little
beyond their illustrative purposes in his philosophy.
This section presents a case for the inclusion of these qualities of possession in the
new, expanded conceptualisation of digital-material possession proposed by this study.
The frequency of the human–possession relationship is the first quality discussed. As
indicated in the introduction to this section, Sartre (1972) addresses the strength of
the possessive relationship by the comparison between ongoing use and one-off use.
Ongoing use exemplifies a very strong possessive relationship that has the potential to
make a large contribution to the self-identity of the individual. For the purpose of this
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discussion on qualities of possession, ongoing creation, ongoing sight and ongoing
using up, that is destruction, also illustrate a strong possessive relationship with the
potential to make a large contribution to an individual’s self-identity. Similarly,
moderate possession via use, creation, sight and using up exemplifies a medium
possessive relationship that has the potential to result in a medium contribution to
an individual’s self-identity; and one-off use, creation, sight and using up illustrate
a weak possessive relationship and a potentially small contribution to an individual’s
self-identity. Such categorisation has potential to highlight the diversity and nuances
of each human–possession relationship, and to better understand the depth of
relationships that people have with their digital-material possessions. Additionally,
the quality of frequency has commonalities with Carter and Grover’s (2015) component
of relatedness in the IT identity.
Frequency of possession can be further categorised by an intra-quality spectrum
of intensity that ranges from strong to weak. The high frequency use associated with
ongoing possession does not necessarily align with a strong possessive relationship,
nor does low frequency use associated with one-off possession necessarily equate with
a weak possessive relationship. For example, seeing a horrific and distressing image
only once, such as the drowned Syrian refugee child washed up on a Turkish beach
in 2015 (Figure 6.1), may be enough for possession of that image to be ongoing. The
image may be recalled by the individual, seen in news bulletins or discussed in social
conversations. Even if the individual has intentionally avoided seeing the image again,
other verbal and visual triggers may lead to the image being recalled and possessed by
mental engagement. Therefore, intense one-off possession has the ability to become
ongoing possession because of an individual’s memory, thereby indicating that a quality
of possession, such as frequency, is further modified by the intensity associated with
each instance of possession. Such a range of intensities associated with the frequency
of possession is not addressed by Sartre (1972) but has similarities with Carter and
Grover’s (2015) component of relatedness in the IT identity.
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Figure 6.1: One-off possession of an image may become ongoing possession through recall
Source: Smith 2015

Similarly, the level of intensity associated with each type of possession is also
not addressed by Sartre (1972). For example, it is unclear if possession by creation
constitutes a more intense human–possession relationship than possession by sight,
or if possession by use is more intense than creative possession. This study suggests
that different types of possession have the potential to result in a more intense human–
possession relationship than others. For example, creative possession has potential
to be a more intense human–possession relationship than possession by sight due to
the number of instances of possession that may be included in creative possession.
Creative possession may include possession by sight, the activities of creation such as
conceptualising and making that result in an object of possession, and possession by
use and using up of the created possession. In comparison, possession by sight does not
appear to be able to incorporate a similar number of instances of possession, though
possession by use and using up could be included in possession by sight.
It is not clear if the level of intensity associated with each type of possession is more
important than the number of instances of possession in a human–possession
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relationship. For example, creative possession that contains four instances of
possession, such as possession by sight, creation, use and using up, has potential to
be more intense than creative possession that does not include use and using up. The
number of possessive relationships rather than the type of possessive relationships may
be the more important insight to take from this example.
The second quality of possession is the amount of possession in a human–possession
relationship. The number of possessive activities and objects in a human–possession
relationship is illustrated in Sartre’s (1972) description of skiing. Skiing incorporates
possession by creation, sight and doing. These three types of possession incorporated
in the one activity of skiing suggest a stronger possessive relationship than from a
single form of possession. This accumulation of types of possession in an activity or
object can be understood as an indicator of the strength of the human–possession
relationship. That is, one type of possession in an activity or object is potentially weaker
than two types of possession, and two types of possession in an activity or object are
weaker than three types of possession. The intra-quality spectrum for the amount of
possession in the human–possession relationship, ranging from large to small, is based
on the number of instances of possession in each human–possession relationship.
A chain of possession exemplifies the cumulative quality of possession. The visual
metaphor of a chain represents the strength of possession, and its corresponding
relevance for an individual, by each link that represents a particular instance of
possession. In addition, the overall length of the chain indicates the overall strength
of the human–possession relationship, that is, the longer the chain the stronger the
relationship. The metaphor of a chain of possession is inspired by the chain of meaning
from du Gay et al. (2013), and its role in illustrating the various articulations that result
from accumulated individual and cultural meaning. In the context of possession, the
length of the chain makes visible the instances of possession, that is, the longer the
chain the more instances of possession. The length of the chain is also representative
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of the strength of the human–possession relationship, that is, the longer the chain the
stronger the relationship. However, as with frequency of possession discussed earlier in
this section, the strength of the human-possession relationship will be modified by the
frequency and intensity associated with each instance of possession. Consequently, a
long chain may not necessarily be representative of a strong possessive relationship due
to the number of instances of possession, nor is a short chain representative of a weak
possessive relationship. Last, the length of the chain may provide a visual indication
of the value of the human–possession relationship, that is, the longer the chain the
greater the value of the possession or possessive activity for an individual.
The value of a human–possession relationship is the third quality of possession
addressed. The role of value in the conceptualisation of possession is unclear from
Sartre’s (1972) philosophy. However, LaSusa’s (2013) observation of garbage in
response to Sartre’s (1972) claim that everything is possessed, comes closest to a
discussion on the role of value in the human–possession relationship. LaSusa (2013)
indicates that an individual who sees something of low personal value, illustrated
by garbage overflowing on the side of the road, possesses the object by sight and by
denial. Conversely, by inverting LaSusa’s (2013) illustration, an individual who sees the
garbage as a resource will highly value it for its recycling and money-making potential.
Therefore, the value of a human–possession relationship is based on the meaning that
is made by the individual in each instance of possession. The intra-quality spectrum for
the value of possession ranges from very high to very low, thereby providing further
differentiation for the quality of value in a human–possession relationship.
The value associated with a human–possession relationship is not contingent on
the frequency of possession. This study suggests that the symbolic value of an object
or activity of possession for an individual, and the strength or weakness of the resulting
human–possession relationship, may be but is not necessarily based on the frequency
of use. Using the daily commute to work as an example, commuting is a possessive
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activity of high frequency that may be valued less than a one-off activity of possession,
such as a once-in-a-lifetime trip overseas. The leisure trip is likely to be highly
anticipated, shared with others, posted on social media, reminisced about and dreamt
about in the hope of another trip in the future. The trip is highly valued even though it
is potentially a one-off activity of possession. Consequently, the value associated with
a human–possession relationship is not necessarily aligned with the frequency of
possession.
The specificity of possession, that is, the unique details associated with each human–
possession relationship, is the fourth quality of possession addressed. Sartre
(1972) presents riding a bicycle as an example of ongoing use. However, there is
no elaboration on the type of bike that is implicated in the human–possession
relationship. The brand and colour of the bike illustrate some of the details that
characterise a unique human–possession relationship and result in the construction of
an individual’s unique self-project. Yet, for Sartre (1972), the focus of his philosophy is
the use of a possession, such as riding a bike, rather than the details of the possession,
such as the colour of the bike. Drawing on Sartre’s (1972, p568) observations from
earlier in Being and Nothingness before his conceptualisation of material possession,
he states that every behaviour is revealing. Subsequently, the details associated with
an individual’s possessions, such as the decisions to purchase a green bike instead of
a purple bike or a road bike instead of a mountain bike, are also revealing. This study
argues that use of an object, material or digital-material, together with the specific
details of the object, are equally important elements in the conceptualisation of digitalmaterial possession. Consequently, the quality of specificity is an important inclusion
for digital-material possession and makes connections with Carter and Grover’s (2015)
characteristics of IT. An intra-quality spectrum cannot be provided for specificity due
to the unique and specific nature of each activity of possession and object of possession.
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The context of possession, for both the activity and object of possession, is the
final quality of possession addressed. In Sartre’s (1972) skiing example, one context
of possession is the environment, that is the ski slopes, and the other context of
possession is the category of sport or recreational skiing. The slopes are possessed due
to their position as the environment in which the activity of possession takes place, that
is the environment of skiing. The context of contemporary digital-material activities
is also understood to be possessed by the individual user. For example, user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance in the iOS context illustrates an individual’s possession
of the iPhone, as the immediate digital-material environment of the possessive activity,
that is use of the iPhone. In addition, the physical location of the possessive interaction,
such as home, workplace, restaurant or holiday, among others, and the wider, branded
and networked iOS ecosystem, is also implicated as contexts of possession. This
broader understanding of context that implicates the wider contexts of home or
brand, among others, in a human–possession relationship aligns with Sartre’s (1972)
possession of the view while skiing. Possession of a view exemplifies a human–
possession relationship that is beyond the immediate environment of the possessive
activity of skiing or of using iOS graphics on an iPhone. Additionally, the context of
possession makes connections with Carter and Grover’s (2015) situational influences
of ITs.
The context of possession may elevate the intensity of a human–possession
relationship. To illustrate this point, seeing may become more possessive, and therefore
potentially more valuable, depending on the context of possession. For example, seeing
may be viewed as a more valuable form of possession during and after the COVID-19
lockdowns in 2020 than in pre-COVID times, as seeing family and friends online
replaced the physicality of being present. The COVID-19 context of seeing has
potentially elevated the importance of possession by sight for some individuals
due to the inability of physical presence during COVID-19 lockdowns.
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An individual’s perception of their context also plays a role in a human–possession
relationship. Vial (2019) observes that perception is grounded in technology. Therefore,
the perception of self and others is potentially different for those individuals who have
grown up in the contemporary context, exemplified by Floridi’s (2014) concept of the
infosphere, compared to those who have grown up before the ubiquity of digitisation.
An individual whose perception of self, others and the world around them is grounded
in the infosphere will potentially have a more intense possessive relationship with
contemporary digital-material activities and objects than those individuals whose
perception is grounded in older technologies. However, it must also be acknowledged
that there is potential for all individuals, across and within generations, to have
their perception grounded in the contemporary technological context and have a
correspondingly strong human–possession relationship. A spectrum for this last quality
of context cannot be provided, due to the unique context of each human–possession
relationship that is contingent on the immediate context, the wider context, changes
in context and an individual’s perception.
Addressing the implicit, under-discussed qualities in Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation
of material possession highlights the unique and nuanced nature of every human–
possession relationship. Possession in the contemporary digital-material context
is understood by this study as the unique, diverse and flexible human–possession
relationship between an individual and their digital-material activities and objects that
partially constitutes their self-identity. The investigation of the qualities of possession
has also indicated the potential for future research to develop a matrix of the entangled
relationships between and within the different types of possession and the different
qualities of possession. A matrix of possession, that makes visible the diversity of
human–possession relationships, together with their activities and objects of
possession and the intra-spectrum qualities of each of these possessive relationships,
has potential to provide deep insights into the users of contemporary technologies
and inform the design process of digital things. Consequently, a matrix of possession
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is a proposed area of future research that will continue to develop the concept of digitalmaterial possession.

6.7 Summary
Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of possession was critically analysed and its relevance
asserted for expansion and application to the contemporary digital-material context.
Psychological and philosophical grounding of possession was presented as background
for the expansion of the concept as too were the key terms used by Sartre (1972) to
define and illustrate his approach to material possession. Scholarship referencing
Sartre’s (1972) ideas on material possession was reviewed for an overview of
possession’s existing interdisciplinary applications and its potential to inform the
expansion of possession for contemporary application.
Digital-material possession was defined and discussed as the new term used to
distinguish between Sartre’s (1972) philosophy of material possession and the newly
expanded conceptualisation of possession for the contemporary context. The five
primary qualities of frequency, amount, value, specificity and context, and their intraquality spectrums, were identified and addressed for their contribution to the unique
nuances exemplified in every human–possession relationship. The primary outcome
from this critical analysis of Sartre’s (1972) possession were initial ideas for an
expanded conceptualisation of possession for the contemporary digital-material
context. The second outcome was the identification and clarification of the qualities
of possession and their intra-quality spectrums. A third and final outcome from this
critical analysis was increased support for the relevance of Sartre’s (1972) concept
of possession for better understanding the diversity of individual users of current
technologies, their unique human–possession relationships, and the agency of their
activities and objects of possession. Such insights into users of technology and the
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agency of the technology itself, made possible by Sartre’s (1972) possession and this
critical analysis, make a new contribution to the philosophy of technology. These
insights into individuals and their unique human–possession relationships are also
invaluable design resources. Sartre’s (1972) concept of material possession and the
initial ideas on digital-material possession are discussed in the following chapter for
their relevance and contribution to the field of design.
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Chapter 7: Discussion

7.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the relevance of possession and digital-material possession
for the field of design. Underpinning this discussion are three key points of reflection.
These points have developed from reflection-in-action and reflection-on-action of the
intersection between the design and development of the prototypes, Sartre’s (1972)
conceptualisation of material possession, and the new expanded concept of digitalmaterial possession. First, the activity of design is positioned as an activity of
possession. Second, the outcomes of design, which are designed things including
ideas, systems and objects, are viewed as objects of possession. Third, designers are
among the many humans and non-humans that enable the activities and objects of
possession, resulting in the construction of their own human–possession relationships
and the human–possession relationships of others.
The following discussion highlights the contribution of digital-material possession to
the research questions, the field of design, designers and individual users of designed
things. Section 7.2 addresses the research questions, separately then collectively,
through the lens of digital-material possession. Section 7.3 presents broad
philosophical implications for the field of design, design practitioners and the users
of designed things, due to the common activities of making, doing and using that
characterise both design activity and human–possession relationships. A series of
design reflections follow the philosophical implications. These reflections are prompted
by connections made between digital-material possession, the role of the designer, the
design process and the prototypes as exemplars of designed things. They are structured
using the elements of the circuit of culture (du Gay et al. 2013) due to the intersection
of digital-material possession with the cultural concerns of representation, identity,
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consumption, production and regulation. Section 7.4 addresses representation through
connections made between appearance and possession in the contemporary contexts of
online games, visual social media and appearance-based reminiscence therapy. Section
7.5 discusses possession via the role of design activity and outcomes in the self-identity
of designers and the individual users of designed things. Section 7.6 addresses
consumption and the role of an individual user in co-creation and destruction,
exemplified by user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance activities and outcomes.
Section 7.7 discusses creative possession by addressing the designer’s and user’s role
in the production of designed things. Last, Section 7.8 considers the role of designers as
regulators of possession due to the things they design and the co-creation opportunities
they enable or restrict for individual users.

7.2 Possession and the research questions
Identity is a well-established and ongoing concern of interdisciplinary scholarship,
addressed earlier in the review of self-identity literature in Chapter 2. However, the role
of appearance-dominant non-representational digital things, such as the appearance of
iOS app icons, within the self-identity of an individual iPhone user is largely inferred in
research conducted at a broader, device level. However, digital-material possession
directly addresses the appearance-based concerns of the first research question: What
contribution do iOS graphics and their existing user-initiated personalisation-ofappearance options make to an iPhone user’s self-identity? First, existing iOS graphics
are positioned as objects of digital-material possession by sight, use, embodiment and
denial. Second, the existing user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options of iOS
graphics are design features with potential to contribute to a contemporary human–
possession relationship by sight, creation, use, using up, embodiment and denial.
Existing user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options for iOS graphics
exemplify Sartre’s (1972) concept of indefinite extensions of possession.
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Indefinite extensions in the original context of material possession are the
characteristics and possibilities of a human–possession relationship, as Sartre
(1972, p596) states:
No particular appropriation has any meaning outside its indefinite extensions:
the pen which I possess is the same as all other pens … but in addition I possess
in it the possibility of writing, of tracing with certain characteristic forms and
color.
User-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options in the prototypes illustrate
indefinite extensions in the contemporary digital-material context. These options
make generic objects more meaningful for individuals through the choices provided
by designers for the personalisation of design elements such as colour, shape and size.
The appearance of iOS app icons, in their originally supplied state from Apple, are
viewed as generic objects of contemporary possession and their visual characteristics
and possibilities are their indefinite extensions. Characteristics of iOS app icons are
exemplified by the shape of the icon and the flat graphic rendering style. Possibilities
of iOS app icons are the existing user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options,
the uniquely individual interactions that individuals have with these graphics, and
the unique human–possession relationship that is embodied in the activity of
personalisation and the personalised outcomes thereby mirroring the uniquely
individual nature of handwriting expressed by Sartre’s (1972) observation above.
Consequently, indefinite extensions are a means of achieving diversity of use and
appearance within an instance of possession. Furthermore, these extensions have the
potential to contribute to an individual’s self-identity by accommodating their unique
choices, motivations and meanings of their smartphone use and the appearance of the
graphics. Therefore, in response to the first research question, the indefinite extensions
of iOS graphics, exemplified by the existing iOS user-initiated personalisation-ofappearance options, have the potential to contribute to an iPhone user’s self-identity
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by accommodating an individual’s unique choices, motivations and meanings
associated with the use and appearance of their iOS graphics.
Sartre (1972) indicates that the human–possession relationship is ontological as it
makes connections between an individual’s things and their personally constructed
reality. This ontological relationship is described when Sartre (1972, p588, italics in
original) asserts:
The bond of possession is an internal bond of being … the possessor and the
possessed constitute ideally a unique reality. To possess is to be united with the
object possessed in the form of appropriation; to wish to possess is to wish to
be united to an object in this relation … “possessor-possessed”.
Sartre’s (1972) observation provides direct support for addressing the first research
question. It allows for appearance-dominant digital-material things, such as iOS
graphics, to make an ontological contribution to an individual iPhone user by framing
iOS graphics as possessions that partially constitute an individual’s unique reality. The
resulting human–possession relationship between the individual and their possession
is expressed in the words of Sartre (1972, p591, italics in original) as “I am what I have”;
in the words of LaSusa (2013, p85, italics in original) as “I am my iPhone”; and in the
design context of this study as “I am what I personalise”. Therefore, design activity and
outcomes, such as user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance of iOS graphics, are
also understood as ontological due to their role in partially constituting an individual
iPhone user’s reality.
The reference to user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options in the first
research question suggests the potential for increasing the intensity of the human–
possession relationship through an individual’s participation in creation. For example,
the existing manufacturer-installed iOS graphics are possessed by all iPhone users by
sight, use and embodiment. Participation in user-initiated personalisation activities
increases the intensity of the human–possession relationship through the inclusion
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of creative possession, in addition to possession by sight, use and embodiment.
The resulting personalised objects of creative possession move from being generic
possessions to unique possessions due to the utilisation of their indefinite extensions.
Digital-material possession also contributes to addressing the second research
question: How can a range of user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options
be designed for iOS app icons, to facilitate increased personalisation opportunities
and still maintain a visual link with Apple’s branding identity? Through the lens of
digital-material possession the prototypes make visible a set of speculative appearancedominant digital-material objects of possession. The prototypes illustrate the diversity
and flexibility of a range of co-creation opportunities that are enabled by the dynamic
framework and these co-creation opportunities are positioned as some of the indefinite
extensions of iOS app icons. These extensions include the flexible treatment of app icon
sizes, shapes, titles and rendering style of the iOS app icon image. They have potential
to make the iPhone more meaningful for users through possession by creation, sight,
use, using up, embodiment and denial, while maintaining a visual link with the Apple
brand.
Digital-material possession also enables a connection to be made between the two
research questions. Possession is the conceptual glue that connects the first research
question and its predominantly philosophical and theoretical concerns with the design
concerns of the second research question. In addressing the first research question,
iOS graphics and their personalisation activities are positioned as objects and activities
of digital-material possession that constitute, in part, an individual iPhone user’s
self-identity. In addressing the second research question the speculative prototypes
exemplify contemporary objects of digital-material possession. Their increased options
for brand-aligned user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance are indefinite
extensions of possession, and the dynamic framework illustrates a structured means
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of designing for possession. Consequently, digital-material possession is viewed
as the philosophical connection between the two research questions.
This connection has developed iteratively throughout the timeframe of the study.
The critical analysis of possession together with reflection-in-action and reflectionon-action on the prototypes and dynamic framework has enabled the interplay between
Sartre’s (1972) philosophy and the design outcomes of this study to be recognised. This
interplay is mirrored in the connections that are made between the research questions,
and illustrated by insights on possession and self-identity from the first research
question that have informed the design outcomes of the second research question and
vice-versa. Furthermore, the interplay between the research questions also exemplifies
the connections between knowing and doing, the theoretical underpinnings of
existentialism (Warnock 1970, pp2-3), and therefore Sartre (1972). When viewed
together, the collective insights gained from addressing the research questions through
the lens of digital-material possession demonstrate the relevance of the new, expanded
conceptualisation of possession to the contemporary context of mobile technologies
and self-identity. This expansion of Sartre’s (1972) concept of material possession to
the contemporary digital-material context is asserted as a new contribution to
knowledge made by this study.
Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of material possession and the initial ideas on digitalmaterial possession also make a contribution to knowledge within the philosophy of
technology. Sartre (1972) is not considered to be a philosopher of technology, as Loeve
et al. (2018, p14) indicate:
French phenomenologists such as Maurice Merleau-Ponty or even Jean-Paul
Sartre did not directly contribute to the philosophy of technology. Sartre’s
reflections on the mundane use of things in l’Etre et le neant [Being and
Nothingness] (1943) were largely inspired by the “tool analysis” of Sein
und Zeit [Heidegger’s (1927) Being and Time].
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This study argues that Sartre’s (1972) concept of material possession contributes to
an understanding of contemporary digital-material technologies as the activities and
objects of possession. Consequently, the proposition put forward here is that Sartre’s
(1972) possession has been overlooked for its contribution to technological scholarship.
Sartre’s (1972) interest in everyday objects, activities and the “mundane use of things”
(Loeve et al. 2018, p14) is the very reason for Sartre’s (1972) relevance to contemporary
digital-material technology. Digital things are becoming increasingly mundane because
of their everyday use and familiarity. For example, the appearance of iOS graphics
exemplifies one such set of mundane digital things. They are seen and used repeatedly
throughout the day, often automatically without thought. Drawing on Vial’s (2018,
2019) theory of ontophany, iOS graphics, though mundane, are understood as a
manifestation of being that is implicated in an individual’s perception of the world,
self and their self-identity. Sartre (1972) provides a philosophical understanding of
the nature and agency of these everyday, appearance-dominant technologies, thereby
highlighting Sartre’s (1972) relevance for the philosophy of technology.
Appearance is also part of the mundane nature of iOS app icons and a component of
technology. Sartre (1972, p568) offers the following insight regarding mundane things
from Being and Nothingness, located before his conceptualisation of possession:
Man is a totality and not a collection … he expresses himself as a whole in even
his most insignificant and his most superficial behaviour … there is not a taste,
a mannerism, or an human act which is not revealing.
Appearance is entangled in an individual’s totality due to their personal appearance,
the appearance of the material and digital-material things that they choose to possess,
and the appearance of the things that they possess solely by sight. The appearance of an
iOS app icon is inseparable from its use, thereby illustrating agency of appearance and
possession by sight in the everyday behaviours of individuals in the contemporary
digital-material context.
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7.3 Possession and design
This section discusses broad implications for the field of design, design practitioners
and the individual users of designed things through the lens of digital-material
possession. Human–possession relationships and the field of design are linked through
their common activities of making, doing, using and using up, exemplified by the
design activities in the title of the recent publication Design. Think. Make. Break.
Repeat. A Handbook of Methods (Tomitsch et al. 2018). The common activities of
making, doing, using and using up are discussed in this section together with the key
relational characteristics of both possession and design. These commonalities are then
followed by a discussion on the need for responsible and ethical design outcomes due to
the role of design and designers in human–possession relationships and the potential
for these relationships to be positive, negative or a mixture of both.
Design is broadly described as a transformative activity combining thinking, acting,
making and doing, resulting in the creation of artefacts, systems and ideas that impact
individuals and society (Crouch and Pearce 2012, ppiv-xiii). These activities and their
outcomes, illustrated by the creation of artefacts, systems and ideas, position design
as an exemplar of a human–possession relationship. Thinking is an activity that is
common to both design and possession. Despite thinking not being directly referred
to in Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of possession, thinking is clearly implied in the
activities that are used to illustrate possession, such as painting a picture, seeing and
wanting an object in a shop window or riding a bike.
The design activities of acting, making and doing are also common to possession. These
design activities align with Sartre’s (1972) possessive activities of having and doing,
characterised by the activities of seeing, using, using up and creating. Seeing is an
implicit characteristic of the human–possession relationship. It is discussed in greater
detail in Section 7.4 in the context of representation and appearance. Use and using
up are implicit in the self-identities of the designer and individual users of designed
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things, and are addressed in Section 7.5. Use and using up are also key activities for the
consumption of designed objects and are addressed further in Section 7.6 in the context
of consumption. Creative activity is implicit in the production of design outcomes and
is discussed further in Section 7.7.
Digital-material possession enables design activity to also be viewed as a relationship.
Sartre’s (1972) human–possession relationship is comprised of the possessive activities
of seeing, use, using up and creation. Similarly, in the design context, the design
activities of acting, making and doing are understood to align with the possessive
activities of seeing, use, using up and creation. For example, activities such as
investigating and exhausting different design ideas before settling on a preferred design
direction to follow exemplify possession by sight, using up and creation. Therefore,
design activities are positioned as possessive activities that in turn characterise a
human–possession relationship in the design context.
Sartre (1972) does not address the role of designers and manufacturers in his writing
on material possession. Sartre (1972) does not acknowledge the maker of objects such
as the pen or the lamp that he uses to illustrate his ideas on possession. Additionally,
while Sartre (1972) acknowledges the existence of indefinite extensions of possession,
that is the characteristics and possibilities of possession, he does not address their
creation. This study argues that a human–possession relationship is constructed by
both the maker of the object of possession, such as the unknown manufacturer of
Sartre’s (1972) pen, in conjunction with the individual user of the objects of possession.
In the contemporary context, the human–possession relationship between an
individual and their iOS graphics is constructed by Apple, the UI designer and software
developer, among others, in conjunction with the individual iPhone user, by sight, use,
using up, creation, embodiment and denial. Recent scholarship from the design field
by Orth et al. (2018) provides further support for a relational understanding of design.
These scholars observe the role of design and designers in “the formation of meaningful
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user-object relationships” (Orth et al. 2018, p93), indicating the currency of positioning
the activities and objects of design as the activities and objects of a human–possession
relationship.
There is potential for designers to benefit from a deeper understanding of the
implications of possession for their practice. First, designers are entangled in the
activities and objects of contemporary possession by the very nature of design practice,
as it results in the production of ideas, systems and things, that in turn partially
constitute the human–possession relationships of themselves and the individual
users of their designed things. Second, designers have the skills to enable, restrict
and optimise human–possession relationships due to their training in, and knowledge
of, visual communication strategies such as composition, legibility and colour use,
among others. For example, a mobile user-interface (UI) demonstrating strong design
foundations, such as good contrast between text and background for maximum
legibility, not only optimises visual possession of what is seen but also has the potential
to facilitate other instances of possession such as use and ongoing use. In comparison,
poor legibility may result in possession by denial, as a mobile UI that is difficult to read
may be perceived as hard to use, frustrating, poorly designed and ‘not me’. The expert
skills of design professionals are a means of creating a human–possession relationship
as well as maintaining the relevance of a human–possession relationship for the
individual user of a designed thing.
The inclusion of co-creation opportunities in digital things is another means for
designers to optimise possession. As suggested in the earlier discussion on qualities
of possession in the previous chapter, the human–possession relationship has the
potential to be strengthened by the number of instances of possession within an
activity or object. In the context of visual possession, an existing human–possession
relationship of sight, use and ongoing use will be strengthened by the inclusion of
creation opportunities, such as increased user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance
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options. Co-creation introduces another instance of possession into the existing
human–possession relationship and can provide potential to further strengthen
and enrich the relationship.
The positive aspects of a human–possession relationship have been the focus of this
section. However, the potential for negative implications from a human–possession
relationship must also be acknowledged. For example, an individual who is feeling
overwhelmed by their digital-material possessions or compelled to act in an unhealthy
way because of them, such as obsessively checking their smartphone, illustrates a
negative human–possession relationship. Such examples highlight the negative end
of a relational spectrum of intensity between an individual and their digital-material
possessions. Problematic smartphone use is one such negative relationship, discussed
below due to its relevance for design.
Horwood and Anglim (2018, p349) define problematic smartphone use as behaviour
that becomes habitual and “compulsive … [leading] to impaired daily functioning in
terms of productivity, social relationships, physical health, or emotional well-being”.
Their study examines problematic behaviours in the context of psychological illness
and they indicate that an individual’s personality is one of many factors implicated
in problematic smartphone use. Sartre’s (1972) insights into the human–possession
relationship provide a philosophical viewpoint on contemporary issues such as
problematic smartphone use due to the roles of use, using up and embodiment in
problematic behaviour. Additionally, the newly asserted qualities of possession
identified and evaluated earlier in the critical analysis highlight the important roles
of frequency, amount, value, specificity and context of possession, thereby enabling
greater appreciation of the depth of connection that some individuals have with their
mobile devices, games and social media that may result in problematic use.
Design is directly implicated in problematic smartphone use. The daily individual,
social and cultural requirements, and expectations of smartphone use, together with
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the deliberate inclusion of addictive and enticing smartphone features (Horwood 2018,
cited in Deakin University 2018), implicate designers in this problematic behaviour.
Horwood (2018, cited in Deakin University 2018) indicates:
Another factor, and this is an important one, is that smartphones and the apps
that we use on them are designed to entice us to use them, and keep using them,
for as long as possible. They are deliberately addictive devices, even though we
may not think of them that way.
Actual use, expectations of use and intentionally addictive design features are a potent
mix of intense instances of possession. Designers are implicated in the inclusion of
such addictive design features that have potential to lead to problematic behaviour.
Consequently, designers play an important role in the types of human–possession
relationships that are enabled or restricted, such as helpful or harmful relationships
due to the indefinite extensions of their design outcomes.
The facilitation of possession by designers sits in tension between the design
requirements of a client and designers’ moral and ethical responsibility for the
individual users of their designed things. Design is being irresponsible if a human–
possession relationship is characterised by destructive and addictive behaviour due to
the design features that have been intentionally included. Greater understanding of the
role played by design within the human–possession relationship, and the facilitation of
positive or negative relationships, will enable designers to knowingly avoid doing harm
and benefit individual users through the provision of responsible design outcomes. As
designers are entangled in the human–possession relationships of others, the field of
design, its activities and outcomes, moves beyond its role as a means of problem solving
or providing products and services for consumption, to that of enabling possession and
creating individual and collective reality. Therefore, designers and their designed things
are implicated in the very being of themselves, and others, due to the possibilities they
enable for digital-material possession.
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Three recommendations arise from this discussion of possession and digital-material
possession for the design field. The first recommendation is that designers understand
possession and digital-material possession, due to the relevance of these concepts as
design resources with insights into the nature and agency of designed things, the nature
and agency of users of designed things and the nature and agency of the designer’s role
in the reality of others. Second, a call for designers to include co-creation opportunities
in their designed things as a means of enabling and optimising the human–possession
relationships of others. Co-creation introduces another instance of possession into the
human–possession relationship, in addition to sight, use and ongoing use, and has the
potential to further strengthen an existing human–possession relationship by including
another instance of possession within a designed thing. The third recommendation
is that designers engage in ethical and responsible practices that facilitate helpful not
harmful, human–possession relationships, and avoid doing deliberate harm such as
through the intentional inclusion of addictive design features.

7.4 Possession and representation
This chapter now undertakes closer examination of possession for the design context
through its intersection with representation, identity, consumption, production and
regulation. This section addresses connections made between the concepts of visual
possession and representation. Representation is one of the elements in the circuit of
culture (du Gay et al. 2013) that critiques the relationship between the appearance of
an object and the range of meanings that are associated with what is seen (du Gay et al.
2013; Hall 2013).
Representation is linked to identity through the entangled and inseparable
interconnections of the circuit, and linked to visual possession through the
interconnections of appearance, meaning and identity. Visual possession is the
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relationship between what an individual sees and their very being, that is, the uniquely
constructed self-project of their self-identity. Representation and visual possession
draw attention to the key role of designers in the appearance of things due to the
intended and unintended meanings made by individual users of appearance-dominant
designed things, and the implications of appearance and its associated meanings for
the self-identities of individual users.
Sartre (1972, p576, p586) provides two examples of visual possession through
his illustration of creating a picture and looking at a picture. Creating a picture
incorporates creative possession and visual possession, that is making and seeing,
whereas looking at a picture on the wall is solely visual possession. The inclusion of
these appearance-dominant material possessions in Sartre’s (1972) philosophy provides
support for the appearance of digital-material things to be positioned as visual digitalmaterial possessions. Visual possessions in the contemporary context include images
that are seen, images that are created, the process of image-making and the meanings
associated with appearance-based activities and outcomes, such as the speculative userinitiated personalisation-of-appearance outcomes seen in the prototypes.
The importance of sight within Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of possession is
both straightforward and problematic. Sartre (1972, p586, italics in original) asserts:
To possess an object is to be able to use it. However, I am not satisfied with
this definition. In this café I use this plate and this glass, yet they are not mine.
I can not “use” that picture which hangs on my wall, and yet it belongs to me.
Sartre (1972) indicates that sight alone can enable a human–possession relationship.
Visual possession is not contingent on any other activity of possession for it to be
viewed as a means of possession. Unfortunately, Sartre’s (1972) understanding of visual
possession does not address implications for the human–possession relationship of
those individuals who are blind or have impaired vision. This gap indicates the need
for a more diverse and inclusive conceptualisation of human–possession relationships
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in the proposed expanded conceptualistion of digital-material possession, to better
understand the relevance of possession for all individuals, sighted, blind or with limited
vision, and to inform accessible design activities and outcomes.
Design and designers are also implicated in the identity of individuals who may not
own, use or even access a design outcome. Drawing on Sartre (1972), individuals can
possess design outcomes by sight alone. Drawing on LaSusa’s (2013) extended
understanding of possession individuals may possess design outcomes by sight,
embodiment and denial. LaSusa’s (2013) observation of garbage highlights visual
possession by sight, embodiment and denial as the garbage is possessed by all who
see it but the meaning and value associated with this visual possession will differ for
each individual viewer. Those individuals who view the garbage as a resource, such
as a potential means to make money from recycling, will ascribe greater value and
meaning to the garbage compared to another individual who views it as a potential
health hazard. For these latter individuals the garbage is possessed by sight,
embodiment and denial as it partially constitutes their self-identity due to the lack
of value associated with garbage. In the contemporary design context, iOS app icons
are possessed by all individuals including the individuals for whom these icons hold
little value or meaning. For example, an Android user who views the front screen of a
friend’s iPhone or sees advertising for the latest iPhone will possess the icons by sight,
embodiment and denial. These two examples of the human–possession relationship
by visual possession of garbage and iOS app icons highlight the ontological nature of
appearance, as what is seen partially constitutes an individual’s self-identity.
LaSusa (2013) also highlights the ontological nature of visual possession, indicating
individuals anchor the meaning of their human–possession relationships and the
ascribed meaning, that in turn defines their being. Drawing on Sartre (1972), LaSusa
(2013, p85) states:
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Sartre believes that the objects that we come to possess through our projects also
constitute our being … that is, when engaging with or making use of an object, we
give it meaning, and it, in turn, defines us … doing is a mode of having and having
is a mode of being. The three are ontologically linked in the structure of human
consciousness.
In the design context, seeing an appearance-dominant digital-material object such
as an iOS app icon is an engagement by sight that is given meaning by an individual
viewer and in turn defines that viewer. This connection between sight, meaning and
being demonstrates the importance of visual possession and possessions within an
individual’s self-identity and the centrality of design to an individual’s reality through
the design and production of appearance-dominant digital things. The importance of
visual possession and possessions to the construction of an individual’s reality, and
the role of design in enabling that reality, indicates the ontological nature of design.
The two appearance-based concepts of representation and visual possession provide
an increased understanding of the nature and agency of appearance for visual
communicators, and for designers of digital-material things with an appearancedominant component.
Visual possession is now critiqued for its relevance to the contemporary context using
the examples of digital games, visual social media and appearance-based reminiscence
therapy. This form of therapy is discussed due to its use of screen-based graphics as
a meaningful experience for individuals with dementia, indicating an application of
visual possession beyond the iOS concerns of this study.

7.4.1 Digital games
Digital games embody visual possession. Minecraft, developed by Mojang (2020), is
a digital game that exemplifies overt embodied visual possession due to its immersive
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and appearance-dominant gameplay (Figure 7.1). Visual possession is both a
standalone instance of possession, illustrated by Sartre’s (1972) example of seeing a
painting, as well as found in combination with other instances of possession, illustrated
by Sartre’s (1972) example of skiing that includes possession by sight in addition to use
and using up. Minecraft is an example of a visual possession combined with possession
by creation, use and using up. Creative possession is illustrated by accessing co-creation
opportunities and creating objects and environments within the gameplay. Possession
by use is exemplified by gameplay features such as using the objects within the game,
and possession by using up is observed via deletion of objects created within the game
and the destruction caused by elements of the game, such as fire and mining.

Figure 7.1: Minecraft exemplifies embodied visual possession
Source: Mojang 2020

Digital games also include different qualities of possession. For example, opportunities
for visual and creative possession are illustrated by the inclusion of user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance options in a game environment, such as the userinitiated options in Minecraft and the earlier Multi-user domains (MUDs) (Turkle
1995). In comparison, games such as Pong (Centre for Computing History 2020)
(Figure 7.2) and Osmos (Hemisphere Games 2013) (Figure 7.3) have less opportunities
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for possession due to the lack of options for individuals to co-create the gameplay. This
comparison highlights the importance of the number of opportunities for possession in
digital games. The larger the number of opportunities for co-creation in a digital game,
that is the number of indefinite extensions of possession, the greater the potential for a
stronger human–possession relationship compared to a game with fewer opportunities
for co-creation. Consequently, the number of opportunities for possession in digital
games enabled by game developers and designers, and the qualities associated with
each instance of possession that is made uniquely meaningful by each individual gamer,
have potential to strengthen a human–possession relationship in the game context.
Ongoing advances in visual technology, exemplified by the amount of visual detail in
the Minecraft graphics compared to Pong graphics, enable increased and more intense
human–possession relationships due to the clarity of the visual possession and
the inclusion of increasingly sophisticated co-creation opportunities for gamers.

Figure 7.2: Pong graphics
Source: Berlin 2017
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Figure 7.3: Osmos graphics
Source: Hemisphere Games 2013

Possession is also observed in gameplay through the activities and outcomes that take
place within the game environment. For example, Minecraft’s (Mojang 2020, n.p.)
marketing indicates (Figure 7.1):
The world is yours for the making
Prepare for an adventure of limitless possibilities as you build, mine,
battle mobs, and explore the ever-changing Minecraft landscape.
Many instances of possession that take place in the game are expressed by this
statement. For example, the Minecraft world is possessed by an individual gamer
through creation, use and using up, expressed by the activities of making, building,
mining, battling and exploring. The limitless possibilities of the game exemplify
indefinite extensions of possession within the game, and embodied possession is
illustrated by the unique activities of an individual’s gameplay that involves seeing,
creating, using and using up the game’s objects and environment.
Minecraft is an example of a contemporary human–possession relationship between an
individual and an appearance-dominant technology. This study suggests the popularity
of games such as Minecraft could be attributed to the strong and meaningful human–
possession relationships that are enabled between an individual and a game as the
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gamer is embodied in the gameplay, and the activities and objects of the game partially
constitute their reality and understanding of self. Conversely, possession calls into
question the ethics of including extreme violence in digital games as the gamer is
embodied in activities of destructive possession that also constitute their reality and
understanding of self.

7.4.2 Visual social media
Digital-material possession provides a philosophical perspective on the nature and
agency of visual social media. For example, consider the practice of foodstagramming,
the activity of posting food pictures on social media (Baskaran 2019) (Figure 7.4).
Posting a picture of a meal can be viewed as an activity of possession with implications
for the photographer as well as the viewers. For the photographer, taking the picture
is an activity of creative possession. The photograph itself is an object of possession by
sight, embodiment and creation, through participation in the curation of the food such
as rearranging the elements of the dish or positioning the food in better light; taking
the photo; editing the photo, such as cropping or applying filters; and by adding a post
and hashtags to accompany the image. The uploaded image then becomes an object of
visual possession for the social media users who view it, like it and share it. Even the
activity of sharing in visual social media can be interpreted as a form of Sartre’s (1972)
gift giving. Gift giving is characterised by destruction and using up due to the activity of
giving things away by which the gift giver enslaves the gift recipient (Sartre 1972, p594).
In the context of foodstagramming the individual who takes and posts the food image
enslaves the viewer of the image through the gift giving activity of sharing images
online, thereby illustrating the activities, objects and intricacies of visual possession
in the appearance-dominant context of visual social media.
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Figure 7.4: An example of foodstagramming
Source: Baskaran 2019

7.4.3 Appearance-based reminiscence therapy
This third example of visual possession is taken from the aged-care context of
reminiscence therapy. Reminiscence therapy is a particular form of therapy for use with
dementia patients that engages with their long-term memories (Dementia Australia
2019; Egan 2018). Short-term memory is often a problem area for those with dementia
whereas long-term memories can be less affected. Dementia Australia (2019) states:
Reminiscence is a way of reviewing past events that is usually a very positive and
rewarding activity. Even if the person with dementia cannot participate verbally
it can still give them pleasure to be involved in reflections on their past. It can
also be a means of distraction if the person becomes upset. While reviewing past
events can provide a sense of peace and happiness, it can also stir up painful and
sad memories.
Dementia patients have potential to become happily engaged and active in the present
through the stimulation of memories from the past. A 1950s-style diner and a vintage
train ride are two examples of reminiscence therapy from UK nursing homes. The Pit
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Stop diner is a 1950s reconstruction that includes chairs, tables and memorabilia (Egan
2018; Tatum 2018). The train ride is a combination of a material setting in the form
of a carriage with facing chairs, luggage racks and suitcases, and digital footage in the
form of the passing countryside played on a large screen that looks like a carriage
window (Hodgekiss 2016; RemPods 2019) (Figure 7.5). Both the diner and train ride
exemplify embodied visual possession. However, the train ride makes a stronger link
to the design concerns of this study due to its incorporation of screen-based technology.

Figure 7.5: A recreated train ride for reminiscence therapy
Source: Hodgekiss 2016

Digital-material possession provides a philosophical perspective on the effectiveness
of appearance-based reminiscence therapy. The train ride is viewed as an activity
of embodied possession that connects with an individual’s earlier notions of self and
combines several instances of possession. For example, there is possession by sight
of the passing countryside; embodied possession by physical presence in the carriage;
possession by use of the material objects that are included in the carriage such as cups
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of tea; possession by using up by eating afternoon tea and watching the scenery go by;
and possession by ongoing use through memory of past trips and repetition of the train
trip as a regular part of therapy. The ride is also understood to be restorative as it may
partially restore an earlier possessive relationship and perception of being and reality,
through memory and recreation, for individuals who can no longer take a train trip
through the countryside.
The human–possession relationship embodied in the train ride provides one possible
reason for the positive outcomes of initiatives such as appearance-based reminiscence
therapy. Technology is used to enhance the life of individuals with dementia, making
the experience of being on a train ride more evocative and immersive than looking
at a static photograph of a train or the countryside. The reconstructed train ride is
possessive but in different ways to a physical ride, primarily because it has been created
for a therapeutic purpose that suits the individual’s current circumstances. However,
just like a physical train ride the digital-material ride exemplifies possession by sight,
embodiment, use and using up. The digital-material train ride is not viewed as better
or worse than that of a materially possessed train ride. Instead, it is different. It enables
a human–possession relationship that is designed to cater for the individual’s current
circumstances.

7.5 Possession and self-identity
This section discusses possession with a focus on the role of design activity and its
outcomes in the self-identity of designers and the individual users of designed things.
Possession and self-identity were addressed earlier in this chapter in response to
addressing the research questions. This section considers further implications for
possession and self-identity in the contemporary design context beyond the concerns
of the research questions.
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Drawing on the work of Pierre Bourdieu (1984), du Gay et al. (2013, p56) assert
“designers are key cultural intermediaries” who are located “at the interface between
production and consumption” (du Gay et al. 2013, p54). In addition to cultural
intermediaries this study argues that designers are also identity intermediaries who
are located at the interface between people and their possessions. Designers construct
their own self-identity through their design activities and outcomes that illustrate a
range of human–possession relationships. They are also implicated in the self-identity
construction of other individuals due to design activities and outcomes that, in part,
constitute the human–possession relationships of others. This observation makes
connections with d’Anjou’s (2007) scholarship on Sartre’s (1972) self-project in the
context of design students and their life projects, highlighting the applicability of
Sartre’s (1972) self-project for this discussion on self-identity in the design context.
Design activities and outcomes at every scale from macro to micro are activities
and outcomes of possession that partially constitute an individual’s self-identity. For
example, macro design activities include the use of design software and reflection on
a design brief, among others. Micro activities include kerning a logotype or tweaking
RGB colour values, among others. These are all activities of possession in the design
context. The resulting design outcomes, such as a set of interface prototypes from
Photoshop or the choice of a particular colour for an app icon, are objects of possession.
Such design activities and outcomes whether macro or micro constitute, in part,
a designer’s self-identity. Modifying Sartre’s (1972) earlier observation, “I am what
I have” (Sartre 1972, p591, italics in original), designers are ‘what they design’.
Expanding on Sartre’s (1972) claim that everything is possessed, every design activity
and outcome whether large or small, finished or unfinished, accepted or rejected,
successful or failure, global or local, constructs the designer’s human–possession
relationships and their reality including their perceptions of self.
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Design activity and outcomes contain entangled layers of human–possession
relationships. For example, the colour of an element within a larger design, such as the
colour of wallpaper in an interface design, can be viewed as a possession in addition to
the larger interface design and the entire device also being viewed as possessions. The
colour choice of a micro element of design such as the colour of wallpaper partially
constitutes the self-identity of the designer and individual user of the designed thing,
just as the choices in macro design elements such as an app’s interface design also
partially constitute the designer’s and individual user’s self-identity. In the design
context, digital-material possession is viewed as the entanglement of macro, meso
and micro design elements that combine in each instance of possession, and make an
individual and collective contribution to the construction of an individual designer’s
and individual user’s perception of self and reality.
Sartre (1972, p568), in a portion of philosophy before his ideas on possession, provides
further support for the relevance of macro, meso and micro levels of design activity and
outcomes, observing:
Man is a totality and not a collection … he expresses himself as a whole in even
his most insignificant and his most superficial behaviour … there is not a taste,
a mannerism, or an human act which is not revealing.
Consequently, Sartre (1972) provides evidence to support the importance of micro
design activity and outcomes. For example, the preference of titles or no titles in the
speculative prototypes could be considered an insignificant and superficial design
element. Likewise, the choice to participate in smartphone personalisation and even
the choice of an having an iPhone instead of an Android smartphone may be similarly
viewed as insignificant and superficial. However, Sartre (1972, p568) asserts that every
behaviour is revealing. Therefore, Sartre’s (1972) observation above highlights the
importance of all human behaviour including design behaviour, macro to micro,
insignificant and superficial, in an individual’s self-identity. The result is a unique
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self-identity, constructed from the diverse, dynamic and flexible entanglement
of activities and objects of possession at the micro, meso and macro levels.
A diverse, dynamic, flexible and entangled understanding of identity is supported
by the scholarship of others. Bauman’s concept of liquid identity (Bauman and Vecchi
2004) aligns with an understanding of self-identity as uniquely diverse, dynamic and
flexible. Notions of diversity and difference also make connections with Turkle’s (1995,
pp261-262) earlier observations of a fluid self-identity:
When identity was defined as unitary and solid it was relatively easy to recognize
and censure deviation from a norm. A more fluid sense of self allows a greater
capacity for acknowledging diversity. It makes it easier to accept the array or our
(and others’) inconsistent personae … we do not feel compelled to rank or judge
the elements of our multiplicity. We do not feel compelled to exclude what does
not fit.
Liquidity and fluidity make further connections with Redström and Wiltse’s (2019)
concept of multiinstability. Multiinstability is characterised by flexibility and ongoing
change of digital-material things. Together the characteristics of liquidity, fluidity and
flexibility within the concepts of liquid identity, fluid self-identity and multiinstablity,
exemplify contemporary self-identity. These characteristics also highlight the diversity
of contemporary human–possession relationships that are partially enabled and
regulated by designers and their design outcomes, thereby drawing attention to the
agency of designers, design activities and outcomes, and the challenge for designers
to accommodate a range of co-creation opportunities for diversity and flexibility in
their designed things.
Personalisation opportunities within designed things are one means of accommodating
the diversity of an individual user’s needs, desires and values through participation in
the co-creation of their digital-material possessions. Drawing on the work of Lawson
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and Dorst (2009), ‘co-creation’ is the term used in this study to describe both the
creative design-like activity by individuals without design expertise and the creative
activity that is facilitated by professional designers to enable the creative activities
of others without design expertise. A range of possibilities for co-creation is made
visible in the speculative prototypes. The brand-aligned user-initiated personalisationof-appearance opportunities of the prototypes exemplify a range of speculative
personalisation choices facilitated by a professional designer to enable the creative
activities of an individual iPhone user. The resulting personalised app icons become
the unique possessions of the individual user due to their participation in co-creation
activities.
Tossell et al. (2012) provide scholarly support for the inclusion of user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance opportunities in designed things and for personalisation
to be a means of accommodating the diversity of human–possession relationships.
Tossell et al. (2012, p1008) observe:
Smartphone usage is extremely diverse and there is no standard smartphone
user for marketers to target for many products and services. Personalisation
capabilities are central, then, to reach the largest audience with mobile content.
Personalisation is an activity essential for accommodating user diversity.
Personalisation capabilities are important for Tossell et al. (2012) due to their role
in reaching the largest and most diverse market. In comparison, personalisation
capabilities are important for this study on the individual level of enabling the diverse
users of designed things to participate in co-creation of their unique self-identities by
creative possession. Design practitioners are further implicated in the self-identity of
others due to the opportunities for co-creation they provide, do not provide or restrict
in their design outcomes.
The activities and outcomes of personalisation highlight the role of choice in a human–
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identity. Viewed through the lens of possession, each personalisation choice made by
an individual contributes to the totality of their unique self-identity. Drawing on the
choice literature of Schwartz (2016, pp103-104) personalisation activity and outcomes
including user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance have both instrumental and
expressive value for individuals. Instrumental value is aligned with choices that are
needed such as food, whereas expressive value is aligned with choices that connect
with self-identity such as music preferences. Schwartz (2016, p104, italics in original)
indicates:
Choice is what enables us to tell the world who we are and what we care about.
This is true of something as superficial as the way we dress. The clothes we
choose are a deliberate expression of taste, intended to send a message … the
same is true of almost every aspect of our lives as choosers. The food we eat, the
cars we drive … each of these choices has an expressive function, regardless of its
practical importance. And some choices may have only an expressive function.
User-initiated personalisation-of-appearance activity and outcomes exemplify choices
that have expressive value. The expressive function of choice highlights its importance
as an intentional activity of possession that, in part, constitutes the self-identity of
individuals. Choice is also viewed by this study as an activity of creative possession as it
is a design-like activity in digital things that contain user-initiated appearance options.
The final topic of discussion in this section is the ontological implications for design
and designers due to their role in human–possession relationships. Drawing on Crotty
(1998) and Vial (2018, 2019), this study views design activity and its outcomes as
ontological due to their ability to produce reality. Designers produce contemporary
reality by the things they design and the role of those things in constituting their unique
human–possession relationships and the unique human–possession relationships of
others. Individual users of designed things also produce their own reality through their
choices, participation in co-creation activities and use of the co-created outcomes.
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Two recommendations arise from this discussion of possession and identity. First,
designers include greater facilitation of co-creation opportunities in their digital things
to provide individuals more agency in the production of their own realities. The second
recommendation is for design scholarship to address the problematic design term of
‘user’, as identified by Redström (2008). Individuals are positioned by this study as
co-creators of their unique human–possession relationships, that is of their own being
and realities due to their activities of possession such as participation in co-creation
activities and use of the resulting outcomes. The term ‘user’ does not fully encapsulate
the richness and nuance of an individual involved in co-creation of reality. Ongoing
critique of the term ‘user’ is an important inclusion for the proposed discourse analysis
as an area of future research extending this study.

7.6 Possession and consumption
This section discusses consumption through an individual’s role in the activities
and outcomes of possession by use and using up. For Sartre (1972), consumption is
an activity of possession involving both use and using up in the one activity, that is,
creation and destruction. Sartre (1972, p593, italics in original) indicates:
To utilize is to use. In making use of my bicycle, I use it up—wear it out; that is,
continuous appropriative creation is marked by a partial destruction. This wear
can cause distress … but in the majority of cases it brings a secret joy, almost like
the joy of possession; this is because it is coming from us—we are consuming.
Consumption is both concrete (Sartre 1972, p587) and symbolic (Sartre 1972, pp592593). The above example of riding a bike illustrates concrete consumption by the use
and destruction of the tyres, and symbolic consumption by the creation and destruction
of constituting components of an individual’s self-identity through their activities of
possession.
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In the contemporary digital-material context both concrete and symbolic consumption
are also observed. While acknowledging that the term ‘concrete’ is problematic for
application of Sartre’s (1972) understanding of consumption to the digital-material
context, concrete consumption is illustrated by use and using up, that is creation and
destruction, in user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance activities and outcomes.
An individual’s choice of a particular personalisation option is viewed as use and
creation, and the changes made to the existing graphic through personalisation activity
are viewed as using up and destruction of the original digital thing. In comparison,
symbolic consumption is exemplified by the ongoing process of creation and
destruction of an individual’s self-identity through the ongoing choices and changes
in personalisation activities. Both concrete and symbolic consumption constitute
contemporary human–possession relationships.
Consumption of digital things is entangled with an individual’s self-identity.
Individuals can create or destroy the digital things with which they construct their selfidentities. For example, the choice of a new wallpaper may be prompted by the breakup
of a relationship and the desire to replace the existing image of the previous partner.
The activities of choosing and replacing the wallpaper image mirror the choice and
replacement of a constituting component of self-identity. These activities of choice
and replacement illustrate Sartre’s (1972) consumption, that is “creation–destruction”
(Sartre 1972, p594), and, together with the objects of consumption these activities
constitute an individual’s self-identity.
Consumption of digital things varies due to each individual’s unique expectations
of, requirements of, and motivations for use of digital things. These expectations,
requirements and motivations are, in part, informed by an individual’s relationship
to technology. An individual’s relationship to technology is exemplified by the spectrum
of relational ties observed in the IT identity construct (Carter and Grover 2015), from
strong to weak. The spectrum of relational ties provides support for the inclusion of a
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range of co-creation opportunities in designed things to accommodate the diversity of
individuals and their strong, medium or weak ties to participation and co-creation. For
example, an individual for whom co-creation activity such as personalisation is central
to their self-identity has a high likelihood of having a strong tie to personalisation
activity and outcomes, and would conceivably want many options for consumption.
In comparison, another individual for whom co-creation holds a weak tie would want
fewer options. The dynamic framework designed during this study provides a means
of accommodating the diversity of individual users’ expectations, requirements and
motivations for concrete and symbolic consumption.
iOS updates are viewed as an example of the creation–destruction characteristic of
consumption. Creation is illustrated by the introduction of new software elements into
the iOS and destruction is illustrated by the revisions made to the existing iOS and the
removal of redundant software. The change in appearance of iOS graphics in 2012
from the highly realistic skeuomorphic approach to a flat graphic approach exemplifies
consumption by the process of creation–destruction via software updates. Additionally,
these updates are also viewed as a form of enforced and regulated possession.
Designers are implicated in the creation–destruction activities of consumption by
the opportunities for co-creation they enable, enforce and constrain in their designed
things. The designer’s role in co-creation is addressed further in the next section on
possession and production, and the designer’s role in the regulation of an individual
user’s co-creation choices is discussed in the later section on possession and regulation.
A recommendation arising from this section is that designers enable a spectrum of
co-creation opportunities in their design outcomes. A spectrum of co-creation will
accommodate the range of ties that individuals have with their technologies, from
strong to weak. A spectrum will also accommodate the diversity of individuals’
consumption expectations, requirements and motivations.
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7.7 Possession and production
This section discusses the roles of designers and individuals in production of designed
things focusing on the production of co-creation opportunities by designers and the use
of such opportunities by individuals. Co-creation activities and outcomes exemplify
creative possession and are implicated in self-identity. Sartre (1972) views the activity
of use as creative possession, that is production. Subsequently, individual users of
digital things, such as those who participate in user-initiated personalisation activity,
are viewed as co-creators due to their active role in creative possession. As established
earlier, co-creation is design-like activity that is facilitated by designers for individuals
without such design expertise (Lawson and Dorst 2009).
Co-creation is the term used by this study in preference to co-design. Sanders and
Stappers (2008, p12) indicate that co-design is dependent on an individual’s “level of
expertise, passion and creativity … [and while] all people are creative … not all people
become designers”. Sanders and Stappers (2008, p12) list four levels of creativity as
“doing, adapting, making and creating … [that] vary in terms of the amount of expertise
and interest”. Creative activities in user-initiated personalisation illustrate these
activities of doing, adapting, making and creating. However, there is little design
expertise required by individuals to participate in user-initiated personalisation as
designers enable the personalisation options. Therefore, co-design does not succinctly
describe the choice-based role of an individual in the personalisation-of-appearance
activity investigated in this study. In comparison, co-creation is a more cogent
description of the type of production and creative possession exemplified by the
user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance activity of an individual iPhone user.
Production is an established and ongoing topic of discussion for design scholarship.
Marx ([1867] 1983) and Benjamin (1993) have contributed to an understanding of
production from outside the design context, while Rock (1996) and Lupton (1998)
have made contributions from within the field of design. More recently, disruption
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experienced by the design field and its roles, processes and outcomes due to digitisation
is encapsulated in the term ‘prosumption’ (Ritzer and Jurgenson 2010), a portmanteau
of production and consumption.
The blurring of roles between professional designer and the individual user of designed
things is one outcome of prosumption relevant to this study. For example, Kimbell’s
(2012) recent observations of design thinking indicate the role of professional designers
is now decentralised and repositioned as one of many designers in an ongoing process,
and Sanders and Stappers (2008, p9) argue, “co-design threatens the existing power
structures by requiring that control be relinquished and given to potential customers,
consumers or end-users”. The user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance activity
and outcomes made visible in the speculative prototypes are one such instance of cocreation that blurs the roles of designer and user and threatens the established power
structures of producer/designer and consumer/user. Blurring of these once established
design roles also makes connections with Bauman’s concept of liquidity (2000, 2005,
2007; Bauman and Vecchi 2004) that encapsulates the disrupted, dynamic and liquid
nature of contemporary design activity and outcomes. Co-creation activities such
as user-initiated personalisation are design activities that highlight an instance of
disruption in the field of design through changes in previous power relationships
and roles that now enable a consumer to also be a co-creator.
However, professional designers facilitate and restrict the creative possession
opportunities of others. In the context of user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance,
and drawing on Kimbell (2012, p136), designers facilitate options for individuals to use,
modify and remix, in order to personalise their iPhone front screen. The ongoing use,
modification, remixing and personalisation of designed products, systems and objects
is referred to as ‘design-in-use’ (Botero et al. 2010; Kimbell 2012) and aligns with
similar concepts including ‘design after design’ (Ehn 2008; Fry 2017; Redström 2008),
‘open-ended design’ (Redström 2008) and postdesign (Sanders and Stappers 2008).
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Design-in-use, design after design, open-ended design and postdesign are concepts
that allow the design process to be viewed as an ongoing multi-designer activity and
for users of the designed products, systems and objects to be viewed as producers and
co-creators.
Designers produce options for individuals to realise creative possession. In the context
of user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance personalisation such options exemplify
Sartre’s (1972) concept of indefinite extensions. These are the possibilities and potential
of objects of possession that come to fruition through the unique choices made by each
individual. Design space is a concept that encapsulates these connections between
facilitation, co-creation, possession, possibilities and use. Botero et al. (2010, p1)
indicate that design space is “the space of possibilities for realizing a design,
which extends beyond the concept design stage into the design-in-use activities of
people”. User-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options, activity and outcomes
comprise design space. The speculative prototypes make design space visible, and
feedback from the questionnaire participants indicating how they would potentially
use the speculative app icons illustrates the design-in-use activities of design space.
Co-creation opportunities also have potential to increase the value of an object of
creative possession by eliciting the ‘IKEA effect’. The IKEA effect is the value and sense
of achievement that individuals associate with and gain from the material things they
successfully make (Norton et al. 2012). Reference to IKEA draws attention to the strong
do-it-yourself (DIY) characteristic associated with this company, illustrated by the
customer’s role in assembling products after purchase. In the context of this study,
the range of brand-aligned options for user-initiated personalisation outcomes made
visible in the prototypes are likened to the options provided by IKEA for individuals
to co-create a piece of furniture. For example, the prototypes exhibit options including
size, shape and theme; and furniture from IKEA may also offer similar options such
as size, shape and colour. However, the prototypes have potential to provide greater
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flexibility for co-creation due to digitisation compared to a material object purchased
from IKEA. The prototypes contain the potential to be continually re-created unlike a
piece of furniture. The potential for ongoing creative possession in the prototypes and
in other digital-material things highlights the multiinstability (Redström and Wiltse
2019) of contemporary digital-material things. Importantly for this study, each instance
of creative possession, that is co-creation and re-creation, within a digital-material
thing may also have the potential to evoke the IKEA effect.
The IKEA effect (Norton et al. 2012) makes several contributions to this discussion on
possession and production. First, opportunities for individuals to participate in the cocreation of designed things may have potential to evoke the IKEA effect and generate
personal value and feelings of achievement in the contemporary digital-material
context. Drawing on the earlier work of scholars such as Belk (1988, 2013) and Floridi
(2014), who have acknowledged similarities and differences between digital things with
a material precedent and digital things with no material precedent, the IKEA effect
appears to offer relevance for both the digital-material and material context. Second,
if indeed the IKEA effect can be expanded to include the digital-material context,
designers could also facilitate the IKEA effect in the individual users of their digitalmaterial design outcomes by including co-creation opportunities. Consequently, in
addition to Sartre’s (1972) concepts of creative possession and indefinite extension
of possession, the IKEA effect may also provide scholarly support for the inclusion of
co-creation opportunities in designed digital-material things, due to the potential for
increased value of the digital-material object and feelings of achievement generated
in the individuals who participate in such co-creation activities. Third, the IKEA effect
makes connections with Sartre’s (1972) ideas on creative possession through similar
notions of the importance of the individual’s role in creation of an object, material or
digital-material, and the personal value ascribed to the resulting outcome. Therefore,
assessing and evaluating the IKEA effect’s application to the digital-material context,
and its links with Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of creative possession and indefinite
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extensions of possession, are viewed as areas of future research emerging from this
study.
However, it must be acknowledged that co-creation activity such as personalisationof-appearance may not be an important or meaningful form of co-creation for all
individuals. On one end of the co-creation spectrum are individuals who will reimagine
a digital thing and explore the thing’s design-in-use (Botero et al. 2010; Kimbell 2012)
possibilities, while on the other end of this spectrum are individuals who will not find
the activity and outcomes of co-creation meaningful or valuable. For example, in the
questionnaire some research participants reimagined the personalisation options and
gave unprompted design suggestions for what they would like to see and use, whereas
other participants indicated the personalisation options were irrelevant to them.
Consequently, the extent of personalisation choices in a digital thing needs careful
consideration to accommodate the diversity of individual user expectations of and
motivations for co-creation. Schwartz (2016, p3, italics in original) indicates:
The fact that some choice is good doesn’t necessarily mean that more choice
is better … there is a cost to having an overload of choice … clinging tenaciously
to all the choices available to us contributes to bad decisions, to anxiety, stress,
and dissatisfaction – even to clinical depression.
Drawing on these observations by Schwartz (2016), the designer’s role is to curate
measured co-creation opportunities for the individual users of designed things rather
than provide unlimited choice. The designer’s role is to find the balance between
too few opportunities for co-creation, resulting in the diversity of individual users’
expectations and desires of digital things not being accommodated, and too many
opportunities for co-creation, to avoid individuals being overwhelmed by choices
in their digital things. A well curated and diverse, but not overwhelming, range of
co-creation opportunities within digital things will accommodate most individual’s
expectations and desires.
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Two recommendations arise from this discussion of possession and production. First,
designers include co-creation opportunities in their design outcomes. Digital-material
co-creation opportunities may elicit the IKEA effect in individuals through the value
that each individual perceives in the finished outcome, and the feelings of achievement
that are generated by participation in, and successful completion of, a co-creation
activity. The second recommendation is for designers to curate co-creation
opportunities for the individual users of their designed things by providing balance
between too few and too many opportunities to accommodate a wide range of
individuals’ co-creation expectations and desires.
Three areas of further research are prompted by this discussion of possession and
production. The first area is investigation of Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of
possession for its relevance to better understanding the nature and agency of the
activities and outcomes of prosumption. Prosumption is a concept associated with
contemporary technologies and links between it and the concept of possession have
potential to further reinforce the claim asserted by this study of Sartre’s (1972)
contribution to the philosophy of technology. The second area with potential for future
research is detailed assessment and evaluation of the IKEA effect for its application
beyond the material context to the digital-material context, including its potential for
links with Sartre’s (1972) concepts of creative possession and indefinite extensions of
possession. Last, reflection on co-creation activity and its outcomes through the lens
of possession supports a discourse analysis of design activities and outcomes as an area
for future research to examine the human and non-human power relationships that
exist in and between designers, individual co-creators, indefinite extensions of designed
things and the outcomes of co-creation.
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7.8 Possession and regulation
The designer’s role in the production of co-creation opportunities is one of facilitation
and curation. These activities are also two means of regulation. The regulatory role of
designers within the human–possession relationships of individual users of designed
things is the last topic of discussion on the intersection of possession with the cultural
concerns of representation, identity, consumption, production and regulation in
the design context. Habitus is discussed first due to the potential implications
of a designer’s conscious and unconscious biases in the regulation of possession
opportunities for others. The designer’s role is then examined for its regulation of
possession through the co-creation features that are enabled or restricted in design
outcomes.
Habitus is implicated in the activities and outcomes 0f possession due to its role
in structuring behaviour. It structures a designer’s activities and by extension the
design outcomes that are enabled or restricted for others. Habitus is a pervasive,
largely unrecognised social principle perpetuated by family, society and history that is
implicated in all individual and social practices (Bourdieu 1977, pp72-95). In the design
context habitus is also an influence on designers that is perpetuated by the design field
(Crouch and Pearce 2012, p11). Therefore, a designer’s habitus gained from their
family, society, history and field, is implicated in a designer’s activities and outcomes
through the preferences, choices, values and biases that are embodied in their design
outcomes. In turn, the designer’s habitus contributes to the human–possession
relationships of other individuals due to the nature and agency of the things that
are designed, produced and possessed.
Habitus is also restructured and transformed by designers due to their design activities
and outcomes. Bourdieu (1977, p87) observes:
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The habitus acquired in the family underlies the structuring of school experiences
… and the habitus transformed by schooling, itself diversified, in turn underlies
the structuring of all subsequent experiences … and so on, from restructuring
to restructuring.
Consequently, habitus is a dynamic principle due to the changes enabled by education.
In the design context, a designer’s existing habitus from family, society and history,
is transformed by their design education. This education can include initial studies,
ongoing professional development and self-generated learning through practice, by
reflection-in-action and reflection-on-action. The designer’s habitus is in a state of
ongoing transformation due to the educational components of reflection and design
thinking in the design process.
This cycle of transformation results in the ongoing restructuring of habitus for both
designers and individual users of designed things as they are ‘educated’ by the
perpetually changing nature of designed things. For example, the Windows, Icons,
Menus, Pointing devices (WIMP) Graphical User Interface (GUI) was the initial means
of interaction with personal computers. However, with the introduction of the iPhone,
individuals had to learn a new, haptic means of interaction. Consequently, individuals
have been educated in the changing methods of human–computer interaction, in part
by the visual design associated with these different methods, and this education in
turn transforms their habitus. Therefore, habitus is continually restructured and
transformed by designers, resulting in the transformation of their habitus and the
habitus of others.
Habitus is also generated and perpetuated by designers through their design activities
and outcomes. Bourdieu (1977, p78) observes that habitus is a generative and
regulating principle. Crouch and Pearce (2012, p11) also acknowledge the role of
designers in the generation and restructuring of habitus, identifying it as “a space that
we regulate”. In this study the generation and regulation of an individual’s habitus by
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designers is exemplified by the facilitation of co-creation opportunities. For example,
the limited personalisation options for existing iOS app icons are viewed as generating
a habitus that is structured by the preferences, choices and values of the Apple brand,
in conjunction with the restricted co-creation activity of the individual iPhone user.
In comparison, the increased range of personalisation opportunities in the speculative
prototypes is viewed as generating a habitus that is structured by the Apple brand,
together with the designer-researcher’s preferences, choices and values that include the
desire for greater facilitation of appearance-based co-creation opportunities in the iOS.
The designer’s role in regulating the human–possession relationship of others is
now addressed by a focus on the facilitation of co-creation opportunities in designed
things from the macro to the micro level. At the macro level, the designer’s habitus
regulates the human–possession relationship of themselves and others by the largely
unconscious preference, values and biases that are incorporated into their designed
things. At the micro level, the designer regulates the human–possession relationship
of individual users by the particular opportunities for co-creation they intentionally and
unintentionally facilitate in their designed things. These opportunities for co-creation
align with Sartre’s (1972) indefinite extensions of possession due to the possibilities for
personalisation they enabled or constrain.
Co-creation opportunities such as options for user-initiated personalisationof-appearance of iOS graphics illustrate indefinite extensions in the contemporary
digital-material context. These extensions make a human–possession relationship
uniquely personal and meaningful as they indicate the range and variety of
opportunities, possibilities and potentialities in a designed thing. Designers enable
or constrain these extensions. Gardner and Davis (2013, p60) provide support for this
regulatory understanding of the role of designers, stating that the app environment is
“constrained by the programming decisions of the app designer”, regardless of the
number of personalisation options built into the app. Consequently, designers enable
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or constrain an individual’s participation in co-creation through the intentional
and unintentional design decisions for co-creation they include in design outcomes.
The facilitation of intentional co-creation opportunities is exemplified by the range
of speculative options for user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance activity made
visible in the prototypes. The facilitation of unintentional co-creation opportunities is
illustrated in the recent iOS14 update due to the design-in-use and design after design
possibilities realised by individual iPhone users. This update contains the capability for
iPhone users to personalise iOS app icon images by a workaround using the Shortcuts
app (Etherington 2020). This workaround is an un-intentional facilitation of
co-creation as individuals have discovered and exploited an existing functionality
of the Shortcuts app to achieve greater appearance-based personalisation in the iOS.
Etherington (2020 n.p.) indicates:
Creating custom icons on iOS isn’t actually doing that … what you’re in fact
doing is creating new Shortcuts that trigger the launch of an app, and using a
custom image for that bookmark that then lives on your home screen instead.
This is not an ideal solution …
Apple clearly didn’t design this Shortcuts feature for this use … but Apple also
hasn’t really ever seemed interested in letting users choose their own custom
icons, so it’s the best we can do for now. Luckily, the process is relatively simple.
Unluckily, there are a lot of steps involved, so it’s pretty time-consuming to
customize your entire home screen.
The Shortcuts app originally introduced in iOS12 (Apple 2020a; MacRumors Staff
2020) is not an intentional personalisation app. Rather, the observation by Etherington
(2020) illustrates how the indefinite extensions of the Shortcuts app, that is the
possibilities contained within the app, are transformed by the design-in-use and design
after design activities of individuals to co-create personalisation outcomes that were
not an intended function of the app. Etherington’s (2020) observation also highlights
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the lengths that individuals are willing to go to, to participate in meaningful co-creation
activities and outcomes.
Both the indefinite extensions intentionally included by designers, such as
personalisation options, and those discovered by individuals, such as workarounds,
provide opportunities for unique possession. The greater the number of intentionally
included extensions by the designer, the greater the potential for an individual to make
a generic object more meaningful and uniquely personal. Similarly, the greater the
number of unintentional extensions that are discovered by individuals, such as the
repurposing of an original design intention, the greater the potential for an individual
to also make a generic thing more meaningful and uniquely personal. Designers
facilitate both intentional and unintentional indefinite extensions by the possibilities
within their design outcomes.
Increasingly, design scholars recognise that the designer’s role includes that of
facilitator of co-creation opportunities for others (Botero et al. 2010; Redström 2008;
Sanders and Stappers 2008; Sinclair 2017; Yee et al. 2009). For example, facilitator
and co-creator are among the seven emergent roles of a designer observed by Yee et al.
(2009, pp4-8) from the area of service design. The seven roles of facilitator,
communicator, capability builder, strategist, researcher, entrepreneur and co-creator
provide insights for understanding the complex and nuanced roles of designers beyond
the specific research context of service design.
Sinclair (2017, p92) provides insights into the designer’s roles of facilitation from
the design personalisation context:
One of the key differentiators of the new approaches to design ... [mass
customisation, crowdsourcing, open design and opened design] is the degree to
which [designers] offer users the freedom to design their own products. For many
amateur designers, the ability to utilize their own expertise (in a particular field,
for a specific purpose, or simply in the understanding of what they individually
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require) is enabled by the expertise of professionals … in many instances, it is
the constraints placed on the user that provide the opportunity for involvement
in design.
Enabling co-creation opportunities is a current and continuing role for designers in
the contemporary digital-material context. Sinclair (2017, p99) goes so far as to assert
facilitation will “distinguish professional [design] expertise from amateur”.
Designers enable and constrain personalisation opportunities, and individuals
complete the design outcome by using their expertise in conjunction with the
personalisation opportunities that are enabled. The complementary roles of designing,
by enabling and constraining, and co-creating, through use, participation and
completion, illustrate a symbiotic relationship between designer and individual in
the personalisation context. Drawing on Sinclair’s (2017) insights, design practitioners
cannot design digital things that will satisfy every individual. The intentional inclusion
of opportunities for co-creation in design outcomes, exemplified by the option-based
user-initiated personalisation options in the prototypes and dynamic framework, could
address the issue of user satisfaction. For example, if designers provide design-like
choices in their design outcomes individuals can choose the options that best satisfy
their needs and desires by being co-creators of their own digital things.
Choice literature provides support for the inclusion of curated opportunities by
designers in digital things. Drawing on Schwartz’s (2004, p74; 2016, pp226-228)
insights into managing choice, some individuals will choose not to participate in
co-creation. These individuals appear satisfied with the default settings provided by
designers. This exemplifies a form of managing choice by outsourcing to others as
retaining Apple’s default settings for the appearance of iOS graphics is one form of
outsourcing. An individual’s choice to not participate in personalisation activity by
retaining the default settings indicates low relevance of personalisation activity and
outcomes for the individual. In comparison, other individuals will be deeply involved
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in the user-initiated personalisation of their iOS app icons indicating the high relevance
of personalisation activity and outcomes for the individual.
The activities and outcomes of choice align with Sartre’s (1972) ideas on material
possession by continuous creation and the IKEA effect (Norton et al. 2012). Continuous
creation is addressed here as the IKEA effect is discussed earlier in the section on
possession and consumption. Sartre’s (1972) notion of continuous creation provides
support for the inclusion of co-creation opportunities in designed things. Sartre (1972,
p590, italics in original) indicates:
To have is first to create. And the bond of ownership which is established then
is a bond of continuous creation: the object possessed is inserted by me into the
total form of my environment; its existence is determined by my situation and
by its integration in that same situation … thus I am responsible for the existence
of my possessions in the human order. Through ownership I raise them up to
a certain type of functional being; and my simple life appears to me as creative
exactly because by its continuity it perpetuates the quality of being possessed
in each of the objects in my possession.
In the contemporary design context individual users of designed things are similarly
viewed as creative individuals who establish a bond of continuous creation with the
digital-material things they bring into existence by their participation in co-creation.
Co-creation opportunities in designed things are one means of enabling continuous
creation that are made possible by designers with the resulting co-creation outcomes
illustrating the individual bringing new possessions into existence. Sartre’s (1972)
understanding of continuous creation applied to the contemporary design context
of this study provides support for making the recommendation to designers to enable
a spectrum of co-creation opportunities in their digital things, to provide individuals
with opportunities for continuous creative possession.
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With this recommendation in mind, initial ideas for visualising the interconnections
made possible by co-creation opportunities are presented. Figure 7.6 illustrates
facilitation of co-creation activities as a spectrum that moves from no facilitation
opportunities to maximum co-creation opportunities. The intersection of the levels
of facilitation with the key concepts of this study highlights the interconnections
and potential relevance of co-creation facilitation for personalisation, the IT identity
construct, the characteristic of multiinstability, notions of choice and the concept of
digital-material possession. It is envisaged that these early thoughts will develop into
a tool for designers and students to better understand and evaluate implications of
facilitating or not facilitating co-creation opportunities in design outcomes. Ongoing
development and refinement of this design facilitation spectrum is an area of future
research that has emerged from this study.

no facilitation

increasing co-creation facilitation

high facilitation

user-initiated
personalisation

none

default settings*

dynamic***

IT Identity

weak tie

multiinstability

static

choice

by designer

curated choices

possession

small/weak

increasing accumulation of types and
intensities of possession by sight, use, using
up, creation, embodiment and denial

short-cuts**

weak-medium – medium – medium-strong

strong tie
liquid
by self
large/strong

* Default settings indicate limited facilitation of co-creation opportunities for personalisation, exemplified
by existing setting options such as brightness.
** Short-cuts indicate increasing facilitation of co-creation opportunities by the provision of pre-designed optionbased choices for personalisation, illustrated by the choice and application of global personalisation options such
as a theme.
*** Dynamic opportunities for personalisation indicate high facilitation of co-creation opportunities by enabling
individuals’ access to highly detailed participation options such as choice of an exact colour via a colour picker.

Figure 7.6: Initial ideas on a design facilitation spectrum
Source: Watts 2020
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Three recommendations arise from this discussion of possession and regulation in the
design context. First, designers include a spectrum of co-creation opportunities in their
digital things to provide a variety of opportunities that will cater for the diversity of
individuals’ expectations, requirements and motivations for co-creation. Second,
designers be educated in the concept of digital-material possession due to the centrality
of designed things in an individual’s perception of self, world and reality; and the
designer’s role in enabling or constraining human–possession relationships by their
design outcomes. Last, designers undertake ethical, responsible and proactive practices
that facilitate helpful not harmful human–possession relationships due to the centrality
of designed things in a constantly changing reality. The design field is increasingly
characterised by change and innovation due to its intersection with business,
technology, data, services and products. Additionally, the field of design is and will
continue to be impacted by changes such as disruption, the maker movement and
crowdfunding, among others (Sinclair 2017). Design has a current and future reactive
role in responding and adapting to these changes, and design also has a proactive role
by pre-emptively facilitating change through the outcomes of design that are enabled
and constrained. Designers can be among the positive, ethical, critical and responsible
agents of change and creation through the things they enable or constrain, that in turn
become individual, collective and global reality.

7.9 Summary
This chapter discussed the newly expanded conceptualisation of digital-material
possession in the design context to highlight its potential for the field of design. It
critiqued the role of designers and designed things in a human–possession relationship
through the cultural concerns of representation, identity, consumption, production and
regulation. The chapter addressed the research questions individually and collectively
through the lens of digital-material possession. The initial ideas proposed by this study
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for the expansion of Sartre’s (1972) possession for the contemporary digital-material
context enable iOS graphics to be positioned as contemporary possessions and their
existing user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options as indefinite extensions.
These appearance-dominant digital-material things and their extensions partially
constitute an individual iPhone user’s self-identity, and the speculative prototypes
make visible one such set of digital-material things and their intended indefinite
extensions of possession. The new approach to the conceptualisation of digital-material
possession enables the prototypes to be positioned as a speculative visualisation of
brand-aligned indefinite extensions, and the dynamic framework as a means of
facilitating these extensions. Digital-material possession is the conceptual link that
connects the research questions.
Broad philosophical implications for the field of design, designers and users of designed
things were discussed through the lens of digital-material possession to demonstrate
the connections between design and possession. Possession and design are linked
through their common activities of making, doing, using and using up. These
commonalities were addressed, and the need for responsible and ethical design
outcomes was highlighted due to the role of designed things in the human–possession
relationships of others.
The implications of digital-material possession were discussed via the focus areas
of representation, identity, consumption, production and regulation to illustrate its
relevance, potential contributions and implications for design. Connections made
between possession and representation argue that representation is an instance of
visual possession as what is seen by an individual partially constitutes their selfidentity, thereby highlighting the agency of appearance and the importance of visual
communication. Together representation and visual possession draw attention to the
key role of designers in making the appearance of things, and the implications of
appearance and its meaning in the co-creation of contemporary reality. Importantly,
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visual possession provides support for the appearance-based focus of this study and for
greater agency to be attributed to the appearance of digital things. Appearance has a
vital role for humans beyond its roles of decoration and style due to its ontological role
in the construction of ‘what is’.
Connections between possession and identity and the implications of these connections
for design were then addressed to argue that designers are identity intermediaries.
They co-construct their own self-identity and the self-identity of other individuals
by their design activities and outcomes, as these activities and outcomes constitute
the unique human–possession relationships of self and others. Design activities and
outcomes at every scale, from macro to micro, were identified as partially constituting
human–possession relationships and, in turn, reality. Consequently, ontological
implications for the field of design were included in this identity discussion as designers
produce contemporary reality through the things they design and the role of these
things in human–possession relationships. Individual users of designed things also
produce their own reality by their participation in co-creation activities and use of the
co-created outcomes.
Connections between possession and consumption and the implications of these
connections for design were then considered by focusing on an individual’s role in
the activities and outcomes of possession by use and using up. Users create and destroy
the digital-material things with which they construct their human–possession
relationships, and designers are implicated in the creation and destruction activities
of consumption by the co-creation opportunities they enable and constrain in design
outcomes.
Connections between possession and production and the implications of these
connections for design were then considered to demonstrate that design is increasingly
an activity of co-creation. Both designers and individuals are understood to be involved
in the production of digital-material things as designers facilitate co-creation
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opportunities for individuals and individuals participate in co-creation by the unique
choices they make from facilitated opportunities. Activities and outcomes of co-creation
were identified as indefinite extensions of possession in the contemporary context.
The connections between possession and regulation and the implications of these
connections for design were addressed to show that designers have a regulatory role
in the human–possession relationships of individuals who use and co-create designed
things. A designer’s habitus was highlighted as one means of design regulation together
with the co-creation features a designer facilitates in their design outcomes. Initial
thoughts for a design facilitation spectrum were presented to demonstrate the
intersection of design facilitation with user-initiated personalisation, IT identity,
multiinstability, choice and digital-material possession.
Outcomes of this discussion were key recommendations for designers and four
areas with potential for further research. Key recommendations call for designers
to understand possession and digital-material possession; to enable a spectrum
of co-creation opportunities in their design outcomes; and to engage in ethical,
responsible and proactive practices that facilitate helpful, not harmful, human–
possession relationships. Areas identified during this discussion with potential for
further research are further investigation of Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of
possession for its relevance to prosumption; assessment and evaluation of the IKEA
effect for its application to the digital-material context and its links with Sartre’s (1972)
concepts of creative possession and indefinite extensions of possession; discourse
analysis of design activities, outcomes and terminology to critique the power
relationships in and between designers, individual co-creators, indefinite extensions
of designed things, outcomes of co-creation and design terminology; and 0ngoing
development and refinement of the design facilitation spectrum.
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Chapter 8: Conclusion

8.1 Introduction
This chapter reiterates the philosophical, theoretical and practical contributions made
by Sartre’s (1972) concept of material possession and the newly expanded concept
of digital-material possession to the field of design. Section 8.2 restates the research
questions and how the study has addressed these individually and collectively. Section
8.3 presents the primary research outcomes of the applicability of possession (Sartre
1972) for design; digital-material possession as an expansion of Sartre’s (1972) original
ideas on possession with increased relevance for the contemporary context; the
potential of possession for inclusion in the philosophy of technology; and the dynamic
framework as a new design tool. Section 8.4 addresses the limitations of the study
including the design focus on possession and the methodological limitations. Section
8.5 presents three key design recommendations and their potential benefits. Section
8.6 highlights emerging areas with potential for future research.

8.2 Research questions
Two research questions framed this investigation into the appearance-based
contribution of iOS graphics to an individual iPhone user’s self-identity. The first
question asked: What contribution do iOS graphics and their existing user-initiated
personalisation-of-appearance options make to an iPhone user’s self-identity? To
address this question iOS graphics and their existing user-initiated personalisationof-appearance options were first positioned within a contemporary understanding
of possession. iOS graphics are appearance-dominant contemporary objects of digitalmaterial possession; their existing user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options
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are contemporary activities of digital-material possession; and their contribution to
an individual’s self-identity is mirrored by the contribution of material activities and
objects of possession in Sartre’s (1972) concept of the self-project. The appearance
of iOS app icon graphics is among the many constituting elements of an individual’s
uniquely constructed self-identity. Drawing on Carter and Grover (2015), Floridi
(2014), Gardner and Davis (2013), Sartre (1972), Turkle (2005, 2007, 2008) and Vial
(2018, 2019) among others, an individual’s perception of their self-identity and of
the world around them is shaped and framed by their possessions, including their
appearance-dominant digital-material technologies exemplified by iOS graphics.
The second question asked: How can a range of user-initiated personalisationof-appearance options be designed for iOS app icons, to facilitate increased
personalisation opportunities and still maintain a visual link with Apple’s branding
identity? The dynamic framework designed during this study directly addressed
this question by presenting a structured approach to enable facilitation of increased
and brand-aligned options for the appearance of iOS graphics, and the speculative
prototypes made the framework visible. The framework was also interpreted as a
means of facilitating contemporary creative possession. Consequently, digital-material
possession is the concept that connects the philosophical, theoretical and practical
concerns of the research questions.

8.3 Primary research outcomes
There are four primary research outcomes from this study. The first is the relevance
of Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of material possession for understanding the
nature and agency of appearance-dominant digital things due to possession’s relational
and use-dominant characteristics. Possession also provides a link between what is seen
and an individual’s being via the concepts of visual possession and the self-project. This
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appearance-based link enabled a philosophical understanding of the nature and agency
of appearance-dominant digital-material things that is exemplified by iOS graphics
and their contribution to an individual’s iPhone user’s self-identity.
The second outcome from this study is digital-material possession as a new term
and concept that expands upon Sartre’s (1972) concept of material possession for
the contemporary context. Digital-material possession acknowledges the relevance
of Sartre’s (1972) possession, identifies its limitations due to the predominantly
material context in which it was written, and makes several conceptual updates for the
contemporary context characterised by human–possession relationships with mobile,
ubiquitous and networked technologies. Digital-material possession enables intangible,
appearance-dominant, access-based phenomena such as iOS app icon graphics to be
understood as possessions in the contemporary digital-material context with the
potential to contribute to the construction, maintenance, reinforcement and
experimentation of an iPhone user’s self-identity.
The third outcome from this study is an assertion of Sartre’s (1972) relevance for
the philosophy of technology due to the foundations provided by material possession
for this study and the new concept of digital-material possession. Sartre’s (1972)
possession has not received recognition for contributing to the philosophy of
technology (Loeve et al. 2018). In contrast, this study demonstrates several instances
of possession’s applicability for technology. Appearance-dominant technologies such
as iOS graphics are conceptualised as visual possessions that constitute an individual’s
uniquely constructed self-identity, and the user-initiated personalisation options of
these graphics are indefinite extensions of possession. Consequently, Sartre’s (1972)
possession is relevant to contemporary technology and due consideration for inclusion
in philosophy of technology.
The fourth key outcome is the dynamic framework. The framework is a new design tool
developed during this study from the principles of dynamic identity branding approach
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to facilitate brand-aligned and option-based user-initiated personalisation-ofappearance opportunities. The dynamic framework provides a solution for balancing
the tension in personalisation activity that may exist between the competing concerns
of a user’s desires and expectations of choice and a company’s requirement for visual
brand protection. The prototypes make visible a set of solutions that demonstrate
a range of different approaches to achieve such balance by applying the dynamic
framework to iOS app icon graphics.

8.4 Limitations
Sartre’s (1972) possession is but one idea within scholarship that enables insights into
contemporary human–technology relationships. Ideas within posthumanism, objectoriented ontology and new materialism also have potential to inform a study with these
same concerns. For example, Haraway’s (2008) work on companion species highlights
an understanding of humans as intra-connective and interconnective beings with
non-humans, providing a stark comparison to Sartre’s (1972) human-centric
conceptualisation of possession. However, as the scope of this study was limited
to Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of possession consideration of other
interdisciplinary concepts for their relevance to the design field is an exciting
area for future research.
Drawing on the insights of Stake (2008, p126), a methodological limitation is that not
everything can be known about iOS graphics from this study. For example, the focus
of this case study is the appearance-dominant nature and agency of iOS7 app icon
graphics. In keeping with the Research through Design approach and its focus on
knowledge rather than finished design products (Koskinen et al. 2011; Zimmerman
and Forlizzi 2014), not all issues raised by this case study are addressed.
Implementation and feasibility of the brand-aligned personalisation options for
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iOS app icons are not addressed as the aim of this design research study was not to
propose a finished personalisation product. Rather, the aim of this study was to gain
insights into the appearance-based nature and agency of iOS app icon graphics, and
this was achieved, in part, through the design and development of the speculative
prototypes. The prototypes are positioned as research tools not finished design
products, and implementation and feasibility concerns are beyond the scope of this
Research through Design investigation.

8.5 Recommendations and benefits
The study makes three primary recommendations for design. The first is for designers
to be educated in both concepts of possession, Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of
material possession and the newly expanded digital-material possession, due to their
combined importance for design philosophy, theory and practice. Possession provides
unique relational insights into the nature and agency of designers, design activities,
design outcomes and the individual users of designed things. For example, Sartre’s
(1972) conceptualisation of material possession together with the newly expanded
digital-material possession enable design practitioners to be understood as facilitators
of possession through the designed objects, systems and experiences they make, that
other individuals in turn possess by use, using up, sight, creation, embodiment and
denial. Designers also facilitate possession by the things and opportunities they make
that are then repurposed by others and not used as intended. Conversely, individuals
possess the activities and outcomes that design enables, use them as intended or
repurpose them, and partially construct their unique self-identity from them.
Potential benefits for designers from education in both forms of possession include a
more thorough understanding of their ontological role in the construction of individual
and collective reality and being. An increased knowledge of a designer’s and design’s
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ontological role has the potential to result in the design and development of more
ethical, responsible and helpful design outcomes and the potential to avoid the design
and development of unethical, irresponsible and harmful design outcomes for
individuals and the environment, as designers are made aware of the potential
implications of their designed things. Conversely, increased knowledge of the
ontological role of designers and design could result in the negative use of possession
for the financial gain of others. It is the intention of this study that an understanding
of possession will benefit both designers and individual users of designed things, and
more broadly the environment, through greater awareness of the role of designers,
design activities, design outcomes and users of designed things in creating reality.
The second recommendation is that designers include a spectrum of co-creation
opportunities in their design outcomes. Sartre’s (1972) concept of possession provides
a theoretical basis for the inclusion of such a spectrum, as co-creation opportunities are
the possibilities of contemporary possession that exemplify Sartre’s (1972) indefinite
extensions of possession. The dynamic framework provides one practical means of
including a spectrum of co-creation opportunities in digital-material design outcomes
due to its ability to accommodate a range of diverse and flexible options for userparticipation. The inclusion of a spectrum of co-creation opportunities within digital
things contains the potential for multiple instances of possession through an
individual’s activities of selecting, assessing, comparing, testing, experimenting
and deciding, among others. Each instance of possession indicates potential for a
human–possession relationship as these relationships are established, maintained
and strengthened by every new activity, every repeated activity and every decision
made by an individual. Therefore, the greater the number of co-creation opportunities
in digital-material things the greater the potential for increasing the number and
intensity of human–possession relationships.
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A potential benefit for designers is the facilitation of more meaningful and valuable
human–possession relationships for individual users of their designed things due to
the inclusion of increased creative possession opportunities. Inclusion of a spectrum
of co-creation opportunities within digital things has the potential to facilitate
more valuable and more meaningful human–possession relationships via creative
possession, compared to digital things that do not enable creative possession
opportunities or provide very limited opportunities. Such opportunities may elicit
the IKEA effect due to co-creating in the digital-material context, in addition to creative
possession, an increase in the value of the designed thing, and the individuals’ sense
of achievement due to co-creation activity.
There are four potential benefits for individuals from the inclusion of a range of
co-creation opportunities in digital things. Potential benefits include increased
accommodation of the diversity of each individual user and their differing expectations
of and desires for participation in their digital-material things. A second benefit is more
meaningful and valuable human–possession relationships between an individual
and their digital possessions due to participation in creative possession activities
and outcomes, and the ongoing use and using up of these user-initiated, personalised
outcomes. A third benefit is that thoughtfully curated co-creation opportunities enabled
by designers for the individual users of their designed things, will provide balance
between too few and too many opportunities for co-creation so that individuals can
participate in co-creation at a level that suits them. The last potential benefit for
individuals from the inclusion of a range of co-creation opportunities in digital things
is increased agency in the production of their own realities through participation
in creative possession activities and outcomes.
The third recommendation from this study is for design researchers, practitioners and
educators to consider incorporating the circuit of culture (du Gay et al. 2013) into their
professional practice, research methods and design curriculum as a tool for structuring
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and guiding design analysis, thinking and reflection. The circuit of culture (du Gay et al.
2013) has been an invaluable tool for this study. Initially, the circuit was supporting
literature that enabled appearance-dominant designed things such as iOS graphics
to be connected to the self-identity of the individual users of these objects. The circuit
then became a framework for thinking about the design issues within each research
question and between both questions, and for structuring thoughts on possession in
the contemporary design context.
A potential benefit of the circuit of culture (du Gay et al. 2013) for design researchers
is as a tool for structuring analysis and reflection of interrelated design and cultural
concerns.
A potential benefit for design practitioners and design students is the circuit’s useful
framework for analysing the complex and multiple inter- and intra-relationships in the
design process and its outcomes. For example, the circuit could be used at each stage of
the Double Diamond Design Process (D3P). In the Discover stage, the cultural elements
of the circuit could help inform the initial direction of the project by considering
implications of representation, identity, consumption, production and regulation in
the context of the design issue. In the Define stage, the circuit could act as a check list
for evaluating how the chosen design direction addresses each of the cultural elements
and their interrelationships. In the Develop stage, the circuit could be used to assess the
viability of different design options by comparing the strengths and weaknesses of each
of the circuit elements in the design options being considered. Last, in the Deliver
stage, the circuit could aid evaluation of the final design outcome by providing a
structure for reflection-on-action using the five cultural elements and their
interconnections.
A potential benefit for design students is the use of the circuit of culture (du Gay et al.
2013) to structure reflection-on-action at the end of a design project to advance their
design knowledge from the projects they undertake. The circuit demonstrates potential
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as a framework for facilitating structured and critical reflective practice in design
education with potential to contribute to the critical reflective practice concerns
of Ellmers (2014). The cultural elements of representation, identity, production,
consumption and regulation form a framework for reflection-on-action with potential
to help ensure students have considered the implications and interrelations of their
design outcomes given these cultural concerns.
A potential benefit for design educators of the circuit of culture (du Gay et al. 2013)
is as a rubric for assessment of design projects, comprised of the cultural elements
of the circuit. The rubric may assist educators in evaluating how design students have
addressed the cultural concerns of representation, identity, consumption, production
and regulation in their projects and how these cultural concerns are articulated by
students in their critical reflective practice.
A benefit for individual users of designed things is the potential for designers to be
more aware of the cultural and personal implications and interrelations of the things
they design. The more aware designers are of their individual and cultural agency
the greater their potential to be involved in responsible, ethical and helpful design
outcomes for individuals, society and the environment.

8.6 Future research directions
Areas for future research demonstrate the ongoing potential for this study to
inform design scholarship and practice. The first area for future research is further
development of the initial ideas on a contemporary conceptualisation of digitalmaterial possession. The second area is ongoing application of possession and the
newly expanded conceptualisation of digital-material possession to design concerns
beyond the scope of this study. The third area is the application of the dynamic
framework beyond the scope of this study. The fourth area is a discourse analysis
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of the power relationships within and between design activities and objects of design.
The final area is further analysis of interdisciplinary literature for concepts with
potential to inform the field of design. The potential for each area of future research
to contribute to design knowledge is discussed.

8.6.1 Development of digital-material possession
Digital-material possession can be developed six ways. First, this concept can be
developed by closer examination and evaluation of embodiment and denial, the two
additional types of possession identified by LaSusa (2013) from analysis of Sartre’s
(1972) material possession. Further consideration of possession by embodiment and
denial, and its application to the digital-material context will strengthen the initial
ideas for the contemporary conceptualisation of possession proposed in this study.
Second, digital-material possession can be progressed through further investigation of
the qualities of possession proposed by this study. The qualities of frequency, amount,
value, specificity and context were identified and discussed with their intra-quality
spectrums. The inclusion of possession by embodiment and denial will need to be
evaluated in the light of the qualities identified by this study and may contribute further
qualities for digital-material possession. Future research into the qualities of possession
and their intra-quality spectrum will develop and add increased nuance to the new
conceptualisation of digital-material possession.
The third means for advancing digital-material possession is the design and
development of a matrix of possession. The qualities of possession and their
intra-quality spectrums suggest the need for a matrix to make visible the possible
permutations within a human–possession relationship, such as high frequency
activity of possession and a strong human–possession relationship compared to a
high frequency activity and moderate or weak human–possession relationship. This
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matrix has potential to help understand the complexity and nuances of contemporary
possession; to demonstrate the flexible and dynamic nature of each contemporary
human–possession relationship due to the number of potential variables in each
instance of possession; and to inform designers of the diversity they need to
accommodate in their designed things.
A fourth means of developing the contemporary conceptualisation of possession is
greater consideration of the unexplored cumulative nature of possession. As addressed
in the study, possession by sight is one instance of possession and this single instance
has the potential to be a weaker human–possession relationship than a relationship
that incorporates several instances of possession, such as possession by sight, creation
and use. The cumulative nature of possession indicates a variable of possession with
potential for inclusion in the matrix of possession.
A fifth means to progress digital-material possession is by closer investigation of
the role of sight and visual possession. Sartre’s (1972) concept of possession does
not consider human–possession relationships of individuals who are blind or have
impaired vision indicating an area for future research. Additionally, the details of an
image such as resolution, hue and opacity, among others, suggest additional indefinite
extensions of possession not considered by this study and warranting further
investigation.
Last, a sixth means for advancing the contemporary understanding of possession
proposed by this study is through an investigation of non-human agency and
reciprocity in digital-material possession. Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of material
possession is human-centric providing little recognition of the reciprocal nature of
a human–possession relationship. However, the agency of both humans and nonhumans is clearly illustrated in Sartre’s (1972) philosophy. For example, use of the
term ‘relationship’ to describe Sartre’s (1972) key conceptualisation of possession as a
human–possession relationship indicates that possession has a reciprocal component.
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More recent scholarship on non-human agency has potential to inform an
understanding of contemporary possession as a reciprocal relationship that
acknowledges both human and non-human agency. For example, object-oriented
ontology (Bogost 2009, 2012), companion species (Haraway 2003, 2008, 2015), actor
network theory (Latour 2005) and data–human assemblages and more-than-human
perspectives (Lupton 2016, 2019), among others, can contribute to discussions of
agency and reciprocity in the ongoing development of contemporary digital-material
possession.

8.6.2 Application of possession and digital-material possession
The second area for future research is ongoing application of Sartre’s (1972) material
possession and digital-material possession to design concerns beyond the iOS focus of
this study. Applications of possession and digital-material possession to design theory
and practice have emerged as areas for future research.
Theoretically, this study argues for greater consideration of the original and expanded
conceptualisations of possession to advance design scholarship. For example, Sartre’s
(1972) indefinite extensions of possession, the possibilities of possession, have
demonstrated potential for informing the design process and existing design concepts.
For the design process, contemporary indefinite extensions of possession are
exemplified by the complex network of macro, meso and micro design activities
and decisions that characterise the design process, where designers are positioned
as creators, curators and explorers of the indefinite extensions of possession that
constitute human–possession relationships and, in turn, reality. Indefinite extensions
of possession make connections with the concepts of design-in-use (Botero et al. 2010;
Kimbell 2012), design after design (Ehn 2008; Fry 2017; Redström 2008), open-ended
design (Redström 2008) and postdesign (Sanders and Stappers 2008). These design
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concepts encapsulate the possibilities of designed things, both the intentional
possibilities included by the designer and the unintended possibilities discovered
and enacted by individuals. Indefinite extensions bring to light the importance of
possibilities in a human–possession relationship and the role of design in enabling
or restricting indefinite extensions and human–possession relationships.
Practically, the second design related area with potential for further application of the
concepts of possession and digital-material possession is development of the design
facilitation spectrum presented and discussed in Section 7.8. This spectrum makes
visible the facilitatory role of designers and the intersection of different levels of
facilitation with the other design-related concerns of personalisation, IT identity,
multiinstability, choice and personalisation addressed in this study. Reflection-onaction of the development of the design facilitation spectrum suggests its potential
as a new design tool to enable designers and design students to better understand
and evaluate the implications of facilitating co-creation opportunities, and to assess
the implications of the different levels of co-creation facilitation as part of the design
process. Ongoing development and refinement of this spectrum including evaluation
of its value and relevance as a tool for design practitioners and students has potential
for future research.

8.6.3 Application of the dynamic framework
The third area of future research is application of the dynamic framework. The
framework offers a practical design tool for designers to enable appearance-based
co-creation opportunities such as user-initiated personalisation-of-appearance
opportunities in their digital-material design outcomes. The framework suggests
potential for other areas of design practice with an existing co-creation component.
For example, the area of design practice known as designing-for-the-self characterised
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by the making of digital products and experiences with the intention of their direct
contribution to the identity construction of their users (Zimmerman 2009), may benefit
from application of a dynamic framework approach and incorporation of user-initiated
personalisation options. Such inclusions would enable opportunities for an individual’s
participation in the design outcomes through structured co-creation in a design
approach that is driven by the designer. Other areas of design practice that also include
a co-creation component or have an identity focus may also benefit from inclusion of
the dynamic framework. Application of the framework beyond the iOS app icon case of
this study to areas of design practice with a co-creation, brand-alignment or identity
focus, is an exciting area of future research.
The dynamic framework also suggests potential to inform contemporary design
theory. Drawing on the earlier work of Sanders (2006), the dynamic framework has the
potential to be a scaffold for participation. Addressing the work of Botero et al. (2010),
the framework offers a means of expanding design space by providing option-based
co-creation choices. Informed by Redström’s (2008) observations, the dynamic
framework has the potential to be an element of open-ended design due to its
opportunities for facilitating user-initiated personalisation. Therefore, the dynamic
framework has potential for informing design concepts such as design scaffolds,
expanding design space, open-ended design and user-as-designer, highlighting the
potential for theoretical application of the framework in future research.

8.6.4 Discourse analysis
The fourth area of future research is a discourse analysis of the power relationships
in and between design roles, activities and objects of design. Such power relationships
are highlighted by the connections identified during the discussion in Chapter 7
between possession and design, and the individual and collective agency of possession
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and design within the cultural concerns of representation, identity, consumption,
production and regulation. For example, in representation, the enforced change of the
appearance of iOS graphics in 2012 from Apple’s original skeuomorphic approach to
a flat graphic approach illustrates the agency of appearance of design objects and the
role of appearance in the power relationships that exist between individuals and their
digital-material things. Individual iPhone users had the extremely limited choice of
accepting the iOS upgrade and its appearance-based changes to receive the latest
functionality, or not accepting the upgrade and having the functionality of their iPhone
limited and ultimately not supported. The power relationship between Apple and
individuals with iPhones is made visible, in part, by enforced changes to the appearance
of iOS app icon graphics and demonstrates the agency of appearance and the agency
of appearance-dominant digital-material things. Due to the agency of appearance the
future discourse analysis should include analysis and evaluation of appearance-based
power relationships and the role of appearance in power relationships.

8.6.5 Analysis of interdisciplinary literature
The fifth and final area of future research is ongoing analysis of interdisciplinary
literature with potential to inform the field of design. Personalisation is a topic of
increasing interest for the design field (Kuska and Fisher 2017). It is a highly contextual
term witha range of words that are frequently used in its place, including “adaptation,
customisation, end-user modification, extension and tailoring” (Mörch 1997, cited in
Tossell et al. 2012, p996). This wide range of personalisation terminology within
human–computer interaction alone indicates potential for a future review of
intradisciplinary design literature on the diversity of use and meanings associated
with the term personalisation.
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Bauman’s liquid metaphor (2000, 2005, 2007; Bauman and Vecchi 2004) is an
interdisciplinary concept identified during this study with potential for extending
design scholarship. This study exemplifies liquidity in the visual communication and
mobile UI design contexts due to the characteristics of incompleteness, choice and
possibility (Bauman and Vecchi 2004) that are made visible in the prototypes, and
because of the potential in the dynamic framework to facilitate diverse appearancebased co-creation opportunities. Concepts such as liquid relationships (Bardhi et al.
2012), liquid consumption (Bardhi and Eckhardt 2017), liquid assemblages (Redström
and Wiltse 2019) and liquid design (Scher 2019) indicate recent interest in the
application of this metaphor to the contemporary context. Indeed, designing for
liquidity has potential for conceptualising what designers do in the contemporary
digital-material context. Therefore, the liquid metaphor applied to the design context
offers a rich area for future research.
Habitus is another example of an interdisciplinary concept that holds more potential
for ongoing design research. As addressed in the discussion chapter, a designer’s
habitus is implicated in the things they design, their approach to the design process and
their design ethics, among others, and these all have a bearing on the production and
regulation of human–possession relationships. Future research could include the
complex inter- and intra-relationships between designers, individuals and designed
things through the lens of habitus.
Contributing to interdisciplinary scholarship from a design perspective is another area
for potential future research. For example, in the review of literature on the IT identity
construct (Carter and Grover 2015), iOS graphics were positioned among the smallest
units of technology as they are located within a software application environment.
However, this study suggests there is potential to add an additional level to the three
existing technology units to include an even smaller appearance-based unit of
technology. User-initiated personalisation-of-appearance options such as a range of
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colour and size choices, exemplify this fourth, nano unit of technology and is presented
for consideration of extending the IT identity construct as an area of future research.
Contributing to the IKEA effect from a design perspective is another area for potential
future research. A detailed assessment and evaluation of the IKEA effect is proposed for
its application beyond the material context to the digital-material context, including its
potential for links with Sartre’s (1972) concepts of creative possession and indefinite
extensions of possession.
Last, a contribution to scholarship on prosumption from a design and possession
perspective is another area for potential future research. Sartre’s (1972) material
possession and digital-material possession offer insights into the nature and agency
of the activities and outcomes of prosumption, indicating a philosophical dimension
of this recent term for future investigation.

8.7 Conclusion
This study identifies and asserts the importance of Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation
of material possession and proposes a newly expanded conceptualisation of digitalmaterial possession for the field of design. Together, these two philosophical
approaches to possession progress knowledge on appearance-dominant contemporary
digital-material things, exemplified by iOS app icon graphics, by addressing the agency
of their appearance in an individual’s self-identity and, in turn, in an individual’s
perception of reality. Consequently, possession and digital-material possession are
key in accomplishing the two primary research aims: first, to contribute to, and
increase scholarship on, the nature and agency of appearance-dominant digital things;
and second, to directly address the appearance of iOS app icon graphics and explicitly
investigate their contribution to an individual iPhone user’s self-identity. As a result,
a philosophical, theoretical and practical contribution to knowledge is claimed.
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Philosophically, Sartre’s (1972) conceptualisation of material possession in conjunction
with the newly expanded conceptualisation of digital-material possession provide
insights into the nature of being in the contemporary context, thereby making a new
contribution to the fields of design philosophy and the philosophy of technology.
Theoretically, Sartre’s (1972) possession and digital-material possession are relevant
for the contemporary design context. Designers, design activity and designed things,
through the lens of possession and digital-material possession, create, facilitate and
regulate human–possession relationships, self-identity and perceptions of reality. The
application of possession and digital-material possession to the design context provides
insights into the nature and agency of design roles, activities and outcomes, thereby
making a new theoretical contribution to design scholarship.
Practically, the speculative iOS app icon prototypes and dynamic framework developed
during this study make visible a set of appearance-dominant contemporary
possessions. Possession and digital-material possession ground the Research through
Design outcomes of this study by allowing personalisation to be positioned as an
activity of creative possession, personalisation options to be framed as indefinite
extensions of possession and personalisation outcomes to be viewed as creative
possessions. Reflection-on-action indicated the real-world application of possession
and digital-material possession in the prototypes and framework, thereby making a
new contribution to design practice.
In sum, this study advances understanding of individuals and their appearancedominant digital-material things. Conceptualisation of Sartre’s (1972) possession
and contemporary digital-material possession as a human–possession relationship,
illustrated by the relationship between iPhone users and their iOS graphics, contributes
to understanding the nature and agency of appearance-dominant digital things as
constituting an individuals’ self-identity. However, possession and digital-material
possession hold the greatest importance for understanding Generation Z and
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subsequent generations who are growing up, and will grow up, in the informational
context of the infosphere (Floridi 2014). Growing up in the infosphere will result in
an individual’s perceptions of self, others and the world being underpinned by their
human–possession relationships with information communication technologies and
the nature and agency of each of these technologies. Therefore, an understanding of
the nature, agency and diversity of appearance-dominant technologies through the
relational lenses of material and digital-material possession will provide invaluable
insights into humans and non-humans in the current and future digital-material
contexts.
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Appendix B: Interview questions

Watts Interview
version: 19082016
Title: Visuality/Materiality/Identity: A design approach to personalisation of
smartphone interface graphics.

1. In the earlier questionnaire you have already completed, several prototypes were
presented to show a range of potential personalisation options for iPhone mobile
graphics.
Describe any other personalisation options for mobile graphics you would like to
see on your smartphone. (Do not be constrained by what you think is possible or
achievable on your smartphone.)
Note: The questionnaire prototype screens have been provided for you to refer to
if necessary.
2. If you could design a theme for your smartphone mobile graphics that visually
represented who you are, what would it look like? (Do not be constrained by what
you think is possible or achievable on your smartphone.)
3. If increased personalisation options were available for iPhone mobile graphics,
would you prefer the personalisation options to be a built-in feature of the iPhone
or downloaded from an independent developer via the App Store?
Why?
4. Our possessions include a growing number of digital technologies and products
such as apps, profiles, feeds, tweets, posts etc.
How important to you is the ability to personalise the look of such generic digital
possessions to reflect who you are as a user and owner?
Why?
5. Would you like the ability to sync your visual personalisation choices across
multiple devices and screen interfaces? (Do not be constrained by what you think
is possible or achievable on your smartphone.)
Why?
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Appendix C: Participant information sheet
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Appendix D: Questionnaire 2016
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Appendix E: Design suggestions and stimuli
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